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Abstract
Hearing Women’s Voices in Popular Song:
Analyzing Sound and Identity in Country and Soul
Kate Heidemann
In this study I combine music analysis with critical theory to investigate how different
conceptions of feminine identity—intersecting with race and class—are materialized through
recorded sound. I present interpretive analyses of four popular songs recorded and released
between 1967 and 1974: “Baby, I Love You” by Aretha Franklin, “Fist City” by Loretta Lynn,
“If I Were Your Woman” by Gladys Knight and the Pips, and “Jolene” by Dolly Parton. My
analyses focus on vocal performance, and vocal quality (or timbre) in particular, as I investigate
the means by which the sounds of these recordings participate in cultural discourse on gender,
sexuality, race, and class. These songs narrate moments in sexual love relationships (the hope of
new love or the threat of infidelity), while the performances of each vocalist, the studio
musicians, and the work of engineers and producers combine to create representations of black
and working-class femininity that express varying degrees of assertiveness and vulnerability in
the face of unequal gender power relations. I compare and contextualize these sonic expressions
of identity with the personas these vocalists presented in their professional and public lives,
illustrating how these recordings participate in the construction of a multi-faceted and alwaysemergent history of American womanhood.
In order to accurately describe the relationship between musical sound and intersectional
gender identity, I develop a phenomenological analytic methodology sensitive to how embodied
responses (the types of physical engagements invited by sound), associative (or connotative,
semiotic) responses, and social and historical context of both the recording and listener all
contribute to the process of interpretation. I take my own situated listening experience as the

object of study, recognizing how my listening practices and reactions, and overlapping
identities—as a white, upper-middle-class woman and music scholar—impact my interpretations
of these songs. My focus on the physical engagement inherent in music listening underpins the
approach to vocal quality analysis I present at the outset of my study, in which I link descriptive
language about voice to the physical components of vocal sound production. In my analyses of
lyrics, instrumental quality, dynamics, rhythm, form, pitch, and the sonic “space” afforded by
each recording, I continue to attend to the types of embodied and associative responses afforded
by each element, demonstrating how an engagement with these sounds informs conceptions of
gender identity.
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Chapter 1
Sound and Identity
This dissertation presents interdisciplinary interpretive analyses of four popular song
recordings released in the US between 1967 and 1973. Each song is performed and in some
cases written and/or arranged by one of four female vocalists: “Baby, I Love You” by Aretha
Franklin, “Fist City” by Loretta Lynn, “If I Were Your Woman” by Gladys Knight and the Pips,
and “Jolene” by Dolly Parton. With vocal performance at the fore of my analyses, I also address
how lyrics, instrumentation, recording choices, rhythm, song form, melody, and harmony—
situated in relation to each song’s historical and cultural context—all contribute to interpretations
of identity. The results are four nuanced portraits of femininity, emerging from white workingclass Appalachia, and black working- and middle-class Atlanta and Detroit, that act as
meaningful counterbalances to one-sided representations of womanhood widely circulated in
popular media (both then and now).
I approach “hearing women’s voices” as both analytical and political endeavor. By
developing a method of analyzing vocal quality, and attending to vocality as the entry point into
a consideration of sound as representative and constitutive of identity, I also strive to create more
space in music-theoretical discourse for these women’s voices (and the voices of more female,
working-class, and non-white artists) to be heard, understood, and valued.1 As I respond to the
lack of detailed analyses of these artists’ works and performances, which I argue is wrought
partially by the lack of methodological approaches to the analysis of vocal quality, I am also
committed to an analytical approach that is mindful of the physically, culturally, and

1

I hypothesize later that adjustments to methodologies and analytical approaches help address the general
underrepresentation of works and performances by female, working-class, and/or non-white artists in
music theory scholarship.

1

chronologically situated process of listening. Based on this commitment to understanding
musical interpretation as influenced by listener position, I adopt a phenomenological approach
that begins by explicitly positing my own listening experience as the subject of study. This
approach reveals how the mediation of my body in the act of listening as well as my identity as a
contemporary white, middle-class, female listener are necessarily involved in how I produce my
interpretations of these recordings. I then situate myself within a multiplex and emergent
network of song meaning production and reception, by re-framing my interpretations in relation
to these recordings’ original contexts and their performers’ personas.
This dissertation is shaped not only by this focus on the diversification of musical texts
for analysis through methodological change, but also by a specific interpretive project related to
the ways popular song participates in the circulation of ideas about gender identity. Popular
media—music included—play a part in the construction of social categories such as gender roles.
“Baby, I Love You” and “If I Were Your Woman” are both invitations to a love affair, while
“Fist City” and “Jolene” narrate clashes between women over a shared lover; all four express
familiar emotions (or demonstrate a way of feeling that is at least assumed to be common) in
response to potential and potentially lost heterosexual romantic relationships. These songs and
their performances function as representations of different notions of womanhood and femininity
as they are simultaneously informed by other intertwining elements of identity such as race and
class.

1.1 Music, Meaning, and Identity
I use popular music (and music generally) in the same way as many other listeners—for
identity formation, maintaining well-being, and for entertainment or distraction. Sometimes I am

2

a passive listener, and sometimes I seek out specific songs or pieces because I would like to take
advantage of the effect they have on me. Music helps me crystallize a feeling or concept, gives
me opportunities to try on different guises, helps me get energized or relaxed, or transports me
into a memory or fantasy. I am fascinated by music’s ability to move me (physically and
emotionally), and the ability of sound to communicate volumes of information—even as I
experience it as immediate and easily felt.
The sonic materials of a popular song—not just the lyrics or the persona of the
performer—contain a multitude of invitations and cues. Depending on a how a listener is “tuned
in” to sound, based on her history, interests, and abilities, a recording can point her in a number
of directions (and as such the listener/music relationship more closely resembles a dialogue
rather than a cause and effect relationship). The specific aspect of the intricate dialogue between
listener and music I explore in this dissertation is the journey from musical sound to conceptions
of identity. I can trace my interest in the affective potential of music and the role of music
listening in identity formation back to very early childhood listening experiences. I first heard
Aretha Franklin’s voice as I sat in the back seat of my parents’ car, listening to the oldies radio
station. I didn’t know much about Franklin at the time, but understood hers as an authoritative
female voice that helped communicate some of the possibilities of what a woman might be. This
and countless other similar musical experiences have shaped my sense of self and knowledge of
the world, and have inspired the overarching questions I begin to explore in the present study.
What do the sonic materials of popular song recordings tell us about categories of identity, and
how do they do so? Even more specifically, what can recordings by female vocalists tell me
about femininity? What sorts of models of femininity are suggested via the sonic details of
popular recordings?

3

I assert that these questions matter because popular music recordings are a regular part of
our daily lives (whether we actively seek them out or not), and, as part of popular culture, have a
real impact on our everyday conceptions of social categories. I also argue the sounds of
recordings are at the heart of this impact, but receive significantly less frequent, and less clear,
investigation in our daily and academic discourses than the words, actions, and images
associated with them. For example, Angela Davis’s approach to the musical works of Gertrude
“Ma” Rainey, Bessie Smith, and Billie Holiday as “quotidian expressions of feminist
consciousness”2 has deeply influenced my interest in studying popular music as modeling
femininity, but her study also relies entirely on song lyrics. In a similar vein, Pamela Fox
explores identity in country music in her book Natural Acts, with detailed attention to stage
shows, lyrics, and various forms of publicity, and very little attention to sound.3 This is hardly
meant to be a critique of these scholars who are approaching the study of music and culture from
outside the discipline of musicology, but rather an illustration of the continued need for the work
of musicologists in the study of music and identity.
Scholars from a variety of disciplines have at the basis of their research questions
regarding the meaning of music and its role in the private and social lives of listeners. From the
perspective of individual-centered listening and music analysis, Allan Moore writes:
From a good song, we learn about ourselves. From finding out what we make of the
song, we make that learning conscious, and that seems to me to be of inestimable value.
The most important question, then, . . . is this: as a listener, what does the track you are
listening to teach you about your own actions or responses, or your proposed actions or
responses?4
2

Angela Y. Davis, Blues Legacies and Black Feminism (New York: Vintage Books, 1999), xvii.

3

Pamela Fox, Natural Acts: Gender, Race, and Rusticity in Country Music (Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press, 2009).
4

Allan Moore, Song Means: Analysing and Interpreting Recorded Popular Song (Burlington, VT:
Ashgate Publishing, 2012), 286.

4

In this characterization, our interactions with music illuminate the personal—our musical
experiences are a way of speaking to ourselves about ourselves. In my own experience, close
listening and analysis provides a means of sharpening this self-discovery through music, of
bringing into focus the means by which music helps us understand who we are.
Other researchers are more interested in how “music as a technology of the self” is
occurring on a broader scale. When Tia DeNora interviewed listeners about how they used music
in their everyday lives, for example, she compiled a collection of individual moments of musical
self-discovery and self-maintenance to speak to how music both shapes and is shaped by
society.5 Susan Crafts, Daniel Cavicchi, and Charles Keil similarly published a collection of
interviews with lay listeners that demonstrates both the uniqueness of personal music choices (an
“idiosyncratic culture in sound”) as well as the role of music in American society.6
The meanings of recorded popular music are neither wholly located in the sonic material
nor in its hearers, and are neither completely dictated by the social setting within which it’s
created, nor by the intentions of its creators or the state of the listener. The meanings of popular
recordings (a broad-ranging collection that includes expressions of what it’s like to be a
particular person or kind of person) are to be found in all of these things, and researchers
interested in questions of musical meaning are well-served to indicate to their readers, listeners,
and students which aspects of the multifaceted and fluid process of meaning production they
intend to address.
As a music theorist, one of my central skill sets lies in close listening and analysis,
activities that comprise the heart of this dissertation. My analyses are individual, since I am just
5

Tia DeNora, Music in Everyday Life (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2000).

6

Susan D. Crafts, Daniel Cavicchi, and Charles Keil, My Music: Explorations of Music in Daily Life
(Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan University Press, 1993).

5

one listener, but also reflect and constitute a portion of my social existence. My broadest, most
central question is of how music communicates, and I judge that in order to address this question
in a grounded, empirical manner, I need to first understand as best I can how I listen to and
interpret music, since my accumulated experiences color every interpretation about music I’m
bound to make.7 Although my interpretations arise from my individual experience, I am not
alone in the process of music listening and interpretation, and my listening experience fits within
and reflects a broader social context. In this sense, my study of popular music recordings aligns
with Clifford Geertz’s characterization of art analysis in “Art as a Cultural System”: “that to
study an art form is to explore a sensibility, that such a sensibility is essentially a collective
formation, and that the foundations of such a formation are as wide as social existence and as
deep…Matisse’s color jottings (the word is his own) and the Yoruba’s line arrangements don’t,
save glancingly, celebrate social structure or forward useful doctrines. They materialize a way of
experiencing; bring a particular cast of mind out into the world of objects, where [people] can
look at it.”8 Extending the work of Geertz, Steven Feld describes musical meaning as arising
from the simultaneously social and individual act of interpretation: “We apprehend the
surrounding scene as organized, meaningful, and intersubjectively so; in other words, we assume
that our daily realities as well as our more specifically situated and finite sensibilities are shared.
At the same time we each recognize that we might not all have the same idea, the same ‘take’ on
7

One criticism of studying one’s own reaction to music might be that we are commonly “tricked” by our
own perceptions (these tricks are usually demonstrated by reference to optical illusions or “ghost notes”).
This criticism is beside the point of this current study, since I am interested in how music functions in
human, real-world listening contexts. Whatever “mistaken” perceptions may occur are still part of the
listening process, and I argue that although we may have perceptions and resulting interpretations that we
may later discard or reframe, there isn’t much meaning relevant to questions of social categories or
feeling that arises outside the always-evolving human listening experience. We can quantitatively
measure acoustical signals, but we can’t get “outside” ourselves when it comes to interpretation.
8

Clifford Geertz, “Art as a Cultural System,” MLN 91/6 Comparative Literature (Dec., 1976), 1478.

6

‘what is going on’ and ‘what it means.’”9 Popular recordings similarly make an experience
public and communicable, relying on and informing both individual sensibility and collective
understanding.
The present study focuses on the activity of repeated private hearings, via headphones or
home stereo, of publicly circulated music. Although I perhaps have listened to these songs many
more times for the purpose of analysis than is typical (or perhaps not—a track can rack up
several plays over the course of a listener’s relationship with it), I suggest that the listening
activity I examine in the following pages is a common one worth investigating.10 I will be
discussing specific recordings, each a widely available re-release of the original songs, that I
listen to as MP3s on either my iMac or iPod using Sennheiser PX100-II headphones.11 The
recording of “Baby, I Love You” is from a 1993 Rhino label CD reissue of Aretha Arrives, a
mono mix remastered from the mono master tapes (the mono version is the most widely
available CD and MP3 version of this song—and the only version of the entire album Aretha
Arrives on CD and MP3—available for purchase). The recording of “Fist City” I refer to in this
essay comes from a combined 2011 CD reissue of the albums Your Squaw is on the Warpath and

Steven Feld. “Communication, Music, and Speech about Music.” Yearbook for Traditional Music 16
(1984): 2.
9

10

This is a type of listening activity most common in developed and developing countries.

11

The four recordings in this study have therefore undergone two format conversions (from record to
compact disc, and from compact disc to MP3)—I am studying a copy of a copy. In so doing, I hope to
analyze these recordings as they appear in common contemporary conditions, even though MP3s are
“imperfect” copies of the source material. Jonathan Sterne explains, “MP3 encoders build their files by
calculating a moment-to-moment relationship between the changing contents of a recording and the gaps
and absences of an imagined listener at the other end. The MP3 encoder works so well because it guesses
that its imagined auditor is an imperfect listener, in less-than-deal conditions.” Whatever might be
missing, however, in MP3s is typically of little concern to me in this project. I agree with Sterne’s point:
“Aesthetic pleasure, attention, contemplation, immersion, and high definition—these terms have no
necessary relationship to one another.” Jonathan Sterne, MP3: The Meaning of a Format (Durham: Duke
University Press, 2012), 2, 5.

7

Fist City by Raven Records. “If I Were Your Woman” is taken from the 2006 Universal reissue
of the eponymous album, and the recording of “Jolene” I study is from the RCA
Nashville/Legacy reissue of Jolene. All the recordings I have chosen are the most widely
available from major retailers, in either CD or MP3 format. The following analyses therefore
consist of a detailed, systematic investigation of one common type of “human-music
interaction”12 resulting in a general outline of how meaning arises in this particular interaction,
and nuanced accounts of what each recording means in this particular context of scholarly
inquiry focused on sonic materiality and feminine identity.
The way I experience and understand music is shaped by a constant dialogue between my
physical self and the attitudes of my social settings. The fact that I am an American music
theorist with classical training, an avid popular music listener, middle-class, white,
cisgendered,13 and straight all affect the types of interpretations that I am liable to make. My
analyses begin from my individual perspective and I go on to extend these hearings (in chapter 5)
by investigating how these interpretations fit into much larger historical and cultural contexts. In
intervening chapters, I explore multiple sonic features of each recording—vocal and instrumental
quality, arrangement, recording effects and mixing, groove, form, melody, and harmony—
showing how one model of femininity is actually informed by the artistic work of many. All of
these sonic signifiers are filtered through my understanding of the song as by and about a female
protagonist—who is at once an imaginary character in the song, as well as the person singing.

12

This wording is DeNora’s characterization of listening.

13

Meaning that the gender I was assigned at birth, my body, and my identity all match, reading as
“female” to myself and to others. The prefix “cis-” is used as the antonym of “trans-,” and originated in
online communities and scholarship dedicated to discussions about transgender and transsexual topics and
issues. See for example, Julia Serano, Whipping Girl: A Transsexual Woman on Sexism and the
Scapegoating of Femininity (New York: Seal Press, 2007).

8

This is a connection many listeners make, understanding that an artist is performing a song but
also assuming she is sharing a part of herself. It is this connection that prompts me to explore the
personas and personal histories that each artist presents to her fans as components integral to
song meaning. Each performer emerged from social settings distinct from mine in terms of
generation, region, class, and sometimes race; hearing each song with knowledge of these
different settings invariably inflects the different interpretations I propose, resulting in more
nuanced understandings of how each suggests a model of gendered identity.14
This makes evident the social and political nature of analytical choices—I still make
claims about the meaning of music and assert general hypotheses about how musical meaning
arises, but in such a way as to acknowledge the socially situated nature of these claims. My
concern with situation and position stems from Donna Haraway’s concept of “feminist
objectivity”15 and related scholarship that recognizes that “all knowledge claims begin life as
partial knowledges, determined by the situation of the knower [influenced by class, race, gender,
sexuality, ethnicity, religious beliefs, and so forth]; and that they develop into more generally
useful knowledge claims as the result of ‘conversation’ among situated knowers.”16

14

In this way, the approach I take here is compatible with an ecological approach to musical
understanding articulated by Eric Clarke: “an ecological approach recognizes that even comparatively
simple sounds can afford more than one interpretation—and aesthetic objects are deliberately structured
so as to exploit this polyvalence . . . it encourages a detailed and ecologically appropriate examination of
the stimulus invariants and the kinds of sources that they may specify in relation to the sensitivities of the
perceiver(s) in question.” Eric Clarke, Ways of Listening: An Ecological Approach to the Perception of
Musical Meaning (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005), 52.
15

Donna Haraway, “Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial
Perspective,” Feminist Studies 14/3 (Fall, 1988): 575.
16

Suzanne G. Cusick, “Feminist Theory, Music Theory, and the Mind/Body Problem,” Perspectives of
New Music 32/1 (Winter, 1994): 8.
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1.2 Taking Stock and Going “Off the Beaten Path”: Popular Music Analysis
How does analyzing music inform meaning? To once again quote Geertz, “Harmony and
prosody are hardly to be dispensed with, any more than composition and syntax; but exposing
the structure of a work of art and accounting for its impact are not the same thing.”17 Using music
analysis as a tool for investigating musical meaning is not an aesthetically, socially, or politically
neutral exercise, and is made even more fraught since the term “analysis” and what counts as
analysis in scholarly research isn’t fixed. Allan Moore comments, “the ‘analysis of music’ is
often taken (by both sympathizers and detractors) to be synonymous with the ‘structural analysis
of music,’ that is with the ascertaining of the musical relationships that obtain between different
parts of a musical object (usually the score, occasionally the performance) or between parts of
the object and the whole.”18 This is the type of analysis at the heart of much traditional music
theoretical research, namely indexical studies (defining an individual or stylistic idiom by types
of musical materials and their organization) and, more recently, related statistical analyses (the
likelihood of a particular musical event occurring at a particular moment in the given idiom, for
example). Many historical and contemporary discussions within the field of music theory center
on refining the different categories of musical material—harmony and form for example—by
which pieces of music are indexed, or trying to decide which piece (or fragment of a piece)
belongs to which particular category. These categories, indices, and probabilities are often
applied in analyses in ways that speak to the aesthetic impact of a piece—knowing the features
of several styles and genres enable us to understand when something surprising happens, or

17

Geertz, 5.

18

Moore, 3.
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when the piece is referring to music of another idiom, for example. But these categories alone
speak to only some aspects of the music—typically harmony and form.
A widely accepted definition of analysis as primarily structural analysis is problematic
for music theorists attending to musical experience and meaning, as well as for analysts of
popular music who want to make our work intelligible and relevant to the interdisciplinary field
of popular music studies and popular music consumers in general. I therefore offer a method of
analysis that encompasses yet moves beyond structural analysis (as I will explain in detail in the
following section), and focuses on sonic elements, such as timbre, that are integral to song
meaning yet have not commonly been featured in music-analytical work. I undertake this shift in
focus not only out of a desire to have my work intersect with popular music scholarship outside
the discipline. It is also inspired by the awareness that we need new methodologies in order to
investigate the process of how sound becomes meaningful, and to address the exclusions
wrought by the inertia of disciplinary traditions.
The four artists I study in this dissertation are well-known figures in popular music19 and
have drawn attention from scholars of popular culture,20 but there have yet to appear thorough
analyses of the sonic elements of these artists’ works that have moved so many listeners.21 The
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under-representation of these singers in scholarly analytical work reflects a general tendency by
music theorists to overlook the work of vocalists (especially those who aren’t known primarily as
singer-songwriters or composers, like Joni Mitchell and Tori Amos). Vocal performance, of
which vocal timbre (a subset of sound quality—a designation I will explain more thoroughly in
Chapter 2) is an integral element, is not well served by analyses using traditional methodology.
Methods such as set theory, transformational theory, Schenkerian analysis, and
harmonically informed theories of form were developed in response to a collection of notated art
music (the celebrated composers of which typically happen to be white men, whose artistic
opportunities and status were/are enabled by prevailing social and cultural forces).22 As popular
music analysis began to gain traction within musicology (well after popular music studies
established itself as an area of serious scholarship), theorists often continued in the same
analytical traditions, adapting established analytic methodology to popular song analysis. For
example, in his article “Pitch Down the Middle,” theorist Walter Everett asserts that although
“timbre, rhythm, and form are of undeniable interest,” it is really the case that “pitch
relationships are of central importance, forming the core of the structure, the identity, and even

Transcription,” in Keeping Score: Music, Disciplinarity, Culture, ed. David Schwarz, Anahid Kassabian,
and Lawrence Siegel, 169-203 (Charlottesville, VA: University Press of Virginia, 1997).
22
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many of the expressive capabilities of pop-rock music.”23 Many foundational studies in the field
as well as current scholarship on pop music analysis share this outlook. This stance is reflected in
the volume Understanding Rock: Essays in Musical Analysis, edited by John Covach and
Graeme M. Boone;24 in several of the pieces in Walter Everett’s edited volume Expression in
Pop-Rock Music—particularly those contributed by Lori Burns, Everett, Timothy Koozin, and
Mark Spicer;25 and Nicole Biamonte’s recent Music Theory Spectrum article, “Triadic Modal
and Pentatonic Patterns in Rock Music.”26
There are notable exceptions, however, and the focus of popular music analysis
scholarship is continually broadening. In Interpreting Popular Music, David Brackett deployed
analysis in the service of interpretation, considering voice and performance in his comparison of
Bing Crosby and Billie Holiday’s different renditions of “I’ll Be Seeing You,” and addressing
timbre, rhythm, and race in his analysis of James Brown’s “Superbad.”27 More recently, Allan
Moore explored elements such as layers, texture, timbre, style, and persona as all contributing to
analysis and interpretation in Song Means: Analysing and Interpreting Recorded Popular Song.28
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And topics on timbre in popular music are making their way into music theory journals, as
evidenced by David Blake’s recent Music Theory Online article, “Timbre as Differentiation in
Indie Music.”29 During a keynote address delivered at popMAC, an international conference on
analyzing popular music organized by The Society for Music Analysis, Walter Everett shared an
analysis of George Harrison’s use of different guitar timbres during the 1960s.30 His presentation
involved familiarizing the audience with Harrison’s 1962 Gretsch Chet Atkins Country
Gentleman and Vox AC30 Top Boost amp, showing video of different positions of the pickup
selector switch in live performance cross-referenced to timbres on different parts of the
analogous recording, and comparing different styles of strumming. When it comes to analyzing
timbre (among other non-pitch, formal, and rhythmic elements), scholars often need to consider
bodies, instruments, and technology, and produce analyses that begin to look like something
quite different from what has been typically considered “music analysis.”
Dogged adherence to traditional methods of music analysis inadvertently reinscribes old
ideas about what (and who) makes “music of quality.” These tendencies within the field of music
theory and popular music analysis magnify the “contemporary cultural fetishizations of white
male performative virtuosity.”31 (Daphne Brook aims this critique at rock music criticism, but it
is just as fitting in this context.) The membership of the Society of Music Theory and the
editorial boards of theory and analysis journals are gradually beginning to attend to our lack of
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demographic diversity among scholars who identify as music theorists, and attempting to
implement policies and programs to address these imbalances (such as mentoring programs).32 I
assert that this issue can also be addressed by challenging the types of research and thinking that
gets classified as music-theoretical.
In Queer Phenomenology, Sarah Ahmed deals with the question of orientation, extending
notions from phenomenology about how one inhabits space and becomes physically oriented into
an analysis of other, more specific types of orientation and disorientation experienced by Other
bodies. Ahmed argues that well-worn, socially constructed “lines” often determine orientation; to
turn away from certain lines is a danger and an effort. She writes: “The lines that allow us to find
our way, those that are “in front” of us, also make certain things, and not others,
available…When we follow specific lines, some things become reachable and other remain or
even become out of reach.”33 Groups such as nations or other imagined communities that tread
these lines (which she sometimes refers to as “the well-trodden path”) over and over again
reinforce them, creating a “collective direction.” In becoming part of a community, one follows
the collective direction(s) “which could be described as the political requirement that we turn
some ways and not others.”34 Eventually, by repeating the act of following a line, we make the
line disappear and begin to take it as given.
Later, Ahmed uses her concept of the line to describe how queer desire is off-line of the
compulsory orientation of heterosexuality, and how the deeply ingrained, familiar lines of the
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white world disorients black bodies. My work is inspired by Ahmed’s idea of line and is
sympathetic to these and other off-line groups, but it does not entail such high-risk turns as those
she discusses. One can imagine scholarly disciplines and academia generally having their
collective directions: when one follows the “line” of music theory, for example, one of the
primary benefits afforded by that line is access to a collection of analytical tools that aid in the
understanding of complex pitch relations. One of the disadvantages of this line and resulting
analytical outlook is that it makes musical elements that are off-line—such as timbre, space,
texture, embodiment—less visible in our analyses. Another disadvantage is that these analytical
tools were forged in response to a fairly narrowly constrained collection of music dominated by a
historical narrative of “great (white) men.” This is not to say that music created by non-white,
non-male artists necessarily demand new analytic methodologies because of their “foreignness.”
Rather, a collective direction that focuses largely on the accessibility of pitch also results in
keeping a broad array of music out of reach to music theorists. When we tend toward analyzing
only some acoustic and structural features of music, we limit the types of music we can address
and subsequently hinder the diversity and vitality of our field. In order to broaden the bounds of
analytical discussion to more readily include works by artists such as Franklin, Lynn, Knight,
and Parton, I therefore address the sonic parameter of vocal quality first in chapter 2, based on
the hypothesis that many popular songs’ appeal lies in the voice of the performer. In chapter 3, I
continue with an analysis of instrumental quality, dynamics, space, and lyrics before addressing
rhythm, form, melody, and harmony in chapter 4.
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1.3 The Meaning of Popular Music: Embodiment and Association
Researchers in speech perception acknowledge that listeners make an incredibly wide
array of judgments about the speaker based on the quality of her or his voice.35 These
perceptions, however, usually differ somewhat from one listener to the next, as they are
influenced by individual as well as group identity (or more accurately, identities), and the
listening task at hand. Analytic interpretations of vocal quality therefore must grapple with the
question of how to describe one’s perception and interpretation of a phenomenon without a
perfectly similar, shared framework of understanding. For example, if I use the terms “bright” or
“nasal” in a description of vocal quality, I cannot assume that those terms will communicate the
same sense of experience or meaning to other listeners or readers. It is a familiar problem in
speaking or writing about music that Roland Barthes refers to when he asks: “Are we condemned
to the adjective? Are we reduced to the dilemma of either the predictable or the ineffable?”36 I
take Barthes as articulating the frustration of feeling caught between repeating vague clichés and
simply claiming an inability to accurately describe music (and vocal quality in particular).
I pursue a path out of this quagmire via an approach to analysis and interpretation that
draws from phenomenology, embodied cognition, and critical theories of gender, race, and class.
The basic foundation of this embodied approach to music analysis is summarized in Maurice
Merleau-Ponty’s assertions that “meanings of the world arise through real or implicit bodily
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action,”37 that “a thing is not actually given in perception, it is inwardly taken up by us,
reconstituted and lived by us insofar as it is linked to a world whose fundamental structures we
carry with ourselves.”38 In a similar vein, Suzanne Cusick advocates an approach to music
analysis that acknowledges the body as a site of musical meaning production in performer and
listener.39 She critiques music theorists’ propensity to identify music as originating from the
mind of the composer and being received by the mind of the listener, while ignoring the
mediation of bodies in the transfer of this information. Cusick invokes her body primarily from
the perspective of a performer; although I refer mainly to my listener’s body in my analyses, like
Cusick I am interested in “escap[ing] the limitations of the mind-mind game by acknowledging
in our descriptions (analyses, hearings) the mediations and meanings of bodies.”40
I draw on research in embodied music cognition—specifically Arnie Cox’s hypothesis of
mimetic motor imagery—to conceptualize the role of my body in receiving and constructing
musical representations of gendered identity.41 When we listen to music, many of us engage
consciously or more often unconsciously with that music via imitation—imagining performing
the actions required to create that sound (using the same instrument, or another), or analogous
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exertions (such as dancing that matches the rhythms or gestures evident in the music).42
Neuroimaging evidence suggests (although somewhat tentatively) that this is supported by the
mirror neuron system, “a mechanism allowing an individual to understand the meaning and
intention of a communicative signal by evoking a representation of that signal in the perceiver’s
own brain.”43 The study of popular music is especially (although not singularly) well served by
a consideration of embodiment via mimesis given its close relationship with dance (with the
genres of country and soul being no exception). The entrainment on cyclical rhythmic patterns
and the physical representations of sound quality and changes in pitch through gesture and
movement that make up dance are all examples of overt imitation.
I first identify the physical basis of the interpretations that stem from my listening
experience by determining what it feels like to imitate (and imagine producing) the sounds in
these recordings—accounting more precisely for how the adjectives and metaphoric concepts I
use originate in bodily experience. Music affords a variety of sounds for us to respond to in
kind, which we do according to different modalities of mimetic behavior. When I focus on vocal
performance and vocal quality, for example, I employ what Cox calls “direct-matching, or intramodal”44 mimetic motor imagery (MMI) as I imitate vocal sounds with my own voice. In the
case of instrumental performance, an example of direct-matching MMI would be the imitation
42
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of finger movements or body positioning required in playing the instrument. Cox also refers to
“cross-modal, or inter-modal (e.g., subvocal imitation of instrumental sounds, tapping or
bobbing along with a drum beat)” MMI and “amodal (abdominal imitation of the exertion
dynamic evident in sounds)” MMI.45 Further, all of these embodied, mimetic responses to
musical sound occur relative to the listener’s background and musical experience.46
In addition to, and often arising from, these embodied responses (and subject to the same
contextual forces) are associative responses—about the relationships and analogies afforded by
these sounds to other sounds, imagery, and cultural histories. I incorporate two general types of
association into my approach—musical and extramusical. The first refers to when a listener
intuits a connection between a song and another song, style, genre, or sound in general. The
second refers to when a listener connects features of a song to an idea, event, or social structure
(to name just a few examples). This encompasses both the way musical sounds accrue meanings
and associations throughout history and experience (which has been addressed by theorists
adapting elements of semiotics such as Philip Tagg) and also the way in which “music [is] a
structure against which other things [can] be articulated” (following Adorno).47 This latter type
of conceptual extra-musical association is more a matter of comparing structures or attitudes,
rather than specific styles, instrumental sounds, or musical settings. Musical and extra-musical
45
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associations often combine and boundaries between the two are often blurred—they function in
this study as useful ways of conceptualizing association rather than strict categories.
My use of “association” is related to, but distinct from, methods of applying semiotics or
critical theory in the interpretation of musical meaning—in general, I prefer to keep the term as
general, open, and flexible as possible, only breaking down the associations I make into the two
aforementioned types of musical and extra-musical. This is similar to how Steven Feld
characterizes association early in “Communication, Music, and Speech about Music.”48 I do not
explicitly make use, however, of his categories of “interpretive moves” since I am already
invested in a particular type of interpretation in this project. In the service of determining the
types of gender, race, and class associations afforded by my situated, embodied reactions to
music, I may use a combination of locational (relating music to like items within a particular
subjective field), categorical (classification of type of music), associational (relating music to
visual, musical, or verbal imagery), and reflective (relating music to personal and social
conditions) moves.49 Even though I offer here a basic outline by which I make my
interpretations—embodiment via mimesis (direct-matching, cross-modal, and amodal) and
musical and extra-musical association—I am not interested in generating a further detailed
taxonomy of musical interpretation. In my experience, it is too easy to become fully engrossed in
complex typologies of musical meaning—to focus more on the system of analysis than the music
it purports to explain. I therefore prefer to keep my organizational frame as simple as possible,
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while also drawing on the concepts from scholarship on association (broadly conceived) and
meaning.50
Association is compatible in a basic sense with musical semiotics, but my approach
differs in its specifics. I explore the ways musical sounds connote or reference other sounds,
images, and settings, but I avoid parsing music as if it were a language for the purposes of my
analyses (eschewing, for example, Tagg’s “musemes”).51 Association can also include the types
of interpretive links that Susan McClary and Nicola Dibben (as only two examples) make in their
scholarship informed by critical feminist and Marxist theory (as well as semiotics)—in these
instances, association is more a matter of comparing like structures or attitudes, rather than
specific styles, instrumental sounds, or musical settings.
For example, in her essay “Constructions of Subjectivity in Schubert’s Music,” McClary
contrasts the compositional procedures of Schubert with those of Beethoven—whose
“compositions such as the Eroica had already been embraced not merely as the standard in
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music, but also as the model of German manhood”52—to show how Schubert constructed a
version of male subjectivity that differed markedly from the dominant paradigm. McClary
presents her analyses of Schubert’s deliberate musical counternarratives as supporting queer
interpretations of his work. Similarly I argue that large-scale musical structures (primarily song
form and harmonic progressions) that I engage with conceptually can echo (or not) the gendered
performance of the lead vocalist, and support the associations of gender, race, and class
suggested by other elements of the song.
In “Representations of Femininity in Popular Music,” Nicola Dibben similarly analyzes
the construction of gendered subjectivity by relating musical and social paradigms. Dibben
focuses more pointedly on music’s critical capacity by drawing on Adorno’s critique of mass
culture.53 She explains that, “according to an Adornian critique, popular music affirms and
reflects the social situation as it is by displaying an unreflective attitude towards its own
immanent form, and mystifies the real social relations which exist between people by disguising
the exchange value of commodity music as a use value which satisfies a real need.” Although
this interpretation seems to denounce all popular music as unreflective, Dibben adds that this is
not necessarily the case: “Adorno’s critique of mass culture does not rule out the potential for a
critical function in popular music entirely: as Adorno remarks, the distinction is not that between
pop or ‘light’ music and art music, but between commodity music and a critical, self-reflective
music.”54 According to this updated reading of Adorno (which Dibben credits to Richard
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Middleton and Max Paddison55), “music which is critical of its own material is critical of the
social situation within which it arises.”56 By comparing a song’s musical elements to common
pop music procedures, Dibben determines whether those elements suggest a critical attitude
toward dominant paradigms, adopting a parallel between musical and social critique.
I am indebted to Dibben for her combination of musical semiotics and critical theory in
the service of understanding the gendered meaning of popular music, but I am not inclined to use
the work of Adorno beyond the concept of music as reflective of social structure and as
“cognitive resource.”57 Middleton summarizes one of the key reasons why Adorno’s theory is
not applicable to popular music (and post-Tin Pan Alley pop in particular): “Composers,
performers and other productive agents are not either wholly ‘manipulated’ or wholly ‘critical’
and ‘free’; their subjectivity—or the positions being continually constructed for that
subjectivity—is traversed by a multitude of different, often conflicting lines of social influence,
bringing them into multiple, often overlapping identities and collectivities.”58 Putting too much
emphasis on the “critical, self reflective” qualities of popular music begins to obscure its
nuanced position as cultural goods. For Parton and Lynn, Franklin and Knight, all women for
whom the threat of poverty was either imminent or a mark of their parents’ lives, it is impractical
to underestimate the importance of commercial success versus artistic innovation when it comes
to assessing their works. This raises the question of “whose paradigms” are in play when
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comparing musical and social patterns and prototypes in interpretive analyses—a question I will
return to in the following section.
The methodological combination of embodiment and association arises directly from my
interest in vocal quality and performance, but is also useful for other sound parameters (I will
return to the process of arriving at this methodology throughout chapters 2-4). Traditional music
theoretical tools can be incorporated into this framework, especially in the associative portions of
the analyses that compare musical and social archetypes. This type of association uses
intermediate steps of analysis familiar to music theorists—using visualizations of pitch or
temporal space to “freeze” certain musical structures and patterns, and then comparing these
stationary visual patterns to patterns of social interactions, for example. We can use these static
visual models of transient musical sound to understand something the sounds are doing, but
when we turn our close reading skills loose on these visuals, we can also create new meaning that
add to our interpretations that stem from listening alone.59 In the analyses that follow—especially
those concerned with rhythm, form, and pitch, I aim to invoke visual representations of these
songs in service to my experience of listening, rather than as aesthetic objects within themselves.
It has proven a distinct challenge of this phenomenologically based methodology to critically
assess why I am visualizing pitch and rhythm in the first place, and why I am invoking standard
analytical tools for the purpose of interpretation.

1.4 The Gendered Meanings of Popular Music
I use this combination of embodiment and association to address the sonic materialization
of socio-cultural identity that happens in a common listening scenario. I pinpoint throughout my
59
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analyses the way sound invites movement, feeling, and thought, opening particular paths of
interpretation. As I focus on the ways these four recordings suggest different models of
femininity, I must grapple with the fact that I bring my own lived sense of what it is like to be a
woman to my analyses. I want to allow these recordings and these artists to “speak for
themselves,” but as a listener I am also part of the discussion. Paradigms—whether musical or
social—are neither fixed nor broadly encompassing. Common musical procedures vary
somewhat across different genres and musical eras, and socially acceptable, encouraged modes
of performing one’s gender vary in relationship to region, class, race, religion, age, etc. My
consideration of multiple categories of identity as they interact with conceptions of gender draws
from the feminist theory of intersectionality, which rightly problematizes the idea of a universal
and unifying experience of women. This concept of intersectionality was articulated by the
Combahee River Collective, a black feminist group from Boston, in a 1977 statement: “we are
actively committed to struggling against racial, sexual, heterosexual, and class oppression and
see as our particular task the development of integrated analysis and practice based upon the fact
that the major systems of oppression are interlocking. The synthesis of these oppressions creates
the conditions of our lives.”60
As a contemporary (female, white, upper-middle-class, East-coast) listener, I bring
certain impressions of what constitutes traditional, conservative modes of femininity, and an
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understanding of standard popular music procedures of a variety of genres and time-periods. My
own hearing of these songs is initially impacted by own understanding of musical and social
paradigms, and becomes more complex and multifaceted as I incorporate a broader
understanding of social, historical, and cultural context throughout the music analysis chapters
and into Chapter 5. The analyses I present are therefore at once an investigation of the black and
white, rural and urban, working-class and middle-class aspiring models of womanhood presented
in these recordings, as well as an investigation of bourgeois listening practice from the
perspective of an upper-middle-class white female listener.
My assumed, everyday conception of femininity can be described as variation on white
bourgeois femininity. This gender model is descended from the nineteenth-century “Cult of True
Womanhood,” as described by historian Barbara Welter: “The attributes of True Womanhood,
by which a woman judged herself and was judged by her husband, her neighbors, and society
could be divided into four cardinal virtues—piety, purity, submissiveness and domesticity.”61
Growing up in an affluent northeastern suburb in the late-twentieth century, I found that this
model of femininity was still in circulation as a general aspirational ideal, rather than as a set of
required behaviors as it had been for previous generations of women. In my own experience,
True Womanhood still exists as one point on an atlas of gendered behavior around which I feel
allowed a degree of movement without fear of serious censure. This twenty-first-century
interpretation of True Womanhood is a model of femininity that occasionally arises in my
analyses, especially when I am reporting on my initial reactions to these recordings.
As I discuss in greater detail in Chapter 5, all four artists were raised in either black
working-class or middle-class urban, or white working-class rural communities, and grew up
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with female role models who expressed complex combinations of assertiveness, submissiveness,
self-reliance, and dependency. It is inaccurate for me to try to understand the expressions of
identity in their recordings solely in relation to my own experience of femininity. This is an issue
Kristine McCusker identifies in the “problem of superficial analyses of women in country music
due to scholars’ acceptance of a middle-class ideology that women’s historians call “separate
spheres” or “the cult of true womanhood.”62 Similarly, although I experience the vocal
performances of Franklin and Knight as claiming broader expressive space for women than that
typical of white bourgeois femininity, I am also aware of the tradition of white, middle-class
listeners consuming performances by black artists and interpreting them through noncontextualized racialist generalizations.63
Further, social categories are never so clear-cut as to make it possible to characterize the
expression of identity in these recordings as solely middle- or working-class (as will become
clear in the following analyses, where sonic elements I identify as middle-class are often mixed
with those I hear as working-class). Cultural anthropologist Sherry Ortner observes that in
multiple working class subcultures, there appears to be a problematic split between “lifestyles”—
”a choice between a lifestyle modeled essentially on middle-class values and practices and one
modeled on more distinctively working- or lower-class values and practices.”64 This division has
also accrued gendered valences: “For it appears overwhelmingly the case in working-class
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culture that women are symbolically aligned, from both the male point of view and, apparently,
their own, with the ‘respectable,’ ‘middle-class’ side of those oppositions and choices.”65 For this
reason, I often interpret middle-class valences within a musical context that I broadly
characterize as expressing working-class identity, and my interpretations of class will shift
throughout my analyses as I focus on different sonic and contextual elements.
Often while making associations between sound and identity, I navigate through “myths”
of race, class, and gender—commonplace assumptions about the characteristics of different
groups of people, based in the experience of some but that are incorrectly assumed to apply to all
(and incorrectly attributed to only biological, rather than cultural, factors). One example of this
occurs in chapter 4 as I investigate different approaches to swing and syncopation on these tracks
in relationship to Ronald Radano’s discussion of the idea of an inherently black rhythmic nature.
This requires separating the false notion of a racially inherited rhythmic gift from the real
practices of black musicians and the characteristics of historically black-dominated musical
genres in order to speak to the experience of associating race to particular sounds. These
mythologies are also often perpetuated in music marketing and commerce—such as the
separation of R&B from pop markets based solely on race (leading to an uneven allocation of
marketing budget, with the idea that pop/white markets are where the money is to be made)—
perpetuating a concept of musical difference that is not supported by the sounds themselves.
All of these nuances of class and race are not generally made evident to me in my
everyday experience as a white upper-middle-class female listener. I therefore make an effort to
note places where divergent interpretations are possible—where I hear an aspect of a track
speaking to my personal experience in a way that is different from how I imagine other listeners
might experience it. My analyses are an expert account of what these songs communicate about
65
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identity from a particular (very well-informed) perspective. bell hooks advocates such an
approach when white women write about black women’s literature. In relating an experience of
reading a white woman scholar writing about the importance of literature by women of color, she
writes, “I would have appreciated a sentence that might have begun, ‘As a white woman reading
Toni Morrison’s Sula, I was…’ Such a position would allow white women scholars to share their
ideas about black women’s writing (or any group of women’s writing) without assuming that
their thoughts would be seen as ‘definitive’ or that they would be trying to be ‘the authority.’”66
Acknowledging the types of meaning that arise when a white middle-class woman listens
to music that draws on black and/or working-class sonic traditions is important because these
types of “human-music interactions” are happening all the time. White middle-class listeners are
the perpetually sought-after audience of entertainment marketing, and in turn shape dominant
cultural narratives about identity based on the content of popular media. The four songs I have
chosen for this dissertation act as sites to investigate the beginning stages of this process in the
act of music listening, and offer the opportunity to demonstrate a more nuanced and sonically
and culturally informed process of interpretation that can disrupt generic and uncomplicated
representations of womanhood.
Aretha Franklin recorded “Baby, I Love You” in 1967, shortly following her wildly
popular debut with Atlantic Records. Loretta Lynn wrote and recorded “Fist City” in 1968, in the
midst of her ongoing success as a solo country act. Gladys Knight and the Pips recorded “If I
Were Your Woman” in 1970-71, as well-seasoned entertainment veterans still striving for major
crossover success with Motown. In the fall of 1973, Dolly Parton penned “Jolene,” thus
beginning her prosperous solo career. All four tracks reached the number one spot on their
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respective Billboard charts (Country or R&B/Soul). All songs contributed to the ongoing success
of these four artists/groups, illustrating the gradually increasing presence and power of female
artists in the music industry, and reflecting the changing status of women on a national scale. The
music of these four artists present widely circulated cultural narratives about women’s
experience during a time of gender role upheaval in America, in contexts historically not wellrepresented in mainstream conceptions of feminism.
The relaxed mastery of Franklin’s vocal performance combines with the blues-inflected,
“down-home” attitude of her backing band to craft a model of working-class black womanhood
characterized by playful ease and self-confidence; when considered with Franklin’s other songs’
political resonances and her own involvement in the civil rights movement, “Baby, I Love You”
becomes an expression of black feminist consciousness. Loretta Lynn’s frank, speech-like vocal
performance, aggressive message, and the simple and driving honky-tonk aesthetic of “Fist City”
contribute to a rugged working-class model of femininity. The gender hierarchy-bound nature of
the text, combined with her sometimes-traditional views on gender roles (evidenced in her
complex relationship with her husband), reflects a model of Appalachian femininity that
combines toughness with a sense of female subservience. The sophisticated pop arrangement that
supports Gladys Knight’s impassioned vocal performance, combined with her “good girl” image
and publicly professed desire for the stability of traditional domesticity, results in an expression
of a black femininity that combines assertive sensuality and self-reliance with middle-class
propriety. Dolly Parton’s vocal performance of delicate femininity is situated in a rustic setting
by a modernized take on old-time instrumental backing, making her enactment of traditional
womanhood intelligible in working-class as well as middle-class settings. This portrayal is
directly contradicted by evidence of her bawdy humor and sharp business sense demonstrated
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while navigating the male-dominated Nashville music scene, creating a multi-faceted model of
female agency.
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Chapter 2
Analyzing Vocal Quality
I begin my analyses of the four case study recordings I have chosen—”Baby, I Love
You” by Aretha Franklin, “Fist City” by Loretta Lynn, “If I Were Your Woman” by Gladys
Knight and the Pips, and “Jolene” by Dolly Parton—with the premise that each singer’s vocal
quality is an integral yet undertheorized contributor to song meaning. My analysis of vocal
quality functions as the foundation of the broader analytic and interpretive project of this
dissertation—understanding how different conceptions of gender (as impacted by the intersection
of race and class) are communicated in recorded song.
Vocal quality (which encompasses the concept of vocal timbre, as I will explain shortly)
is a sonic parameter that resists analysis in that it is a much more complex phenomenon than
pitch and rhythm, both in terms of what it is comprised of and how we hear it. In the first part of
this chapter, I describe the acoustic and perceptual components of vocal quality, and show how
they then shape the analytical approach I propose. In the following section, I outline the
foundations of the vocal quality method I propose, broadly informed by both cognitive science
and feminist theory, and theories of embodied listening in particular. Finally, I refer to the
mediation of my own listening body as I present interpretations of all four artists’ vocal qualities
in these recordings. The two country songs involve cheating lovers and potential love lost, while
the two soul songs are about desire and new love. Franklin’s voice presents a playful sensuality
while Knight’s voice suggests a more fervent longing, but both women’s vocal qualities reflect a
tradition of black gospel singing. Lynn and Parton both represent country vocal aesthetics, but
bear somewhat divergent class and gender connotations—I hear Parton’s vocal quality
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suggesting a more bourgeois ideal of femininity in comparison to the working-class echoes of
Lynn’s voice.

2.1 Definitions of Vocal Timbre and Vocal Quality
The complexity of the concept of sound quality has led to a variety of terms used to
describe this acoustic phenomenon; the use of the term “timbre” versus “quality” is often
determined by tradition in a particular field of study. The word “timbre” is used most often in
research on music cognition, and applies to instrumental, vocal, and computer-generated sounds.
The term “quality” is used more often in studies of speech perception, as researchers often refer
to “vocal quality” alone. For the purposes of my study, the basis for which I will make clear in
the discussion that follows, I will use timbre when referring to the acoustic concept in a strict
sense, and quality in discussions about sound in real music contexts. My definition of quality
encompasses all the elements that make up timbre, but is more broadly conceived in order to
make it applicable to the method of analysis that I propose.
Unlike the phenomena of pitch and rhythm, which we correlate to the individual acoustic
dimensions of frequency and duration, timbre is multidimensional—it is made up of several
sonic features not accounted for by pitch, loudness, or duration.1 Helmholtz’s original definition
of timbre was primarily negative in the sense that he accounted for what timbre was not,
although he did suggest that timbres were determined by the spectral components of sound (the
collection of frequencies that make up what we perceive as a single sound). Subsequent research
on timbre has made progress in positively identifying its constitutive elements, but without
definitive results as yet. For example, research at IRCAM (Institut de Recherche et Coordination
1
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Acoustique/Musique) by Stephen McAdams and others suggests that the perception of timbre is
strongly correlated to attack time (the nature of the onset of a sound) and spectral centroid (the
dispersal and strength of frequencies).2 This research also indicates that a third dimension of
timbre correlates less strongly to some aspect of spectral change over time: either spectral
smoothness (the degree of amplitude difference between adjacent frequencies over the duration
of the tone) or spectral flux (the change in dispersal and strength of frequencies over time).
It is already clear from these findings that timbre cannot be conceptualized or visualized
in the same manner as unidimensional features such as pitch or loudness, even though we might
perceive timbre as a single, unified parameter of sound. For example, one would not be able to
construct a scale for timbre in the same manner one constructs a discrete scale of pitches (low to
high) or even a more fluid range of dynamics (soft to loud). An additional complicating factor is
that these timbral features (attack, centroid, flux, etc.) were derived in experiments that used
individual instrumental timbres, controlled for pitch, duration, and loudness. The experience of
listening to timbre over the course of a song, however, and the quality of a singer’s voice in
particular, is much more varied—the singer’s vocal quality is modulated moment to moment by
the changing vowel and consonant sounds of the sung text, and by conscious and unconscious
expressive changes to the voice. Therefore, I turn to the field of speech perception for a
definition of vocal quality in particular (not just timbre in general).
In “Perception of Voice Quality” in The Handbook of Speech Perception, Kreiman,
Vanlancker-Sidtis, and Gerratt begin their discussion of voice quality with the American
National Standards Institute definition (derived from Helmholtz’s On the Sensation of Tone).
According to ANSI, the timbre of a sound is defined as “that attribute of auditory sensation in
2
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terms of which a listener can judge that two sounds similarly presented and having the same
loudness and pitch are dissimilar.”3 Although similar to Helmholtz’s and McAdams’ definitions
in identifying timbre as not loudness and pitch, this definition is slightly different in that “it treats
sound quality as the result of a perceptual process rather than as a fixed quantity, and highlights
the importance of both listeners and signals in determining quality.”4 Further, “the perceptual
effect created by a voice signal will always depend on factors like task demands, and listener
attention will vary across the multiple facets of the signal, so that some are more important than
others from occasion to occasion. For this reason, a single perceived quality may not consistently
result from a given signal, relative to the listener.”5 Therefore, according to Gerratt, Kreiman,
and Vanlancker-Sidtis, the acoustic features of a vocal signal and the listener’s perception of
those signals are both essential to the concept of vocal quality.
Ethnomusicologist Cornelia Fales’ work on timbre does not draw directly on this research
from the field of speech perception—she studies instrumental as well as vocal timbres—but she
writes about a similar distinction between acoustic signal and listener perception in her
discussion of the “paradox of timbre.”6 Advances in the technology of digital sound analysis
(such as software that allows one to view waveforms and spectrograms of a sound in real time)
allow us to view the physical characteristics of a sound, but also reveal that what we hear does
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not directly map onto the image of these physical characteristics. For example, the following is a
spectrogram of my softly singing the vowel “a” (eɪ) on A♭3:
Example 2.1: Spectrogram of “a” on A♭3

I hear my voice singing one pitch (the fundamental—lowest—frequency), but the spectrogram
clearly shows multiple frequencies being sounded (the strongest frequency indicated in yellow,
then orange, red, and so on).7 In hearing this “a,” my perceptual processes have unified all of this
information into the perception of one quality and one pitch—my voice, singing A♭3. Fales
describes this discrepancy by referring to the distinction between the “acoustic world” and the
“perceived world”: “the acoustic world is the physical environment where sound as acoustic
signal is produced and dispersed; the perceived world is the subjective, sonic world created by
listeners as a result of their translation of signals from the acoustic world.”8 A similar conclusion
has been reached by researchers working separately on the issue of timbre and quality: that to a
greater extent than other sonic phenomena like pitch and loudness, sound quality is defined not
7
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only by its acoustic features (which are multiple and not yet clearly determined), but also how it
is perceived by the listener.
For the purposes of this analysis, therefore, I will keep the acoustic correlates of timbre I
mentioned above in mind, but adhere most closely to the ANSI definition when considering what
constitutes vocal quality. This definition makes allowances for the multiple features of timbre,
while also recognizing that the concept of timbre requires listener judgment. In the most careful
application of the ANSI definition, however, the pitch and loudness (and for the purposes of
song analysis, duration) of each acoustical signal would be held constant in order for listeners to
compare those other features that make up timbre. In the analysis and comparison of different
songs, this is not possible; my impression of quality may be affected by pitch, loudness, or
duration. Therefore, as the listener in my own study of vocal quality, I must be able to make a
perceptual leap in comparing voices that have not been equalized in such a way. Further, in the
rich context of music listening, timbre—defined as those acoustic elements, perceived by a
listener, that are not pitch, loudness, and duration—is present only as a concept. For this reason,
I prefer the term quality to indicate the sonic experience I am interested in analyzing—timbre as
it is experienced in a music context, influenced by and inextricably bound up with the perception
of pitch, loudness, and duration.
For example, even though I am refraining from an analysis of pitch in this chapter,
register has a distinct effect on both the acoustic parameters and my perception of vocal quality.
In New Images of Musical Sound, Robert Cogan refers to philosopher-scientist Ernst Mach’s
discovery that, contrary to Helmholtz’s theory, sine tones (consisting of a single frequency) have
different sonic qualities depending on their register, and it is not just the uniform spectrum of a
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sine tone that determines its tone color.9 The typical perceptual correlate seems to be that
whatever the average “brightness” of a voice or instrument, a higher pitch will result in a brighter
tone. Additionally, quality is affected by a collection of sonic features that I subsume under the
category of vocal effort: volume and the speed of vibrato.
Although my analysis of vocal quality in musical contexts must allow for some overlap
with interrelated sonic parameters, there are more elements of vocality, particularly those that
might be considered part of “vocal style,” that I do not address in this chapter. The stylistic
components that I save for consideration in Chapters 3 and 4 are diction and accent (which will
figure into an analysis of lyrics), ornament (which will be incorporated into an analysis of
melody), and phrasing (which will be covered in my discussion of rhythm and form). For the
purposes of my study, I impose a distinction between vocal quality and vocal style simply for the
sake of organization, rather than based on a clear delineation between these two concepts. In
separating quality from style I do not aim to reinforce a common misapprehension that vocal
quality is strictly representative of the individual singer—something essential to her body and
identity—while vocal style is representative of vocal behaviors learned in a cultural setting. In
her dissertation, “Voice as a Technology of Selfhood: Towards an Analysis of Racialized Timbre
and Vocal Performance,” Nina Eidsheim asserts that “vocal timbre [what I call quality] is not an
elementary sound of an essential body, but rather…both timbre and body are shaped by
unconscious and conscious training that are cultural artifacts of attitudes towards gender, class,
race, and sexuality.”10 The vocal qualities that I am analyzing here are a combination of the
unique physical parameters of each woman’s vocal tract as well as the cumulative results of
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conscious and unconscious vocal usage choices. In all of its components that are not strictly
biological, vocal quality is shaped in a way that is not clearly distinguishable from the way an
artist’s singing style is cultivated.

2.2 Building an Analytical Approach to Vocal Quality
Given its multiple acoustic features, and the subjective nature of listener perceptual
processes, it is not surprising that measurement and analysis of timbre and quality remain
somewhat problematic. Studies on timbre frequently rely on quantitative methods—such as
multidimensional scaling of listeners’ similarity judgments11—although some studies, as well as
those that focus on quality, use qualitative methods—such as cataloguing types of verbal
imitation, impressionistic metaphor, and context-specific analogy used by musicians and music
listeners to describe different timbres and qualities. Methods for the “transcription” of timbre
and quality exist as well; for example, the use of software that create images of waveforms and
spectrograms is a relatively common approach to visualizing acoustic signals, while
alphaphonemic transcription12 has been used in an attempt to more systematically describe
listener impressions of vocal quality. According to Kreiman et al., “A well-defined, theoretically
motivated set of features for voice has not emerged, despite many years’ research; and listeners
apparently exploit vocal signals in various ways. Data thus suggest that a common perceptual
space for voices cannot be defined, so efforts to specify a perceptually valid set of scales for
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voice quality are unlikely to succeed.”13 In the case of vocal quality, the divide between the
“acoustic world” and “perceived world” remain.

2.2.1 Analyzing the Acoustic Elements of Vocal Quality
One commonly used instrument in visualizing acoustic signals is the spectrogram.
Spectrograms are often used to analyze sounds from one source—such as a bird or a musical
instrument—but they can also be used to analyze more complex combinations of sounds, with
varying results. In New Images of Musical Sound, Robert Cogan demonstrated the use of
spectrograms (which he refers to as spectrum photographs) for the purpose of analyzing entire
pieces of recorded music.14 His spectrum photos allow the viewer to see the movement and
arrangement of frequencies of any recorded musical sound as they unfold over time.
Spectrograms present the best option for visualizing the “acoustic world” of the songs I have
taken as case studies, but they also present some serious limitations. While these spectrograms
reveal a general picture of the piece, it is not possible to use them to home in on a particular
timbre whenever there are multiple sound sources present—spectrograms are not configured to
differentiate between different sources in the same sophisticated way as live listeners. It is also
impossible to use spectrograms of these songs as a means of comparing the spectral makeup of
the vocal qualities of the four artists included in this study, as factors such as fundamental pitch,
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volume, mix, and different vowel sounds all affect the appearance of upper partials.15 Thus, I
will refer to spectrograms only when I am interested in presenting a general picture of a song
section, or in those moments where they do reveal an interesting feature of specific voices.
Spectrograms are perhaps the most useful in visualizing the nuances of pitch-bending and
phrasing—sonic elements that I consider in Chapter 4.
Examples 2.2 and 2.3 demonstrate the usefulness and limitations of spectrograms for the
purposes of my analyses.16 Example 2.2 shows approximately 0:10.5-0:16.5 of “Jolene,” while
Example 2.3 shows approximately 0:14-0:19.5 of “If I Were Your Woman.” In the Parton track,
her voice is well-represented: the fundamental (lowest frequency) and the upper partials
(constituent upper frequencies that are integer multiples of the fundamental) of her line are
clearly visible as she sings “Jolene, Jolene, Jolene, Jolene.” It is possible to trace her changing
vowel sounds (with lower partials appearing stronger on “o” and thinning out on “ee”), observe
moments of note bending, and closely study her different uses of vibrato. The fainter vertical
lines represent the noise created by the click of the high-hat, and provide useful temporal
reference points.
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Example 2.2: Spectrogram of opening lines of Parton, “Jolene”

Jo - leeene,

Jo - leeene,

Jo - leeenne,

Jooo -

leeeeeeeeeeee - ne

In Example 2.3, the upper partials of Knight’s voice are only clearly visible between
0:18.25 and 0:19 as she sings “my man.” Otherwise, her voice is much more integrated into the
texture of the song, and is overshadowed in the spectrogram by strings and sustained piano
chords (the sets of horizontal lines with relatively little fluctuation).
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Example 2.3: Spectrogram of opening lines of Knight, “If I Were Your Woman”

My maan
Since these spectrograms are visual representations of all the recorded acoustic events
throughout the course of a song, they will prove more useful as I consider additional elements of
each song in my analyses. My current task at hand, however, is to develop a method for
analyzing the vocal qualities that I argue are so central to the meanings and affects of each of the
four songs I have chosen from these artists’ repertoires. Since the information on vocal quality
provided by spectrograms is often obscured by other sounds, I will use them only as supporting
materials to my primary analytical approach. Furthermore, the general motivation for my
analyses bears reiteration—I am interested in understanding how vocal quality contributes to a
gendered interpretation of these songs. This requires greater attention to “human-music
interactions”—what Marion Guck describes as the “negotiation between an individual’s
sensibility and some music’s affordances.”17
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2.2.2 Analyzing the Perceived Elements of Vocal Quality
Putting aside spectrograms and the acoustic features of vocal quality for now, how might
I go about articulating the perceptual effects of vocal quality, and how can I use those
perceptions as the basis of a song analysis? For example, the vocal qualities of Loretta Lynn and
Aretha Franklin are clearly different, but what sorts of interpretations of song meaning might
those different vocal qualities afford? In “Vocal Anthropology,” Steven Feld writes, “it is
always the body social that is enunciated in and through the voice.”18 Earlier in the same piece,
David Samuels elaborates on the mechanics of speech that can be shaped by social context in his
section on Apache performance of mainstream country hits. He writes:
As with any musical instrument, the acoustical qualities of sung or spoken
utterances – their tone and timbre – are partly determined by the physical shape
and resonance of the cavity through which air passes during vocalization. The
subtle and naturalized control of lungs, diaphragm, larynx, pharynx, tongue,
sinuses, lips, and teeth, in the production of sung or spoken vocalization, is the
end result of conscious or unconscious discipline and socialization. The apparatus
of phonation, especially the mouth and the vocal tract, are crucial bodily sites of
hegemonic contestation over the indexical and iconic modalities of both language
and music (speech and song).19
When listeners attend to vocal attributes, we can hear evidence of regional, ethnic, class, gender,
or generational group membership. These are all features of vocal quality that are dependent on
the listener’s perception of them—depending on the listener’s background and attention, any
number or combination of these attributes can be attended to.
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Similarly, researchers in speech perception acknowledge that listeners make a wide array
of judgments about the speaker based on the quality of her or his voice:20 age, appearance,
health, regional origin, race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, emotional state, education,
personality, and more.21 This is not to say that listeners’ judgments are always correct—we
often make these judgments based on what we expect to hear (perhaps from other knowledge
about the speaker/singer)22 but that does not mean that these judgments do not play a role in
other conclusions we make about the meaning of a singer or speaker’s vocal performance.
Scholars in the fields of speech perception have devised and reported on a variety of
methods for relaying information about listeners’ perceptions of vocal timbre. Many experiments
measuring voice timbre rely on a tradition of using a set of descriptive adjectives to characterize
different timbres. Often, researchers will present their listening subjects with extensive lists of
adjectives that they are to use in their descriptions of various vocal timbres—some describe
voices visually (bright, dark), aesthetically (pleasing, flawed), kinesthetically (strained, tight),
physically (heavy, thin), and with reference to anatomy (nasal, chesty).23 Some researchers have
applied factor analysis to reduce large, ambiguous, and redundant lists to smaller, non-redundant
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sets, but these sets still rely on the long tradition of timbre categorization via description.
Although most such lists share many of the same (or similar) terms, there are still enough
redundancies and ambiguities present to make them difficult tools to draw upon when attempting
to establish shared perceptual effects of vocal timbre.
Additionally, researchers have found that different listeners apply these terms in different
ways. For example, “in studies of pathological voice [timbre] Isshiki et al. (1969) found a
‘breathiness’ factor that loaded highly on the scales dry, hard, excited, pointed, cold, choked,
rough, cloudy, sharp, poor, and bad, while a ‘breathiness’ factor reported by Hammarberg et al.
(1980) corresponded to the scales breathy, wheezing, lack of timbre, moments of aphonia, husky,
and not creaky.”24 Given the wealth of terms one might use to describe one type of vocal timbre
in a controlled environment, the idea of being able to devise a similar list of terms to systematize
descriptions of vocal quality is not promising (which is not to say that I want to avoid descriptive
terms altogether).
Other experiments that have attempted to determine perceptual elements of vocal timbre
via multidimensional scaling (MDS) have encountered similar difficulties related to variability
among listeners. The use of MDS eliminates the problem of relying on lists of descriptive
terminology—listeners assess the similarity of various voice stimuli without reference to scales
based on descriptors. Researchers analyzing this data then produce n-dimensional perceptual
spaces from these similarity ratings, where vocal stimuli that are judged to be similar are placed
near to one another, and vice versa. The primary goal of experiments that use MDS is usually to
derive the acoustic parameters of vocal timbre (or instrumental timbre, as is the focus of several
experiments summarized by McAdams in “Perspectives on the Contribution of Timbre to
Musical Structure”) from listener-generated data. These experiments help determine potential
24
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dimensions of timbre (although the number of dimensions tend to increase with the number of
listening subjects), but also reveal a great deal about the varied experience of listening to and
evaluating timbre.
Results from these experiments have been varied, and sometimes the same axes of these
spaces correlate to different input stimuli. This can be a reflection of the different MDS model
used, but it is also due to differences among listeners. In a 1996 study of pathological voice
quality by Kreiman and Gerratt, they found that once they applied their MDS models to listener
data, the “stimuli did not disperse in these perceptual spaces along continuous scale-like linear
dimensions, but instead clustered together in groups that lacked subjective unifying percepts.
Different voices clustered together for each listener; in fact, no two voices ever occurred in the
same cluster for all listeners, suggesting that listeners lacked a common notion of what
constitutes similarity with respect to voice quality, even when quality is narrowly defined.” 25
From these results, Kreiman and Gerratt concluded, “If listeners lack a common perceptual space
for voice quality in its most restricted sense, then a single set of perceptual features for voice
quality more broadly defined is not likely to be discoverable.”26 An analysis of quality (timbre
in a musical context) therefore must grapple with the question of how to describe one’s
perception and interpretation of a phenomenon without a completely shared framework of
understanding. For example, if I use the terms “bright” or “nasal” in a description of vocal
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quality, I cannot assume that those terms will communicate the same sense of experience or
meaning to other listeners or readers.
Although a large portion of contemporary research on vocal quality and timbre involve
the use of spectrograms and multi-dimensional scaling, it is worth mentioning at least one other
approach to vocal quality analysis. Speech scientist John Laver developed a methodology of
voice quality description based on the phonetic and articulatory features of voice that references
acoustic fact through the aid of spectrograms, and even a small selection of listener perceptions
via the reports of other published researchers.27 In this model, voice qualities are described by
noting the various movements and positionings of the larynx, tongue, lips, and so on required to
produce them. Laver described several vocal settings (the overall framework and posture of
one’s vocal mechanics) that could also be combined to characterize individual vocal types. These
settings are all variations on a neutral position, which is defined as resulting in vocal phonation
with periodic and efficient vibration of vocal folds and only a moderate degree of muscle
tension.
Laver groups settings into four categories which appear in different combinations for
each unique voice: supralaryngeal, velopharyngeal, phonatory, and tension. Supralaryngeal
settings refer to the position of the larynx, lips, tongue, faucal pillars (the muscular arches at the
back of the mouth that connect the soft palate to the tongue), pharynx (the very back of the throat
where the oral and nasal cavities meet), and jaw.
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Figure 2.1: Basic diagram of vocal tract
(Source: Department of Linguistics, University of Pennsylvania)28

Changes in all of these parts of the vocal apparatus have the greatest effect on the height of a
sound’s fundamental frequency, and the location of the first and second formant—often (but not
uniformly) resulting in changes in the perceived brightness or dullness of a sound.
Velopharyngeal settings are those influenced by the position of the very back of the soft palate,
which functions like a valve between the oral and nasal cavities. The only two settings in this
group are nasal or denasal, with the nasal setting involving perceived resonance in the nasal
cavity. According to Laver, “Paralinguistically, nasality is used in English in ‘whining.’
Denasality…is sometimes heard as a signal of incipient laughter.”29 Phonatory settings are those
created primarily by the manner in which the vocal folds vibrate. Laver summarizes these
settings as:
28
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harsh (dysperiodicity, with frequency jitter or intensity shimmer); or creaky (lowfrequency, irregular pulses); or whispery (with audible friction caused by air
leaking through a slightly open glottis); or breathy (with lax muscular tension of
all the phonatory muscle systems leading to much greater air wastage than in the
case of whispery voice); or falsetto (high pitch range, with increased longitudinal
muscular tension of the vocal folds and thin fold-edges)—or several types of
combinations of these modes of phonation (such as whispery voice, whispery
creaky voice, etc.), within certain limitations on physiological or acoustic
compatibility.30
Two of these settings have a significant pitch component—falsetto voice is high in pitch, while
creaky voice is relatively lower in pitch (creak in the voice is also commonly referred to as vocal
fry). Lastly, tension settings refer to the degree of tension throughout the entire vocal system.
According to Laver, some of the typical characteristics of a tense voice are “harsh or ventricular
phonation which will sound comparatively louder and higher pitched; [and] higher subglottal air
pressure,” while characteristics of a lax voice include “breathy or whispery phonation which will
sound comparatively softer and lower-pitched; lower subglottal air pressure…[and] moderate
nasality.”31 Finally, it should be mentioned that although Laver makes reference to qualities of
the singing voice,32 his system was developed primarily for the purpose of vocal quality
description in the act of speech; subsequently, many of his categories have been adopted in the
field of speech pathology, and so are frequently used to refer to extreme voice types. Laver
would consider all four women’s voices in this study “normal,” but their distinct vocal qualities
are still characterizable using fine gradations of Laver’s setting types.
The advantage of Laver’s system is that it provides a more detailed description of certain
vocal qualities with ties to the circumstances of their physical production and/or acoustic
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features. On the other hand, Laver’s system is problematic from the view of quantitative research
in that he refers primarily to the physical configurations of his own vocal tract, and that he
characterizes voice quality with inconsistent reference to other listeners (in that he is bound by
existing research on various vocal quality types) or with no reference to listeners (referring only
to spectrograms of vocal quality). Additionally, Kreiman et al. note that Laver’s model “does not
indicate which of the many aspects specified are meaningful, or, indeed, perceptible to listeners,
how listeners actually use different features to assess quality, whether (or when, or why) some
features might be more important than others, or how dimensions interact perceptually.”33 While
Laver’s system may not satisfy some researchers’ desire for a universal and quantifiable system
of vocal quality measurement, his detailed description of the physical components of voice
quality do provide helpful background and terminology for the analytical approach I propose (as
I will demonstrate in the following section).
In summary, much of this research on vocal quality measurement and perception
demonstrates that perceptions differ somewhat from one listener to the next. Further, these
differences are compounded by the fact that a listener’s perception and interpretation of a given
vocal quality is determined in part by her individual as well as group identity (or more
accurately, identities), and the listening task at hand. This diversity among listeners means that it
is most fruitful to approach the analysis of vocal quality perception in a context-specific, tasksensitive manner. Many musicians already engage in this type of practice. In his “Talk about
Timbre in the Recording Studio,” ethnomusicologist Thomas Porcello details the way that studio
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engineers and musicians discuss and make decisions about sound quality in their work.34 He
recognizes five different discursive strategies used by musicians and engineers as they play,
evaluate, record, and mix music: (1) Spoken/sung “vocables” that iconically mimic the timbral
features of the music in question, with the speaker literally performing the musical part; (2)
Lexical onomatopoeic metaphors, as in words that phonologically resemble a sound such as
“buzz” or “click”; (3) Pure metaphors that refer to other senses in invoking timbral features, such
as “wet, dry, deep, bright”; (4) Referring to the timbres of other musicians, time periods, styles,
recordings, etc.; and (5) Evaluation in terms of assessment of merit, which also serves the
purpose of determining shared or divergent aesthetics of the group.35 Porcello notes that, in this
workplace context, the deployment of these strategies results in a publicly circulated, “structured,
technical lexicon of timbre.”36
Many of these strategies are appealing for my own work—for example, I engage the first
three of these strategies when attempting to describe vocal quality, and I certainly make
associations—and subsequently, judgments about meaning—between the vocal quality I am
assessing, and those I’ve heard in the past. One of the reasons why the strategies Porcello
describes are so effective is because they were developed and deployed in reference to a specific
context and activity. My purpose is somewhat different: I am attempting to construct a method
of writing about, discussing, and interpreting vocal quality that is reasonably portable, meaning
that another listener so inclined could try the same method on any other style of vocal music.
Unlike the studio musicians and recording engineers in Porcello’s study, I am less sure of who
34
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my discursive partners might be. Given that this is an academic piece of writing, I am currently
gearing my investigation and discussion towards an audience of music scholars, but do not yet
have the opportunity to know who exactly these readers might be (beyond my dissertation
committee). If I hope to speak to an audience beyond music scholars, I will need to further
adjust my explanatory strategies and prose style.
What can be drawn from this wide variety of research on the perception and description
of vocal timbre and quality? First of all, it is clear that listeners derive a tremendous amount of
information from attending to vocal quality—information that leads to judgments (and
sometimes assumptions) about a speaker or singer’s individual and group identity. Secondly,
although a long tradition exists of listeners (including researchers) using descriptive language
(whether onomatopoetic or metaphoric) to describe vocal quality, the use of this language in
reference to perceptions vary from group to group, and even listener to listener, since the
experience of listening is influenced by one’s background and listening engagement. The
success of descriptive language seems to increase, however, when applied in a common task
among listeners with a common goal or background, and who have practice discussing timbre
and/or quality (as seen in the recording studio in Porcello’s study).
In the case of my own proposed study of vocal quality, I hope to share the results of my
analyses with other listeners whose backgrounds and listening practices are unknown and
perhaps very different from mine. Since no such common background or listening style can be
assumed, it follows that my own analyses and interpretations of vocal quality should be prefaced
by information about my own background and my own listening experiences. Making one’s
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situated and therefore “partial perspective”37 explicit is necessary not only for the description of
vocal quality, but also for the subsequent interpretation of vocal quality as part of a musical
analysis. This subjective position is where my understanding of these songs originates—long
before I enrich that understanding by conducting research about the singers’ influences, the
circumstances of these songs’ recordings, and other listener’s reactions to them. Judgments that
I make about any parameter of music (not just timbre or vocal quality) are influenced by my
background, training, and identity, and this situatedness also holds true for anyone else
attempting an interpretive analysis of music.38 As I further frame the methodology of my
analytical approach in the next section, I therefore incorporate the relevant elements of my
history that shade my interpretations of vocal quality. In proceeding through my analyses, this
history makes some interpretations easier to come by than others, and by revealing my situation
as a listener-analyst I hope to cultivate a sense of an open dialogue with my readers.
Given the focus of my study and its underlying analytical goals, the pre-existing models
of vocal quality analysis I have already described are either not applicable or not quite sufficient.
The closest successful model available to me is Porcello’s description of ways studio musicians
discuss quality. The precise meanings of metaphors, adjectives, and associations in the
description of vocal quality are made somewhat less vague by making my own experiences
known (including the setting and intention of the listening experience as well as extra-listening
experiences that shape my interpretations), but they still leave ample room for
37
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miscommunication between me and my readers. For example, after a casual listen to “Baby, I
Love You,” I judge that Aretha Franklin has a “soulful” voice. But what is the basis of that
judgment, and on what basis would other listeners agree with me? What constitutes a soulful
voice? Upon further investigation, I realize it must have something to do with the graininess and
the power of her voice, the association I make between those sounds and other voices that inhabit
the genre of soul, and of course my knowledge of the way other listeners talk about her voice.
I’ve now replaced the adjective “soulful” with two other, somewhat more specific adjectives,
“grainy” and “powerful.” It is not clear, however, whether readers or other listeners will
understand what I’m referring to when I use these words. My goal of developing a method of
detailed and relatable description has brought me to the place I consider the origin of my
understanding and interpretation of vocal quality: my body.

2.3 Embodied Listening as an Approach to Vocal Quality Analysis
In her article “Feminist Theory, Music Theory, and the Mind/Body Problem,” Suzanne
Cusick advocates an approach to music analysis that acknowledges the body as a site of musical
meaning production in performer and listener. She critiques the discipline’s propensity to
identify music as originating from the mind of the composer and being received by the mind of
the listener, while ignoring the mediation of bodies in the transfer of this information. “That is,”
she writes, “we have changed an art that exists only when, so to speak, the Word is made Flesh,
into an art which is only the Word. Metaphorically, we have denied the very thing that makes
music music, the thing which gives it such enormous symbolic and sensual power.”39 In this
article, Cusick invokes her body primarily from the perspective of a performer; although I refer
39
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mainly to my listener’s body in my analyses, like Cusick I am interested in “escap[ing] the
limitations of the mind-mind game by acknowledging in our descriptions (analyses, hearings) the
mediations and meanings of bodies.”40
The growing discipline of embodied music cognition attempts to address the role of the
body in our understanding and interpretation of music. An underlying premise of much work in
this field (one that finds its historical roots in the work of Merleau-Ponty) is that music “is
performed and perceived through gestures” which “can be directly felt and understood through
the body.”41 Of particular use to my study of vocal quality via my body is music theorist Arnie
Cox’s “mimetic hypothesis.” Cox’s hypothesis applies to any type of music—vocal,
instrumental, electronic—but is easily modified to my purpose of studying vocal quality in
popular song. The central premise of Cox’s mimetic hypothesis is that “part of how we
comprehend music is by way of a kind of physical empathy that involves imagining making the
sounds we are listening to.”42 This imitation can be overt—singing along, imitating the sound of
an instrument with our voice—but more often, it is covert (and occurs in a format that Cox calls
“mimetic motor imagery”). His argument is that when we listen to music, many of us engage
consciously or more often unconsciously with that music via imitation—imagining performing
the actions required to create that sound (using the same instrument, or another), or analogous
exertions (such as dancing that matches the rhythms or gestures evident in the music).43 Covert
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imitation involves a representation of observed or heard behavior in much the same way as overt
imitation, except the execution of motor actions is inhibited. When we covertly imitate other
singers using the muscles associated with our own vocal production, this is called mimetic
subvocalization.
According to Cox, imitation can be intentional, conscious, and overt, but more often, it is
only some or even none of these things. If you’ve ever absentmindedly bobbed your head to or
hummed along with a tune, you’ve engaged in overt, yet possibly unintentional and unconscious
imitation. Even so, Cox emphasizes that one’s lack of awareness of mimetic motor imagery does
not mean that it does not occur. Mimetic subvocalization, in particular, need not be intentional
or conscious—”it can be very much like singing along or only indirectly like singing, involving
simply exhaling in time…or various kinds of exertions in the throat, and/or exertions of the
tongue and/or lips.”44 Cox describes his own experience of mimetic subvocalization: “For
myself, when I am aware of it (intentional or otherwise), I seldom find that it is exactly like
singing along and that instead it is something more like wanting to sing along, where ‘singing
along’ is manifest in some combination of exertions of the throat, chest, and abdomen, all of
which occur in actual vocalization but which in subvocalization are more generic or abstract.”45
Different kinds of music invite different types or degrees of mimetic engagement, and
many listeners experience different levels of mimetic engagement with music in general.46 For
example, for many Western listeners, music that is mostly stepwise and diatonic is likely to
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invite overt mimetic engagement in the form of singing, while music with a regular pulse and
meter strongly invites a mimetic response in the form of dancing. Cox’s mimetic hypothesis is
an effective concept for my analytical approach because I find my listening experience tends to
confirm his hypothesis—I often experience the music of the four women I’m studying as
strongly inviting mimetic subvocalization (or overt vocalization). I am also hopeful that I can
use the concept of mimesis to communicate my analytical findings in a way that will resonate
with other listeners. In non-scientific surveys of musicians, Cox found that a large majority of
participants reported some degree of subvocalization in music listening and recall.47
Cox originally turned to mimesis in music listening for the same reason I intend to make
use of it—”as a way to account more precisely for how our metaphoric concepts are grounded in
bodily experience.”48 This can prove difficult when the means by which one accounts for
concepts and descriptions grounded in experience involves attending to mimetic subvocalization.
The method I propose, however, involves exaggerating these subvocalizations until they are
overt, intentional, and conscious, so that I can more clearly grasp the connection I make between
these imitations of vocal quality and the language I use to describe them. This is not to say that I
can completely know the inner workings of my perceptual processes, but rather, that I am getting
to know my perceptions better. In addition, by referring to Laver’s system of vocal quality
description (summarized in the previous section), I can describe the setting of my vocal tract
during mimetic vocalization with greater specificity. I should reiterate, however, that although
Laver’s detailed explanation of the different parts of the vocal tract and their effects on vocal
47
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quality allows me to describe my impression of my own vocal mimetic response, this does not
afford me special knowledge of exactly how any of the four women in this study produce their
unique vocal qualities—first, because I am not a perfect mimic, and second, because I do not
know the degree to which the shape and size of my vocal apparatus is at all similar to the vocal
mechanisms of each of these four women.
Let me return to my initial description of Aretha Franklin’s voice to investigate the
adjective “grainy” while making use of Cox’s mimetic hypothesis. When I attempt to sing along
and imitate Franklin’s voice in her opening lines of “Baby, I Love You,” I notice some key
differences between her voice and mine as I experiment with attempting to match her vocal
quality. What I call the graininess of her voice is perhaps more accurately described as a light
hiss, or a subtle breathy quality in Laver’s terminology (characterized by “slight audible
friction”).49 I have a degree of this quality in my own voice, but I can make it more pronounced
if I relax the walls of my throat to collapse my pharynx and let the root of my tongue rest back to
“interfere” with my airflow. It is from this sense of air passing audibly over and out of my throat
that I derive the concept of “grainy” in reference to Franklin’s voice; it is easy for me to hear her
body (and throat in particular) as directly involved in the production and mediation of her
voice.50 Through the use of an exaggerated style of embodied listening, I now have a clearer
sense of what I mean when I use the term “grainy” and where my interpretation of her vocal
quality is coming from.51
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I begin my analyses with similar embodied hearings, which include an exploration of
descriptors such as “grainy” or “harsh,” and attention to elements that affect these descriptions of
quality such as range, vibrato, and the impression of the singer’s effort in producing these
sounds. My interpretations are also informed by connotations elicited by my embodied listening
(a feeling or reminiscence brought on by trying to sing in a particular way), and comparison and
association of these voices to one another and voices I have heard before (asking the question,
“what other voices do I think this voice is like?”). Recognizing the associations between a
specific vocal quality and other vocalists and vocal genres prepares my analysis of vocal quality
to enter into a broader discussion of meaning.
Now that I have described the core elements of my embodied approach to vocal quality
analysis, I return to the matter of clarifying my situated perspective that will be informing my
vocal quality descriptions and interpretations. My voice takes on a tremendously important role
in this study; because I cannot compare these women’s vocal qualities directly (since they are not
equalized for pitch or loudness, are singing different texts, and are obscured to different degrees
by other instruments), I am using my own voice as a touchstone for assessing quality. I also
must reveal some of the circumstances that have shaped me as a listener, especially those that
might influence the types of associations I make in my descriptions and interpretations of
intersecting gender, race, and class identities communicated via musical sound in these
recordings.
I grew up singing in choirs and in the occasional play in grade school and in the
Presbyterian church my family attended, but I have only recently received any formal vocal
training (my training has been primarily as an oboist—although I believe being a wind player
heightens my empathetic/mimetic response to singing). I typically sing and speak with a quiet,
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somewhat breathy voice, and my voice feels most comfortable when I sing pitches between G3
and G4; singing higher or lower requires additional effort and alteration of my vocal tract. Since
I do not feel particularly bound to a certain style of singing, I will often vary my vocal quality
somewhat to match whatever piece with which I am singing along.
My voice received indirect shaping from several sources. I grew up speaking and
continue to speak in a General American, or Standard American English accent. I learned this
accent primarily from my parents, who spent their adolescence and early adulthood in Iowa, and
from other residents of the town I grew up in—an affluent, predominantly white, suburban town
in southwest Connecticut. Since leaving my childhood hometown, I have lived in central and
mid-coast Maine, Chicago, and New York City, but accent and style of speech has remained
rather consistent. My choice of studying music has resulted in broad and sometimes eclectic
music listening experiences, but I grew up listening predominantly to contemporary Billboard
top-40 popular music, “oldies,” and classic rock, as radio was my primary source for music and
these types of music were frequently programmed in my area. Of the four artists in this study,
Aretha Franklin was the only one that I heard on the radio on a regular basis—in particular, her
songs “Respect,” “Chain of Fools,” and “Think” received frequent airplay.
The facts of my gender, race, class, age, and sexual identity mean that I only share some
similarities with the four women (or more precisely, the public personas they each project) I am
listening to in this study. This means that I am not purporting to make all (or even most) of my
interpretive claims from a so-called “native” perspective—like these artists I am a cisgendered
woman, but I am not a baby-boomer, I am not black, nor am I considered (or consider myself)
blue-collar or part of the working class. I therefore endeavor to question associations and
interpretations that simplify, minimize, or romanticize certain elements of identity each woman
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presents in her song. I undertake this effort with special deliberateness due to the fact that I may
be predisposed to such generalizations since I grew up in a racially and socioeconomically
homogeneous environment.
As of 2000—the year I left my hometown—Wilton, Connecticut was 95% white (only
0.6% black/African American), with a median family income of $158,000 (and nearly 38% of
those families with an income over $200,000).52 As a child, much of my understanding of what it
was like to be black in this country was informed through history lessons about slavery, the Civil
War, and the Civil Rights movement, and through the lens of pop culture—favorite shows such
as The Cosby Show, The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air, and the music of artists like Salt-N-Pepa,
Whitney Houston, Stevie Wonder, and of course, Aretha Franklin. My experience of
socioeconomic and regional difference was only slightly more varied due to my own family
history: my mother was raised on a farm in Iowa, and some of my relatives are still farming corn
and soybeans for a living. Stories of my mother’s and her ancestors’ agrarian past and associated
bouts of economic struggle seemed to me an integral part of our family lore as I was growing up.
These elements of my personal history are surely relevant to an analysis and discussion of
the gendered identities—as they intersect with race and class—suggested by these songs. As I
listen to Franklin, Lynn, Knight, and Parton, I relate to each performance through the complex
lens of my own identity, with the result often being that I often hear these women speaking to
me, rather than for me. Likewise, I cannot claim to speak on their behalf as working class or as a
woman of color—I can only speak about the experience I have with their music as an affluent
white woman with a special interest in knowing more about the complexity of women’s
experience and identities in the United States.
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2.4 Vocal Quality Analysis: Four Case Studies
I will begin my analyses with the two voices in this study that I find most dissimilar,
those of Gladys Knight and Dolly Parton. After listening to “If I Were Your Woman,” I have
two rather distinct impressions of Gladys Knight’s vocal quality, primarily because her
performance changes from more relaxed to more impassioned after about 45 seconds of the song.
This change in vocal quality is made even more distinct by changes in pitch and loudness. In the
opening of the song, her voice sounds smooth and languorous in part due to her low register and
low dynamics; beginning at :53, her voice begins to sound more ragged and harsh, intensified by
the high pitches of her line and the increased energy and force of her delivery. If there is one
adjective I might use to describe her vocal quality throughout the song, however, it would be
“depth.” I do not mean this in terms of highness or lowness of pitch, but rather, the way I
imagine and imitate the vibrations of her voice.
As I imitate the sounds of Knight’s voice in her opening lines (0:14-0:46), the epicenter
of vibration is in my vocal folds, but the longer sound waves resonate within my chest—I can
feel (even with the touch of my hand) the vibrations all the way down my sternum. As I follow
her voice in the next section (0:53-1:41), even as it rises in register and intensity (or effort, as I
defined earlier), I find that I still need to keep my pharynx as open as possible, as if to coax the
vibrations of my vocal folds down into my chest even as they travel up to resonate in my nose
and sinuses. In attempting to approximate Knight’s vocal quality, I find that I want to hold on to
my chest voice as long as possible, even when my voice starts to travel up in pitch. It is this
persistence of the chest voice that leads to my sense of depth in her voice. This relationship I
draw between the sound of her voice and the vibration of sound in my chest leads to my
impression of Knight’s voice as sensual—that it is “of the body.”
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My general interpretation of Knight’s vocal quality is strengthened (and perhaps even
inspired) by the way she opens the song. As she sings her first “If I were your woman, and you
were my man,” her voice feels effortless; I imagine the air of her breath flowing out of her throat
like water. The resonance and ease I feel when I imitate her vocal quality here form the basis for
my descriptors “smooth” and “languorous” that I used earlier. She applies her vibrato lightly—
her voice wavers slightly and slowly at the ends of phrases, on prolonged words like “woman”
and “man.” Because I find a wide or fast vibrato requires more effort to produce, her understated
use of vibrato here adds to my sense of easy enjoyment. At the ends of these same phrases and
sub-sections of phrases, she often lets the ends of her words fade out to a whisper (like “woman”
at 0:15 and “man” at 0:18), bringing to my mind a sense of intimacy as well as relaxation. As I
sing these lines, I am able to let my diaphragm relax at the end of each phrase, and take a shallow
breath in the space between—it doesn’t require much more effort than speaking. As she sings,
“my love would overrule my sense,” a slight rasp finds its way into her voice on “-rule.” I try to
imitate the added effort that is required to add this new texture to her voice, with a sharper
contraction of my diaphragm, and the constriction of my pharynx. In this slight change, the
relaxed sensuality of Knight’s voice briefly gives way to a foreshadowing of rawer emotion.
In the second verse (0:52), the quality of Knight’s voice shifts from smooth to more harsh
as she matches the increasing emotional intensity of the lyrics, and the increasing dynamic
intensity of the instrumental and vocal accompaniment. With the words, “she tears you down
darlin’,” Knight is now singing in a higher register with greater force, and this effort is
accompanied by a raspy (harsh) vocal quality. I find this quality very difficult to mimic without
straining, so I must supplement my imitation with the imagination of what it is like to sing the
way Knight does here. That I associate strain with this vocal quality is significant—I am only
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able to approach Knight’s “rasp” when shouting or screaming. Therefore, when I imagine what
it must be like to sing like Knight, I infer it must require a great deal of emotional and physical
exertion and stress. This impression is compounded by the slight breaks in Knight’s voice as she
sings “nothing at all” (0:57). Here, the moderate rasp of her voice combines with an energetic
and wide vibrato on “all” that periodically halts her airflow, creating a sound that I associate with
sobbing. The greater harshness of her vocal quality throughout the rest of the song is punctuated
by variations that keep me from becoming accustomed to this new level of intensity. For
example, her voice breaks, producing a slight squeak as she sings “beg her to love you” (1:121:14), and she nearly shouts her repeated lines of “if I were your woman” (1:17-1:23).
Attempting to imitate and imagining what it would be like to perform Knight’s raspy delivery,
breaks, and shouts gives me the impression of a woman voicing a powerful commingling of
desire and frustration. Through her masterful changes in vocal quality, Knight creates for me a
complex and nuanced sonic image of femininity: alternately cool and impassioned, commanding
and overcome.
Dolly Parton’s vocal expression of femininity in “Jolene” is in a mode in some ways
more familiar to me, in terms of vocal quality as well as the model of femininity I construe from
her voice. Over the course of the song, Parton does not engage in a long-range development of
vocal quality and style as Knight does. Instead, the sound of her voice remains relatively
consistent throughout the song, aptly reflecting its protagonist’s worries and the repetitive,
obsessive accompanying guitar riff. Parton does, however, switch between three different vocal
qualities, which I identify as nasal, piercing, and breathy, on a more local level, while also
interspersing small vocal changes throughout the song that subtly color her performance.
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In attempting to place the quality of Parton’s singing voice in comparison to my voice
and that of Gladys Knight’s, register once again plays a part in the impression of quality. Parton
begins her song at a fifth higher than Knight, and the difference in pitch certainly changes how I
hear her vocal quality, and the experience of trying to imitate her voice. In singing higher to
mimic Parton, I must switch to head voice almost at the start of the song, and at least by the
fourth “Jolene.” Feeling the resonance of my voice at the top of my pharynx, roof of my mouth,
and in my nasal cavity as I sing along with Parton gives me a distinct sense of dis-embodiment,
as if the waves of sound I am producing are trying to escape through the top of my head. It is
interesting to note that my characterization of head voice as disembodied and chest voice as
sensual and more fully embodied (as in the case of Knight’s voice) are associations that reveal
the lingering influence of the concept of mind-body opposition, even though I attempt to reject
this opposition in pursuing an embodied approach to music analysis. This mind-body split
remains operative in my analyses as a concept that is still in circulation as an interpretive lens for
listening—present as an artifact of my enculturation.
Parton’s higher register and head voice carry connotations for me beyond
disembodiment; I also associate the experience of head voice with politeness (for example, I
often notice that I speak in a higher register when answering the phone or asking a favor) and
youth. Additionally, I never have to strain in my approximation of Parton’s voice in the same
way I did in imitating Knight; Parton often sings louder as her voice travels higher (e.g. with her
repetition of “Jolene,” 0:13-0:16), but her voice never takes on the raspy hoarseness or breaks I
associate with intense vocal effort. Her vocal line is well-foregrounded in the recording (as
made clear by the spectrogram I referenced several pages earlier), but this is a result of mixing
rather than Parton’s extra effort in projection. Parton’s grief is therefore, to me, a restrained kind
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of sadness. These characteristics—disembodied chasteness, politeness, restraint, and youth—
that I find suggested in Parton’s voice relate to a model of femininity that I consider traditionally
bourgeois, especially present in mainstream popular media such as movies and advertisements.
For example, Disney’s iconic animated portrayal of Snow White combines all of these features
in a character with a high-pitched, breathy voice.53
When I focus more closely on mimicking the quality of Parton’s voice, I must constrict
my pharynx, and tense my faucal pillars and root of my tongue in a way that feels like I am
guiding the vibration from my larynx up into my nose. I perceive this as giving a sharper, nasal
quality to my more rounded vocal tone, and brings me closer to sounding like Parton. I interpret
the nasal quality of Parton’s sound, combined with the higher range of her voice, as indicative of
desperation—more dignified than whining, but distinctly pleading. This quality is audible as she
sings “compete with you” (0:51-0:52) and “he talks about you” (0:56-0:57). The relationship
between this vocal quality, the sounds of pouting and crying, and the textual references to
Parton’s persona being bested by Jolene give these moments a tinge of youthful petulance.
Parton’s characteristic tight and quick vibrato becomes more pronounced throughout the song
(for example, at 1:46, “I could never love again”), and adds to my interpretation of her voice as
pleading, yet still ladylike. Parton’s vibrato is much faster than the rate that I find the most
comfortable and natural, and I must rapidly tense and relax my abdomen and throat to produce
such a warble-like sound. My embodied interpretation of her vibrato, therefore, is that it lends
qualities of smallness and slight nervousness to Parton’s voice.
My experience of listening to and imitating Parton’s performance in “Jolene” over the
course of several months has led to the general impression of her vocal quality that I described
above, but it has also yielded some clear examples of how factors such as listener attention and
53
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listening task affect interpretation of sound stimulus. In the earlier stages of this project, I
attended a popular music reading group session where we discussed the now classic 1994
collection of essays Queering the Pitch: The New Gay and Lesbian Musicology. After returning
home, I settled in for a close-listening session of “Jolene,” where I went through the song line by
line listening for slight changes in Parton’s vocal delivery. With this mental primer of queer
theory, and the detailed listening task at hand, I produced the following interpretation of the line,
“your smile is like a breath of spring” (0:45-0:48):
When she sings “like a breath” (0:47), Parton seems to momentarily disengage from her
full singing voice to breathe the words. Breathiness results from a relaxed style of singing or
speaking that is akin to sighing, and is sometimes used to communicate intimacy.54 It is also a
vocal quality more common in women than in men, and contributes to the perception of a voice
as feminine.55 Parton tempers the brilliant sound of her voice with moments of breathiness,
especially at the ends of words (“man” at 0:20, “can” at 0:33) and to emphasize the
onomatopoetic “breath of spring” at 0:47. Here, the connection between breathiness, intimacy,
and the flattering nature of the lyrics supports an interpretation that Parton’s persona may be
enamored with Jolene. In these few seconds, the tone of her description slips, ever so slightly,
from plaintive to sexually suggestive. Further, after hearing “like a breath” as a moment where
Parton becomes overcome herself by Jolene’s beauty, I can experiment with extending this erotic
subtext to the rest of the song—I can imagine Parton’s character secretly yearning, “don’t take
my man…take me instead.” Her pleading vocal quality takes on a much greater sense of despair
when I imagine it representing not potentially lost love, but forbidden love (in the context of the
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dominant heteronormativity of mainstream country music in the early 70s).56 This experience
points to the complexity and variety inherent in listening in general and the perception of vocal
quality in particular. This fluidity between interpretations should be recognized as a feature of
vocal quality instead of a hindrance to analysis, making vocal quality a rich area of meaning
production, worthy of in-depth study.
In “Fist City,” Loretta Lynn’s vocal quality is also quite consistent throughout the course
of the song, but does change somewhat between the verses and the chorus of “If you don’t wanna
go to fist city” (0:32 and 1:29). There is a quality of moderate huskiness that pervades most of
her singing—a hiss of air that I imagine would sound more like breathiness if Lynn sang in a
higher register or with less support. When her vocal line travels higher in register, and especially
when she sings at a louder volume, this husky quality gives way to a more piercing, sometimes
nasal sound.
In imitating Lynn’s voice in the opening line of “Fist City,” I find my own voice feels
relatively relaxed. Lynn sings in a range closer to Knight’s “If I Were Your Woman,” a range
that I find very comfortable, and also in a way that requires good breath support without
straining. This comfortable, yet assertive character of Lynn’s voice is also supported by her
more relaxed approach to vibrato at the outset of the song (especially when heard in relation to
Parton’s shimmering vibrato). The hissing quality of Lynn’s voice is most apparent on “you’ve”
and “town” (at 0:07 and 0:10) as she sings “a-you’ve been makin’ your brags around town,” and
as she sings “town” later in the song (at 0:38, as she sings “detour ‘round my town”). The hiss
that accompanies Lynn’s singing is perhaps one of the easiest vocal qualities for me to imitate, as
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it is also a quality of my voice. I can create this hiss by keeping my vocal tract in the same
neutral-feeling position that I use for speaking while I sing. This leads to my impression that the
hissy, husky quality of her voice is an indication of a speech-like, unselfconsciously cultivated
vocal quality that is perhaps a little worn through over-use. The similarities I recognize between
her voice and mine makes me identify her voice as undoubtedly female (as I think of my voice as
a woman’s voice), but one that communicates a somewhat rugged femininity.
The moderately husky quality of Lynn’s voice becomes more piercing when she sings in
a higher register and at a louder volume in certain sections of verses and during the chorus. Her
vocal quality begins to sound more nasal and slightly reedy when she sings “but the man I love”
(0:13-0:14) in the first verse, and even more so when she sings “if you don’t wanna go to fist
city” (starting at 0:33) in the chorus. In imitating and imagining this quality, I keep my vocal
tract in the same position I relate to comfortable speech, but now force more air through my
vocal folds in an effort to project in the same way as Lynn. Singing with a relatively closed
throat like this makes my voice sound more pointed, instead of the more rounded sound I hear
when I sing with an open throat; ultimately, this style of singing feels closer to speaking with a
raised voice, or yelling, than singing. This “yelling” quality becomes even more pronounced as
Lynn forcefully punctuates words like “don’t wanna eat” (1:24) and “round my town” (1:341:35). Lynn acknowledges this as a long-standing aspect of her singing style: “I’d sit on the
porch swing and rock them babies and sing at the top of my voice…I’d sing old hymns like
Amazing Grace or This Little Light of Mine or We Read About an Old-Time Preacher Who
Preached the Gospel Free, and stuff like that, as loud as could be. I didn’t care. And I’m still like
that. I love to get up and sing at the top of my lungs.”57
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In my hearing, Lynn’s hissing, husky vocal quality bears associations of wear, whether
through long hours of talking and singing, or through inhalation of smoke or dust. The
relationship I feel between the piercing, reedy, and nasal qualities of Lynn’s voice and the
experience of yelling (versus singing) contributes to the association I make between this vocal
quality—an untutored, frank, and “natural”-sounding singing style (regardless of the knowledge
that Lynn has spent years honing her vocal performance)—and discourses about country
authenticity.58 While I hear Parton’s vocal quality as country with middle-class aspirations, the
quality of Lynn’s voice suggests a staunchly working-class country affiliation. These classed
hearings also come to bear on my interpretations of the different types of femininity each
woman’s voice suggests. The somewhat husky and assertive quality of Lynn’s voice gives me
the sense of a woman who is self-sufficient and resilient. She still sounds bound, however, by
certain personal or cultural rules of propriety; Lynn’s vocal quality is assertive and
straightforward, but she never strains her voice in order to imitate sounds of crying or screaming.
From the perspective of a listener familiar with bourgeois notions of femininity, Lynn’s vocal
quality conjures for me the image of a woman who transgresses some norms that Parton’s
persona strives to uphold—modeling a type of femininity that encompasses traits of toughness as
well as propriety.
The final vocal quality I analyze—that of Aretha Franklin—is challenging in that it is the
most familiar, yet the voice that I find I have the most difficulty in imitating. This difficulty
stems from the fact of Franklin’s wide range (greater than the ranges used by the other three
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singers I have discussed so far), and her great vocal power and control—all factors that lead to
her venerated status as a popular vocalist. In comparison to Parton and Lynn, the changes in her
vocal quality throughout the song seem somewhat more pronounced, and in comparison to
Knight, these changes seem to occur more from moment to moment rather than as part of a songlength build to a climax.
The first generally applicable vocal quality I notice is the graininess (which I earlier
determined as a variant on Laver’s “breathy” quality) of Franklin’s voice as she sings “if you
want my lovin” (0:05-0:09). I come to this description in much the same way I determined that
Lynn’s voice sounded hissy, or husky; the rasp of Franklin’s voice feels like it might stem from a
similar “interference” of the walls of the pharynx and root of the tongue with the flow of air, but
is even more pronounced (especially on the “oo” and “o” sounds of the opening phrase). The
lower range of this opening line also brings to mind some of the resonant “depth” that I
identified in Knight’s voice, but in Franklin’s voice this resonance is tempered by the feeling that
I get of vibrations higher in my throat more than my chest when I attempt to imitate her. I
imagine the resonance of her voice being produced simply through an immense volume of air
passing her vocal folds,59 while I imagine the graininess as produced by a relatively neutral
position of the vocal apparatus (as in prepared for speaking or yelling, rather than a clear, hollow
singing sound). One of Franklin’s great abilities as a vocalist is that she can retain this vocal
quality into a high register, when one would normally switch to a style of vocal production that
feels more resonant (referred to as head voice). My sense of deep resonance and the grainy hiss
of the throat elicits associations of sensuality, while my association of an everyday speaking
voice with my imagining of the locus of Franklin’s voice brings to mind a sense of naturalness
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and frankness. At the outset then, I hear Franklin’s vocal quality as conveying an easygoing
sensuality.
As Franklin sings louder or in a higher range, the grainy yet resonant quality of her voice
persists, but the nasal quality of her voice becomes more pronounced and piercing. This happens
more frequently as the song progress, as Franklin’s delivery become incrementally more
forceful. One example of this nasal quality occurs as she sings the line “all you got to do is snap
your fingers, and I’ll come a-runnin’ I ain’t lyin’” (1:12-1:20), especially on the words “I’ll” and
“lyin’.” I imagine a similar quality as originating from vibrations high in my throat, where my
soft palate is squeezed—brought about partly by a widening of the mouth and throat, as if one
were squashing an “o” shape—to redirect sound into the nasal cavity. The placement of my soft
palate feels distinctly different in this position than when I open my pharynx (as if yawning) to
produce a mellow and clear vocal sound (as is more common in classical-style vocal
production).60 When speaking, my soft palate feels more relaxed and in a lowered position; I
relate the position of my soft palate as I imitate Franklin’s voice to its position when I’m
speaking in a normal tone, and therefore think of her vocal quality in these moments as nasal yet
relaxed, even when she is singing with considerable force.
There is another element of Franklin’s vocal quality in this recording that, unlike the
other singer’s performances, stems from a combination of her voice and the recording equipment
used to make this track. I get a sense of Franklin’s vocal power not only through the changes in
her vocal quality, but also the quality of the recording itself as the volume of her voice leads to
some mild distortion. This is, of course, not a feature of her vocal quality, but because it is a
timbral element that influences my interpretation of her vocal performance, I include it here.
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Small amounts of distortion occur at various points of the track, and three good examples can be
heard at the beginning of the song: “don’t be afraid” (0:16-0:17), “stretch out your arms” (0:320:33), and “ain’t no doubt about it” (0:43-0:44). During and shortly after each italicized lyric, a
light fizzing and crackling sound can be heard, as the volume of Franklin’s voice overloads the
microphone. Even though I know the fizz and crackle aren’t part of Franklin’s live vocal quality,
these elements contribute to my gendered interpretation of her vocal performance.61 Her vocal
power suggests physical power and strength—she sounds solid and dominant rather than frail
and submissive. That her effort and power rarely affect her vocal quality in the form of breaks,
cries, and rasps (as I noticed in Knight’s vocal quality), but rather affect the equipment around
her also suggest dominance in terms of mastery of her own skills, and due to her overpowering
the recording technology surrounding her. My interpretation of this distortion aligns with Eric
Clarke’s characterization of the semantic resonances of noise in popular music. It is “a way of
‘making the medium fail’—thus giving the impression that what you are doing is bursting out of
the material: ‘I’m too big for this medium.’”62 These implications of strength, power, and
dominance, combined with the sensual and easy quality of Franklin’s voice I described above,
give me the impression of a confident and extraordinarily capable woman.
All four of these analyses establish the uniqueness of each of these women’s vocal
qualities, and how these qualities begin to suggest different models of femininity. In my earlier
discussion of Parton and Lynn, I also found that their vocal qualities evoked a clear sense of
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class difference, with Parton’s polite, restrained quality reminding me of a middle-class mode of
femininity, and Lynn’s more husky and straightforward sounding voice eliciting working-class
feminine ideals. My differently classed interpretations of their vocal qualities recall discourse
about the intersection of class and gender in country music scholarship. In his ethnography of a
working-class Texas community and its music, Aaron Fox notes the gendered valences of class
in country music in general, and in the honky-tonk in particular:
Women represent middle-class ideology, a fatalistic acceptance of capitalist work
discipline, and religious piety. They embrace respectability against the heroically
disreputable male values of the labor process, shop-floor culture, military
experience, and the utopian working-class space of the tavern. In such spaces,
society’s class hegemony is turned upside down, at women’s expense.63
My interpretations of Parton and Lynn’s vocal qualities places Parton’s persona as embracing
this traditional gender and class division, while my interpretation of Lynn’s vocal quality as
working-class troubles this division. Based on my analysis of her vocal quality, I understand
Lynn’s persona as both retaining some markers of female (middle-class-aligned) respectability,
while also challenging the notion of working-class culture as purely masculine.
Alternately, although I hear a clear difference between Knight’s and Franklin’s vocal
qualities, I still interpret them both as strongly representing (and even defining) a tradition of
African American female vocality. Knight’s use of different vocal qualities, ranging from the
smooth resonance of her opening lines to her harsher belting and vocal breaks nearer the climax
of the song, and Franklin’s grainy vocal quality and powerful interjections (such as “Oh” at 1:21)
are indicative of this style. In the words of Farah Jasmine Griffin, the tradition of black female
vocality is not “one invariable, unchanging style,” but rather a “tradition that values
experimentation and risk taking in form as well as content. It is a tradition that seeks to, in fact
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needs to, communicate beyond words when they are no longer capable of rendering meaning.”64
The vocal qualities of both Knight and Franklin code as part of this tradition in my hearing, and
while their vocal qualities share some traits, they still create room for differentiation in terms of
the gendered identities they create. Franklin’s vocal quality suggests a comfortable, even playful
(but no less potent) sensuality, while Knight’s vocal quality implies a more serious and
emotionally fraught kind of desire.
*

*

*

In the following chapters, I revisit these initial impressions of vocal quality as I weave
them into a discussion of the gendered (raced and classed) implications of the lyric content of the
songs, instrumentation, melody and harmony, and rhythm and form. Each additional sonic
element either supports the characteristics suggested by each performer’s voice, or lends further
depth and nuance to the representations of femininity I have begun to frame. Throughout the rest
of my analysis, I will continue to apply my approach of recognizing embodied response as well
as conceptual association, to foreground the fact that sonic elements such as pitch and rhythm
also contribute to an embodied sense of musical meaning.
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Chapter 3
Analysis of Sound, Part I: Quality, Lyrics, Dynamics, and Space
3.1: Gender/Race/Class & Quality/Lyrics/Dynamics/Space
In Chapter 2, I developed an analytical strategy of attending to embodied response and
allied associations to address how vocal quality suggests gendered identity. This approach to
analysis was inspired by the specific challenges of describing vocal quality, but it also aligns
with my own intuitions as well as scientific findings about the conveyance of affect and the
construction of meaning through the embodied process of music listening.1 In the present and
following chapters, I systematically address other sonic elements of these songs—ranging from
lyrics to dynamics, to pitch, among other elements—that participate in the production of
intersectional gendered meaning, using a similar analytical approach.
In keeping with an overarching theme of this dissertation, inspired by Sara Ahmed’s
Queer Phenomenology,2 I am sensitive in these analyses to the concept of analytic orientation
and the effects of one’s cultural and methodological vantage point on musical analysis and
interpretation. I examine less frequently theorized sonic elements in this chapter (continuing my
analysis of vocal quality, followed by instrumental quality, dynamics, and textural space) before
considering more commonly theorized features (rhythm and pitch) in Chapter 4. My
organization of analysis in this manner also roughly corresponds to my experience as a listener—
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Musicae Scientiae 5/2 (2001): 195-209.
2

Sara Ahmed, Queer Phenomenology: Orientations, Objects, Others (Durham: Duke University Press,
2006).
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the order in which I address each sonic element is related to the immediacy with which I
experience these elements while listening.3
In this chapter, I examine sonic parameters for which the development of analytical
methodology is still in its nascent stages. I finish the appraisal of vocal quality I began in Chapter
2 by attending to the combination of each lead singer with her backing vocalists. I also examine
individual instrumental qualities and arrangements, each track’s dynamics, and the creation and
manipulation of a sense of space in each recording. To sharpen my interpretive focus on how
these elements combine to suggest intersectional gendered identity, I include analyses of lyrics
throughout the chapter in a series of “interludes.” The denotative content of the text sets the
specific scene in which each performer acts out a gendered identity, while the associations
suggested by each text’s structure and delivery add nuance to the performance of identity.
My continued analyses of vocal quality, and my additional consideration of instrumental
quality, dynamics and space support, elaborate on, and sometimes complicate the models of
femininity I began constructing in the previous chapter. In my analysis of “Baby, I Love You,” I
find an assertive femininity couched in sonic associations of working-class and black
communities. The model of femininity expressed in “If I Were Your Woman” is also related to
histories of black artistic expression, while claiming middle-class associations. The tough,
working-class femininity I hear exhibited in “Fist City” is tempered by a few middle-class, pop
touches, and ultimately remains bound by the strictures of an unbalanced gender hierarchy.
Finally, I situate the traditional, bourgeois model of femininity I hear performed in “Jolene” in
both the working-class and middle-class contexts it spans.

3

If I were completely strict in aligning the order of my analyses with my perception, however, I would
examine surface rhythms and groove immediately following quality. The organization of chapters 3 & 4
therefore reflects a compromise between my perceptions and disciplinary/methodological concerns.
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3.1.1 Methodology
My approach to analyzing the gendered meanings in the four songs of my study requires
a systematic “taking-stock” of musical elements, inspired specifically by the work of Philip Tagg
(but often a regular feature of music-analytic methodologies). My general analytical approach is
similar to the first steps of the methodology Tagg outlines in his 1982 article, “Analysing popular
music: theory, method and practice.” 4 Tagg’s first tool is a checklist of parameters of musical
expression that includes aspects of time, melody, orchestration, tonality and texture, dynamics,
acoustics (such as degree of reverberation or distance between sound source and listener), and
electromusical and mechanical aspects (such as panning, filtering, and distortion, among others).
The checklist of parameters I use (vocal and instrumental quality, lyrics, dynamics, space,
rhythm, and pitch)5 covers essentially the same elements but in different order. There is, of
course, tremendous overlap among the categories I propose (a consideration of lyrics can include
discussion of rhythm and timbre, vocal quality involves consideration of timbre, dynamics, and
pitch), and the way one organizes these categories is a reflection of the music at hand and the
listening style of the analyst. My list of elements and Tagg’s list, however, share an important
feature—namely, that they are proposed as a safeguard against overlooking or excessively
favoring certain parameters during analysis. I don’t intend this list to be rigidly applied (and
neither does Tagg, in his approach), but it functions here as a useful analytical guide.

4

Philip Tagg, “Analysing Popular Music: Theory, Method and Practice,” Popular Music 2 (1982), 37-67.
See also Allan Moore, Song Means: Analysing and Interpreting Recorded Popular Song (Burlington:
Ashgate Publishing, 2012).
5

I borrow this breakdown of sonic elements from Arnie Cox, who has graciously shared with me his own
approach to analyzing musical affect through his “five components of acoustic fact” (via personal
communication and email, November, 2011). Because I am analyzing songs, I have added the sixth
parameter of lyrics.
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As I investigate the gendered, raced, and classed meanings of quality, lyrics, dynamics,
and space in this chapter, I will continue to use the analytical approach of attending to the
combination of embodied and associative responses that I further developed in Chapter 2. In that
chapter, I used the kinesthetic feedback of imitating a voice to understand the descriptive
language that formed the basis of my hermeneutic interpretations. For each element I consider in
this chapter, I will pay similar attention to the physical, mimetic response that each parameter
invites (keeping in mind that different elements invite different degrees of physical response), as
well as embodied responses that aren’t strictly mimetic. I also attend further to musical and
extra-musical associations afforded by these sounds, focusing on the “way in which musical
events have historically accrued musical meanings.”6 This process of contribution is so frequent,
however, that it would be impractical to catalogue each specific example of a musical event with
accrued meaning. Almost every musical event that we register as informed listeners has some
accumulated meaning—for the purposes of my analyses, I focus on those meanings that
contribute to the construction of intersectional gendered identity.

3.1.2: Parameters: Lyrics, Quality, Dynamics, Space
Among the musical elements I have listed so far, lyrics occupy a somewhat different
analytical space than the purely musical components of song. Most significantly, lyrics are much
more likely to be denotative in nature than other song elements, and I will therefore frequently
diverge from the analytical approach I’ve proposed as I discuss the gendered, raced, and classed
implications of each song text. The lyrical content of a song, although often open to multiple
interpretations, presents the listener with a topic, scenario, feeling, etc.; in my gender-focused
6

Nicola Dibben, “Representations of Femininity in Popular Music,” Popular Music 18/3 (October 1999):
333.
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analyses, the subject matter of each song provides an important area to which I can relate my
various embodied and associative interpretations of other musical elements. This said, however,
it is important to note that the meaning of lyrics extends beyond responses to what they denote.
They can also convey meaning via their sensuous qualities (for example, assonance and rhyme),
and mode of delivery (through dialect, diction, and the idiosyncrasies of individual
speech/singing style); modes of meaning-production that in fact do respond to my combined
embodied and associative approach. The use of particular poetic devices and rhetorical schemes
in all four songs, as well as the general structure of their lyrics, place each song in relationship to
its respective genre, the social and cultural milieus of each genre’s development, and in turn,
inform the models of femininity suggested by each track. As I will discuss, this relationship
between the structure and placement of lyrics and the cultural aesthetic they reflect manifest
differently in country and soul.
In analyzing instrumental quality, many of the points I addressed in Chapter 2 on vocal
quality apply here. As with vocal quality, the relationship between the acoustic phenomena and
the perceptual processes that together form the concept of instrumental quality is not directly
correlative. Many instrumental timbres are relatively constant, however, in comparison to the
variations in quality achievable by the human voice. The relative steadiness of instrumental
qualities suggests that the use of spectrograms can sometimes be quite helpful in their analysis.
Because the instrumental qualities I am interested in are heard in the context of timbrally rich
recordings, however, I find the use of spectrograms in this analysis to be less useful than they
might be in the study of individual instrumental qualities. Moreover, since my analytic focus is
on musical meaning, I will attend to my individual perceptions and interpretations of
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instrumental qualities, as they are formed by a combination of my situated embodied responses
and associations.
My embodied response to each instrumental quality will vary more than my embodied
response to vocal quality, since I have different experiences with the instruments on each track.7
My embodied engagement with those sounds will be a mixture of intra-modal, inter-modal, and
amodal responses. An intra-modal response to instrumental quality occurs when I imitate the
movements required to produce a particular instrumental sound (and was the response I focused
on in my study of vocal quality in Chapter 2). An inter-modal response is one in which I engage
with a sound via analogous but not completely imitative movement—by vocally imitating the
quality of an instrument, for example. Finally, an amodal response is a non-externalized
response that Cox describes as the “abdominal imitation of the exertion dynamic evident in
sounds.”8 An amodal response to quality is the feeling of sympathetic tenseness in one’s
abdomen or throat, as if preparing to sing along without actually creating sound. This response

7

Since I am a reed player, and have some experience playing the alto saxophone, I mimetically engage
with the saxophone sounds in an intra-modal way—I imagine and mimic (with varying degrees of
accuracy, of course) the finger-work and changes to the embouchure that would be required to play the
various sounds I hear. Although I am not a brass player, I am familiar with the embouchure and physical
effort required to play the trumpet and trombone (mostly from years of proximity to these players in
orchestras and bands), so I find my embodied engagement with those sounds to be a mixture of intramodal, inter-modal (singing along), and even amodal. With instruments like the bass, guitar, and drums,
which I have only very limited experience playing, I find that my embodied response tends even more
toward the inter-modal (including singing as well as general body movements) and amodal. For example,
a listener with experience playing the guitar might interpret a technically challenging riff as “tense”
(based on intra-modal MMI), while I might interpret the same riff as “smooth” (based on inter-modal
MMI, through subvocalization, or amodal MMI, via the suggestion of movement by the sound). Finally,
my response to the electric piano encompasses all three modalities, since I have experience as an amateur
keyboard player. I find, however, that my mimetic response to keyboard sounds feels distinctly less
embodied than my response to all the other instrumental and vocal sounds. This is due to the fact that the
feeling of producing sound through my fingers and arms at the keyboard is less vivid than the experience
of producing sound through my lungs, throat, and the muscles of my torso (although I’m sure this vivid
sense of embodiment is different for serious keyboard players).
8

Arnie Cox, “Embodying Music: Principles of the Mimetic Hypothesis,” Music Theory Online 17/2 (July
2011), http://www.mtosmt.org/issues/mto.11.17.2/mto.11.17.2.cox.html.
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is related to my descriptions in the last chapter of the feeling of imagining singing as powerfully
as Aretha Franklin; in general, when I describe imagining making any instrumental or vocal
quality, I am drawing on my amodal response to that quality. Additionally, I might find that
certain sounds do not invite much of a mimetic response at all, and instead are much more likely
to spark an associative response.
My impressions of the dynamics and sonic space of each recording are less discrete than
my sense of individual vocal and instrumental qualities. For example, I often refer to the concept
of “sonic density”—which combines the parameters of dynamics and quality—in addition to or
in lieu of a discussion of dynamics alone. My impression of sonic density in a recording is
created by the number of distinct instruments (or instrument groups) and voices sounding at any
given time (thereby suggesting degrees of loudness or softness, even when the amplitude of the
track remains relatively constant as a result of the mixing process). In a passage of high sonic
density, many instruments and voices combine to create a rich collection of qualities, a sense of
sonic fullness, and a perceived increase in dynamics. The implied volume of many instruments
playing at once often results in my amodal response of a heightened sense of energy and
excitement, and a related sense of physical depth and expansiveness (derived primarily from my
memories of the physical sensations of playing at the center of large ensembles as an oboist and
alto saxophonist). I often find that this embodied reaction is not specifically tied to the
expression of identity, but can rather emphasize those sonic elements or highlight a section of the
lyrics that are.
The largeness or complexity of an ensemble (suggested by high sonic density) can also
speak to practical and economic associations and concerns. When performing live, it requires
organization and resources in order to put together a large instrumental ensemble. The
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impression of a large ensemble can be created with multi-tracking and overdubbing in the
recording studio, but the sound of large and lush bands and orchestras still suggest to me, as a
contemporary listener, a middle-class setting (a high-end dinner club or concert hall, for
example). Further, like any other element of a song, sonic density can be consciously
manipulated to various ends—in these four songs, changes in sonic density most often function
to punctuate ends of phrases and delineate large-scale formal sections, but density is also varied
to create different and interesting musical backdrops for the singer. An approach to sonic density
that implies an overarching plan beyond the repetition of choruses and verses also implies an
approach to music-making that echoes features of written composition in a classical or
commercial, rather than oral or folk, tradition.
The range of dynamics alone in these recordings is actually somewhat limited. When
listening to recorded music, especially music that is created with the expectation of radio play (as
all four of these songs certainly were, since they were all singles off of their respective albums),
dynamics are not open to the same degree of subtle shading they are in art and concert musics
created primarily for live performance in front of a quiet audience, or for private home listening.
In their everyday listening contexts, all four of these songs might have to compete and
commingle with other sounds—voices at a party or bar, or the sound of traffic or a car engine,
for example. This means that whatever dynamic contrast present in the studio may not be
preserved in a recording that has been mixed and engineered with this listening milieu in mind.9

9

These louder listening contexts of popular music are sometimes cited as sparking what is known as the
“loudness war.” In order to get their particular song heard when it was played in a jukebox, for example,
artists and producers would engineer recordings to be just a bit louder than their competitors, starting a
loudness “arms race” that is still continuing. See Sarah Jones, “The Big Squeeze: Mastering Engineers
Debate Music’s Loudness Wars,” Mix Magazine, Dec. 1, 2005,
http://www.mixonline.com/mag/audio_big_squeeze/index.html.
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Of these four songs, “If I Were Your Woman” features the most large-scale dynamic change,10
but all four make use of changes in sonic density, perhaps as a supplement to or replacement for
dynamic gradation.11 My embodied response to increases or decreases in dynamics can be a
combination of intra-, inter-, and amodal responses depending on which instrumental or vocal
parts I am attending to, but the general result is typically a heightened sense of energy with
louder dynamics. As is the case with sonic density, my embodied responses to dynamics help
emphasize sonic elements that I hear as suggestive of identity, rather than proffering their own
implications for my interpretations.
The last element I will be addressing in this chapter is sonic space. In some of these
recordings, the sounds of a physical performance space are created by the position of different
instruments and vocalists in the left and right channels of the recording, and by their implied
distance from the microphones (and hence, listener) afforded by softer dynamics and the sound
of echo or reverberation. My treatment of sonic space in each recording is similar to Allan
Moore’s “soundbox,” which he describes as “a way of conceptualizing the textural space that a
recording inhabits.”12 Moore places sounds or sound-complexes within the soundbox of the
recording (literally a representation of a 3-dimensional box) based on the dimensions of laterality
(left-to-right), prominence (closeness), and register (above or below), thus creating a virtual
representation of how sounds appear to be organized in sonic space. My understanding of space

10

By large-scale dynamic change, I am referring to changes that occur from one section to the next, as
opposed to changes that happen within the span of a measure.
11

Each of the recordings I am using has been digitally remastered for CD release. Depending on the
process of remastering, there will often be slight differences in loudness between versions of the same
song. For this reason, it does not make sense to compare the general loudness of song to the other, but
tracks can be compared for their different approaches to dynamic contrast and shading over time.
12

Moore, Song Means, 32.
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arises from a non-mimetic embodied response that still entails a sense of my body vis-à-vis
sound, namely, imagining the location of my body in relation to the sounds on a track as if I were
in the same room as the performers producing them. As will become clear in my following
analyses, my interpretations of these varying suggestions of space differ significantly based on
the other sonic elements present on each track. Generally, if I detect an echo on a track, I
imagine hearing the performance in a large concert hall. In recordings that use less echo but
make liberal use of both channels by spreading the instrumentalists and vocalists throughout
both, I imagine the performance in a more intimate live setting. The different spaces suggested
by these sounds take on varying class, regional, and situational valences in correspondence to
other sonic parameters, which I will address on case-by-case basis throughout my analyses.

3.2 Soul: Quality, Lyrics, Dynamics, Space
3.2.1: “Baby, I Love You,” Vocal Quality
On “Baby, I Love You,” background vocals are provided by Franklin herself, as well as
by her sisters Carolyn and Erma. “Baby, I Love You” was written by Ronnie Shannon, who also
wrote “I Never Loved a Man (The Way I Love You).” Both tracks were produced by Jerry
Wexler for Atlantic, and featured many of the same session musicians.13 In many ways, “Baby, I
Love You” was stylistically and timbrally in line with Franklin’s soul sound that had garnered
her so much success with her previous album and that characterized her work in the late ’60s. As
I will show with the following embodied listening analysis of “Baby, I Love You,” the
combination of quality, loudness, and space is analytically fruitful—not only because these sonic
13

A major difference between these two recordings is that “I Never Loved a Man” was recorded in the
FAME Studio in Alabama, while “Baby, I Love You” was recorded at the Atlantic Studio in New York
City. A list of session musicians appears in the following section on instrumental quality.
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elements together enjoy fewer fully formed methodologies for their analysis, but because, in the
case of recorded music, these elements are often inextricably linked. A recording presents a
fixed soundscape to its listener, where the timbral qualities of individual instruments are linked
with the sound of the recording studio—both affected by the physical space of the studio and the
aesthetic choices of sound engineers and producers.
My embodied sense of Carolyn’s and Erma’s voices is similar to my experience of
Aretha’s. My intra-modal response of attempting to mimic their vocal qualities, and then
attending to the shape and tension of my vocal tract, results in my impression of their vocal
qualities as powerful and slightly nasal, yet resonant and relaxed. As I sing along, I notice that I
keep my vocal tract relatively open yet not too hollow, and I slightly raise my soft palate and
widen my mouth into an open smile in order to retain a slightly nasal quality in my otherwise
rounded voice (but producing a less pronounced nasality than in my imitation of Aretha’s voice).
I am mindful of the moderate energy required to maintain this position, as well as the play of air
over various surfaces in my vocal tract and mouth as I sing, which creates a somewhat breathy
sound. These sensations—produced by the speech-like yet active positioning of my vocal tract,
and my heightened awareness of the bodily mediation in the production of this sound—combine
with the flirtatious text of the song to culminate in my interpretation of these vocal qualities as
simultaneously laid-back, playful, and sensual (in both the corporeal and erotic senses of the
word).
The subtle differences in quality I hear between Franklin and her sisters are related to
range, their position in the mix of the recording, and the variety in their lyrics and melodic lines.
Aretha sings backup with her sisters on this track, and completely replaces them at key
moments—for example, the pair of voices repeating “I love you” at 0:50-0:56 and 1:47-1:52 are
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her own, overdubbed. In the moments when the three sisters are singing harmony together (e.g.,
the repetition of “baby…I love you” from 0:48-0:50), I hear Aretha’s more piercing, nasal vocal
quality singing the highest note of the chord, while Carolyn and Erma fill in the lower voices of
the harmony with their breathier sounding voices.14 Both women’s voices sound like they are
mixed at a lower volume than Aretha’s voice, and as if they are positioned father away from their
microphones—their voices thus sound less piercing, and exude less energy than Aretha’s.
Altogether, there is less variety to their vocal qualities due to the limited nature of their lyrics and
melodies, although all of their parts are energized by a relatively fast vibrato. I thus hear an
energetic pair of women aligned with Franklin in their expressive goals (if slightly less ardent),
making Franklin’s song protagonist a member of a like-minded and supportive community of
women.
I hear both Carolyn’s and Erma’s voices as clearly related to Aretha’s voice in terms of
familial similarity and musical style, and all three Franklin sisters’ vocal qualities as related to
and largely shaped by the environs of the black gospel church (all three grew up singing in the
black churches where their father, C. L. Franklin, preached). I also connect the sounds of their
voices to the vocal quality of gospel singer Clara Ward, whom Aretha cites as a musical
influence; however, this connection was only forged after I became more familiar with elements
of the Franklin family history (through the biographies of Aretha and C. L. Franklin). Aretha’s
voice was one of the first examples of black female vocality I ever heard, and her voice became
one against which I would compare other vocal qualities in the future. Still, I now hear her vocal
quality and voice in general as an archetypal sonic representation of black femininity in the
twentieth century (related to, rather than determined by, the fact of her race), primarily due to her
14

Based on a comparison of their solo recordings, Carolyn’s most comfortable vocal range seems to be
somewhat higher than Erma’s range, leading me to believe that Carolyn is singing the inner voices of
these harmonies while Erma is singing the lowest voices.
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connection to the black church, and her popularity as a soul singer—a genre largely defined by
black artists. Carolyn’s and Erma’s vocal qualities spark similar racial and cultural associations; I
also hear their voices as referencing the broader black artistic traditions that produced soul,
gospel, and rhythm and blues.
As a white listener, I assume I have a different and less rich sense of what the association
of “blackness” encompasses than listeners with the lived experience of identifying as black and
being part of a black community. Based on my own experience and knowledge of American
history, I connect my interpretation of blackness with narratives of struggle, perseverance, and
resourcefulness in the face of pervasive and institutionalized racism.15 While these connections
between voice, culture, and history are what happen in my listening experience, the connection
between sound and interpretation here is not a completely direct path. That the sounds of the
Franklin sisters’s voices suggest “blackness” to me is a connection that has simultaneously been
forged and solidified by my understanding that they are black. This alignment between the
sounds of black vocality and the race of these singers is what prompts my further associations of
history and culture (and why I obviously wouldn’t make the same associations when listening to
a white soul singer, for example).
Even though the text of the song is primarily focused on the needs of the male lover (as I
will further discuss shortly), the energy and expressive range I hear in the vocal qualities of these
three artists support my hearing of the assertive sexual agency of the song’s character and her
hopeful female chorus. In my hearing of the vocal qualities of “Baby, I Love You,” I encounter a
representation of femininity, emerging from black sacred and secular communities, that
encompasses the confident expression of one’s emotions and desires.
15

I will continue with a more thorough discussion of race in Chapter 5 on historical context and artist
persona.
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3.2.2: “Baby, I Love You” Lyrics
Both Franklin’s and Knight’s songs are cast as enticements to a potential lover, although
the words and setting of each song frame the invitation in markedly different ways (the complete
lyrics of all songs are reproduced in Appendix I). Franklin’s persona opens with a bit of a
tease—”If you want my lovin,’ if you really do.” First, what her “lovin’” entails is open to
interpretation. She could be referring to anything from tamer expressions of affection such as
hugging and kissing, to any flavor of sexual intercourse; to some extent, what’s she’s offering is
whatever her listener’s idea of “lovin’” involves. She then admonishes her potential lover with
the words, “if you really do”; she’s making the offer, but only if her lover is seriously interested.
Finally, she closes the verse with “Don’t be afraid baby, just ask me/You know I’m gonna give it
to you.” Although she’s taking on an assertive role in this song, she is still depending on her
imagined addressee to make a move. By calling this person “baby,” she’s already assuming a
degree of flirtatious familiarity, and she reassures her listener that she’s a sure thing with the rest
of the line. The phrase “I’m gonna give it to you” refers back to her “lovin’” that opens the
verse, nudging the connotation of that word toward the more overtly sexual.
The second verse of the song reiterates this assertive and playful, yet simultaneously coy
tone. She follows “If you feel you wanna kiss me,” with “I don’t mind,” and asserts that she’ll
“come a runnin’” at a snap of her lover’s fingers. Franklin’s persona in this song makes it
abundantly clear to her addressee how eager she is to start this relationship, but it is still up to
him to make the first move. The lyrics of the choruses mitigate this last display of reserve—in
the first chorus, Franklin is cast more in the role of mischievous aggressor (“little boy you’re
gonna get it”).16 The focus is on what she wants and feels (“I wanna see you with it,” and “baby,
16

This is also the first time in the song that reference to the lover’s gender (“little boy”) is made.
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I love you”), which isn’t as clearly the case again until the closing lines of the song (“baby I love
you, baby I need you, baby I want you, got to have you baby”). In the second chorus, she still
sings “baby I love you” again and again, but also returns to enumerating ways in which she is
sexually and emotionally available, even going so far as to sing, “I’d deny my own self before I
see you without it.”
This flirtatious tone gives way momentarily in the bridge to the more serious possibility
of rejection and heartache. She acknowledges that he might leave her someday, but quickly
brushes off this possibility by singing “I’m gonna stop you from sayin’ goodbye.” Throughout
the entire relationship, Franklin’s song persona is prepared to do almost all the work—she
assures her lover that he is free to make his move without the possibility of rejection, she vows to
keep him interested, and does so with an easy-going, light-hearted attitude. Regardless of the
slight, teasing timidity in the verse texts, and the uneven distribution of relationship “work”
proposed, “Baby, I Love You” is a clearly assertive and self-possessed expression of desire,
antithetical to a retiring, submissive model of femininity.
As I mentioned earlier, Franklin’s singing with her sisters suggests a degree of female
homosociality (although the sentiment of the song is one that many could relate to, regardless of
gender)—the suggestive, inviting words of the song are performed in a relatively “safe” space
among a supportive group of women, and without the affirmation or censure of a male voice. In
Girl Groups, Girl Culture, Jacqueline Warwick points out that “singing together can be an
important extension of ‘girl talk’ for young females who are enclosed together in a domestic
environment; this can particularly explain the high incidence of girl groups made up of sisters.”17
Franklin and her sisters singing together are certainly reflective of this domestic closeness, but
17

Jacqueline Warwick, Girl Groups, Girl Culture (New York: Routledge, 2007), 155.
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code somewhat differently than “girl talk” as their voices are those of adult women.18 Franklin
and her sisters, therefore, could be heard as the voices of a girl group all grown up, now with
physical maturity and a degree of worldly experience.

3.2.3: “Baby, I Love You” Instrumental Quality
The backing band on this track consists of an augmented Muscle Shoals rhythm section
(regular session musicians at the FAME studio in Muscle Shoals, Alabama) with Spooner
Oldham on electric piano, Jimmy Johnson and Joe South on electric guitar, Tommy Cogbill on
bass, and Roger Hawkins on drums, and a horn section that includes two tenor saxophones,
baritone sax, bass trombone, and trumpet (played by Charlie Chalmers, King Curtis, Willie
Bridges, Tony Studd, and Melvin Lastie, respectively). Altogether, the instrumental qualities on
“Baby, I Love You” add to the sense of laidback energy I discerned in the song’s vocals while
also eliciting connotations of the American South. The opening groove of the track (0:00-0:05)
sets this tone immediately. Since I am not a guitarist, my embodied engagement with the quality
of the opening slide guitar figure is inter-modal—I imitate it by singing along.19 I contract the
back of my throat and raise my soft palate in order to create a piercing, nasal sound that
approximates the quality of the slide guitar. The effort I experience in mimicking this sound
leads to a sense of increased energy (which is mitigated somewhat by the relaxed approach to
pitch sliding demonstrated in this melodic fragment). This twangy and reverberant guitar lick
references “chicken picking” country-style guitar, and is a characteristic part of the self18

Other girl groups such as The Supremes were composed of adult women, but to my ear, their voices
code as much younger.
19

Further, I do have an inter-modal embodied response to the opening guitar lick (via dance/movement
and singing along), but this physical reaction is related to the melodic contour of the guitar line rather
than the quality of its sound.
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consciously Southern, working-class sound (marketed as “authentically” Southern) that Wexler
was trying to create on these records. This tie between region and sound is supported by the fact
that Wexler made a point of bringing the Alabama-based FAME studio session musicians (many
of them self-described “country boys”) north to New York City to reproduce their Muscle Shoals
sound on “Baby, I Love You.”
The brief guitar lick on beat one is immediately followed by a snare drum shot on beat
two that resonates slightly before fading out. The sharpness of the snare hit evokes from me a
snap of my head (an inter-modal response) that also imbues the track with a sense of tightlywound energy.20 The beat is not too quick, however, and the drums are given space to sound and
fade, filling up the texture of the track and creating a sense of leisure and elbow-room (a very
different effect than if the recording had been dry or crisp, for example). The electric bass
combines with the kick drum to provide a concussive, booming sound. As I vocally imitate the
sound of the bass guitar, I lower the position of my tongue to create a reverberant sound free of
crisp edges; this action is accompanied by a feeling of relaxation and elasticity. The booming
bass provides a sense of ease that I find contrasts pleasantly with the sharp and nasal sounds of
the lead guitar and snare drum. The cumulative effect of these diverse sound qualities leads to
my sense of unhurried precision that mirrors my impression of Franklin’s relaxed yet masterful
vocality. This collection of qualities also mirrors the working relationship between Wexler and
the Muscle Shoals musicians. As guitarist Jimmy Johnson recounts about working with Wexler
(during a recording session with Wilson Pickett at FAME): “He liked our Southern hospitality,
and he could feel we were honored to have him down here. The combination worked—his get-it-

20

This movement is also bound up in my physical entrainment with the beat of the song, but the piercing
quality of the snare, combined with its loudness amplifies this effect of mimetic engagement.
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done personality and our being laid-back. He got us organized—in and out, cut the tracks, do the
vocals, mix it down. We gave him the relaxed feeling he wanted…”21
As the trumpet, trombone, and saxophone punctuate Franklin’s line (beginning at 0:31),
their entrances are percussive and shout-like, honking with sudden blasts of air. This loose,
honking quality is especially pronounced as the baritone sax plays a repeated low note
underscoring the second verse (beginning at 0:56). Here I notice I respond with a strong intramodal memory—I’m familiar with the vibrations that radiate from the mouthpiece while
emphatically playing a low reed instrument with a comfortably loose embouchure. This kinetic
memory is imbued with associations of boisterous and uninhibited expression. In contrast, the
organ-like sound of the electric piano feels smooth, with neither a sharp attack nor release, as I
imitate it via a combined inter-modal response of vocalization and movement—mimicking a soft
touch at the keyboard and singing rounded tones. The electric piano also evokes a
chronologically situated association for me, given its regular use in the 1960s and 70s in rock,
blues, and gospel music.
This collection of sound qualities—twang, reverberation, honking, smoothness—and
their associations of rock, rhythm & blues, and gospel, as well as the combined feelings of
physical looseness and power, all coalesce to make the sound of this track paradigmatically
“soul.”22 These instrumental sound qualities afford associations of southern (working-classallied) localities, as well as a relationship to a particular strand in the history of black vernacular
genres (through the combination of horns, guitars, and drums that extends back through early
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Jerry Wexler and David Ritz, “Soul Men,” in Rhythm and the Blues: A Life in American Music (New
York: Random House, Inc., 1993), Kindle Edition.
22

My description also resonates with the collection of adjectives and associations Guralnick uses to
describe soul in Sweet Soul Music, especially pages 1-13.
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rhythm and blues and jump blues). These associations mingle with my embodied interpretations
of these instrumental qualities as expressing a fluid, unhurried kind of energy that mirrors the
easygoing, yet energetic sensuality suggested by Franklin’s voice, the voices of her sisters, and
the lyrics. This commingling of associations and embodied reactions support and extend the
depiction of femininity suggested by Franklin’s performance—a confident expression of
sensuality, with associations to working-class, rural Southern, and black communities.

3.2.4: “Baby, I Love You” Dynamics and Space
This track is mixed without any use of panning evident in the final product of the
recording—all sonic elements sound as if they are directly in front of the listener, and there is no
difference between the left and right channels (as visualized in the waveform of Example 3.1).23
Some semblance of spatial depth is created: for example, Franklin’s voice is louder and therefore
sounds closer, while the slight reverberation of the drum and electric guitar sounds suggest that
they are farther away. This lack of panning is due to the fact that the recording I am listening to,
taken from the 1993 Rhino label CD release of Aretha Arrives, is a mono mix remastered from
the mono master tapes—this format does not take advantage of the dual-channel capabilities of
modern playback equipment.24 The lack of a fully realized, three-dimensional sound space in
“Baby, I Love You” lends a sense of simple immediacy to the track. This simplicity augments
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The channels are visualized separately. The waveform of the entire recording is condensed to fit in one
frame, and the shapes of each channel represent general changes in amplitude.
24

There are a number of reasons for my choice of this mono recording for my study. At the time of its
release, the single “Baby, I Love You” would have been heard by most listeners in its mono format (due
to the fact that most radio stations still broadcast in mono). Primarily, the mono version is the most
widely available CD and MP3 version of this song—and the only version of the entire album Aretha
Arrives on CD and MP3—currently widely available for purchase. Finally, I simply prefer the sound of
the mono version—the stereo version sounds too muddy and reverberant for my taste.
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the working-class elements of my interpretation—irrespective of Tom Dowd’s considerable
engineering skills and the advanced recording technology he had already instated at Atlantic, the
recording I now listen to sounds like it was made according to a somewhat lo-fi aesthetic, which
in turn suggests a small budget.

The instrumental graph of “Baby, I Love You” shown in Example 3.2 illustrates the
large-scale organization of instrumental entrances, and my related perception of changes in sonic
density over the course of the song. Each chart shows a list of the distinct instrumental25 and
vocal qualities that I hear at any given moment; each shaded area indicates when each instrument

25

The instruments listed are the ones that I can clearly hear throughout most of the track. Often,
instruments are doubled or lost in the texture of the song.
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and voice is sounding, according to measure number.26 All of the instruments drop out in mm.
20-21 (0:50-0:55) and mm. 41-42 (1:46-1:50), save for the lingering sounds of the bass and drum
on the downbeats of m. 20 and m. 41, creating a sudden vacuum in terms of sonic density. My
embodied response to this gap is a literal stop, as I cast about for new sounds to attend to. I
therefore direct my attention to the only remaining sound, the overdubbed duet of Aretha with
herself, as she repeats “I love you…baby, I love you.” I find that this playful, pleasant surprise
accentuates the teasing and flirtatious tone of the lyrics. I also hear the intensity of feeling
communicated in the text of this song being emphasized, however, as more and more instruments
are added as the song progresses, and the song ends with a climax of high sonic density. This
leads to my perception of an increase in volume (although the waveform of Ex. 3.1 shows very
little increase in amplitude over the course of the song), which in turn affords a sense of
increasing energy. These fluctuations in sonic density therefore support some of the facets of the
model of femininity I hear suggested by the lyrics and Franklin’s performance, but also simply
contribute to the effectiveness of “Baby, I Love You” as an engaging track.
Example 3.2: “Baby, I Love You” Instrumental Graph
Section:
mm.:
Franklin
Backing Vocals
All Horns
Low Horns
Elec. Guitar
Keyboard
Elec. Bass
Drums
Chords

Intro
1

Verse 1
3

G7

G7

7

C7

G7

D7

G7

Pre-Chorus 1
11

Chorus 1
15

G7

G7

26

C7

(Intro)
22

19

C7

(D)

G7

These charts only serve as a general guide when it comes to the exact timing of entrances, since the
smallest unit of time is the measure. If a part is sounding anywhere during a particular measure, it is
shaded on the graph. The only time this is not true is for pick-ups, especially when the emphasis of the
lyric/phrase is on the downbeat of the following measure.
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Section:
mm.:
Franklin
Backing Vocals
All Horns
Low Horns
Elec. Guitar
Keyboard
Elec. Bass
Drums
Chords (G):

Verse 2
24

Section:
mm.:
Franklin
Bg Vocals
All Horns
Bari Sax
El. Guitar
Keyboard
El. Bass
Drums
Chords

Bridge
45

G7

C7

28

C7

G7

D7

C7

Chorus 2
36

G7

G7

C7

Chorus Vamp (to fade)
53

49

G

G7

Pre-Chorus 2
32

D

C7

57

(Intro)
44

40

(D)

G7

61

G

In general, the approach to instrumental layering in “Baby, I Love You,” is quite simple
(especially in comparison to the more complex instrumentation of “If I Were Your Woman,” as I
will show later). In “Baby, I Love You,” saxophones, horns and backing vocals augment the
standard rhythm section for the first chorus, with all the instruments dropping out by the end of
m. 21. The same pattern continues in Verse and Chorus 2, now with the added layer of the low
horns throughout. This straightforward, accumulative instrumental arrangement sounds like it
could have been worked out on the spot in the studio, and aligns with the approach to arranging
and recording that Wexler observed at FAME:
. . . it was the boys in Muscle Shoals who taught me a new way of making records,
spontaneously, synergistically . . . The Muscle Shoals method of arrangements involved
numbering—not naming—chords. It was simple—one through six, which might sound
musically illiterate but worked like a charm, making it easy to change keys and leaving
lots of room for variations.
When the boys came in Monday afternoon, they’d get a copy of the chord chart and
would start to pick. They’d play around, maybe lock into a lick, find a nourishing
groove, feel their way into a structure. Someone might develop an especially tasty
rhythm line—maybe a two-bar syncopated pattern, an outstanding turnaround, or a
provocative fill. The arrangement would build communally and organically. The ideas
could come from anyone . . .
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The trick was to keep the session open, the creative juices flowing, the improvisatory
feeling of on-the-spot, here-and-now creation vital and fresh.27
The relaxed, improvisatory approach reflected in the arrangement complements the down-home
aesthetic of the track, evoking an additional connection to a somewhat romanticized image of
southern working-class culture.

3.2.5: “If I Were Your Woman” Vocal Quality
Gladys Knight and the Pips recorded and released “If I Were Your Woman” on
Motown’s Soul label. The Soul label was created by Motown to “signal to consumers that the
music was rhythm and blues”28 (code for “black music”) while the company marketed records on
the Motown, Gordy, and Tamla labels to crossover consumers. Singles made for the Soul label,
like “Shotgun” (recorded by Junior Walker and the All Stars in 1965), as well as “If I Were Your
Woman” often ascended the pop as well as the soul/R&B charts,29 revealing how “dubious these
racial music categories were.”30 “If I Were Your Woman” is representative of the Motown sound
in large part because it was composed by Motown songwriters Pam Sawyer and Gloria Jones,
along with the group’s producer Clay McMurray, and was performed by members of Motown’s
house band, the Funk Brothers.
The vocal qualities and style of the Pips match the Motown sound rather well. The three
Pips—Merald “Bubba” Knight (Gladys’s older brother), Edward Patten, and William Guest

27

Wexler and Ritz, “Soul Men.”

28

Suzanne E. Smith, Dancing in the Street: Motown and the Cultural Politics of Detroit (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1999), 164.
29

“If I Were Your Woman” reached #9 on the Billboard Hot 100 chart. See Joel Whitburn, Top
R&B/Hip-Hop Singles: 1942-2004 (Menomonee Falls, Wis.: Record Research, 2004), 54.
30

Smith, Dancing in the Street, 164.
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(both cousins of the Knights)—often sing in close harmony in a range roughly similar to and
many times higher than Knight. At their first entrance (0:41), their vocal qualities complement
the initial smoothness of Knight’s. My embodied appraisal of their vocal qualities affords
associations of control and ease, well matched to the types of smooth backup harmonies often
heard on Motown records (especially in the mid-60s hits of groups like The Temptations and The
Four Tops). As I imitate their singing, my vocal tract feels relaxed, and I am aware of the
slightly breathy quality that accompanies singing in this style. Mimicking this vocal quality feels
natural yet unstrained, creating an impression of controlled expression that I associate with
middle-class-marketed pop. Even though they are singing in the same range as Gladys (and in
fact repeating most of her notes), I do not get such a strong sense of resonance from their voices
as I do from hers. This is probably due in part to the fact that they are singing more softly than
Knight and are mixed further back in the recording, and also my assumption that they are not
reaching to the bottom of their ranges to hit these notes. The limited resonance that arises from
my mimetic vocalization leads to my association between this style of singing and a sense of
limited corporeal involvement, and therefore physical reserve; I understand this sense of restraint
as having middle-class valences. This is a moment of multivalence that hinges on my identity as
a listener; what I interpret as middle-class restraint can also be heard as “coolness,” a component
of “soul” as an aesthetic, a style, and “an art form expressed through language and the body”31
(the “cool pose” typically attributed to heterosexual black men living in urban ghettos, but also
present in the “public ‘performances’ of black women, gay black men, and the African American
middle class”).32

31

Robin D. G. Kelley, Yo’ Mama’s Disfunktional!: Fighting the Culture Wars in Urban America (Boston:
Beacon Press, 1997), 24.
32

Ibid., 32.
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Even when their singing becomes louder (at 1:22, for example), the Pips’ voices do not
become raspy with effort like Knight’s voice does. The increase in volume makes their vocal
qualities feel more piercing and somewhat nasal, but they never break away from the smoothness
that characterizes their earlier singing. At several points, at least one Pip will be singing in
falsetto voice (e.g., as they sing their “ooo”’s at 1:52), which further changes the profile of their
collective vocal quality to a more hollow, yet piercing sound. Through all of these changes in
quality, the decided lack of rough or raspy vocal sounds provide an even, unobtrusive
background for Knight’s more impassioned vocals. The rasps and chirps of Knight’s resonant
voice may associate her singing with an emotive, embodied soul sound, but the Pips’ voices
furnish a smoother pop veneer for the track.
The comparatively restrained vocal backing provided by the Pips complements the
mature themes of the lyrics. Knight sings passionately about the cares of an adult woman with
complex sexual and emotional needs (as I will address in detail below), but the setting in which
she does so suggests that she’s not going to truly lose control. When considered in relationship to
the model of femininity offered by the entire recording (and not only Knight’s performance) the
sense of self-control and restraint imparted by the vocal qualities of the Pips align with similar
characteristics I recognize as part of a bourgeois model of femininity. The smooth pop backing
offered by the Pips adds a subtle class valence that I recognize from my middle-class vantage
point. This association, combined with the strong black gospel and soul associations afforded by
Knight’s vocal quality leads to my interpretation of this song as forging a model of middle-class
black womanhood.
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3.2.6: “If I Were Your Woman” Lyrics
The song opens, “If I were your woman, and you were my man . . .” This line is charged
with suggestion—the protagonist is proposing mutual possession, likely some form of
monogamous relationship, and the words “woman” and “man” also point to an adult, sexual
relationship. With these words, combined with the seductive quality of her voice, Knight’s
character is trying to entice a lover—her voice is already promising what the words leave open to
speculation. The sensuality of her voice is fulfilled in the next lines: “you’d have no other
woman, you’d be weak as a lamb.” Here, it is clear that she intends to tame him, presumably
through sexual fulfillment and even exhaustion. This line furthers the notion that this character is
self-assured and sexually assertive. Once again, the quality of her voice provides the innuendo
that is made even more explicit as the lyrics go on: “If you had the strength to walk out that door,
my love would overrule my sense and I’d call you back for more.” The assertive attitude
conveyed through the combination of these lyrics with Knight’s delivery runs counter to any
conception of femininity that requires passivity and coyness when it comes to discussion or
initiation of sex.
The first chorus of “If I Were Your Woman” reiterates the hypothetical situation of the
first verse. Here, the Pips also join in, singing “if you were my woman,” providing a backdrop of
general male approval. Since the Pips are composed of Knight’s family members,33 it is difficult
for me to hear this echoed “if you were my woman” as a performance of clear sexual tension
between members of the group and Knight. This strikes a completely different mood than if
Knight had been trading lines back and forth with a single male duet partner—such a musical
pairing would make the meaning of the song that much more immediate, and perhaps a little too
33

Merald “Bubba” Knight is Gladys’s older brother, and Edward Patten and William Guest are their first
cousins. Gladys Knight, Between Each Line of Pain and Glory: My Life Story (New York: Hyperion,
1997).
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erotic. The Pips on the other hand, in their group formation and background sonic role, suggest
the thoughts of the anonymous male onlooker without making his presence real or imposing.
The line also, however, helps the Pips subtly assert their own heterosexual masculinities; they are
not singing “if she were your woman,” which could just as easily be sung by a group of
(heterosexual) female backup singers. The Pips are performing overlapping roles of supporting
their front woman (in a quasi-familial way), helping to frame her as suitably interesting to the
male onlooker/listener, and asserting their own identities as straight and masculine even in their
secondary roles.
Knight’s collaboration with her sibling and cousins suggests a limit to her social sphere
since she uses male backup singers that she already knows from her family. Taken out of this
family context, however, the male-sounding voices of the Pips sonically place Knight in a
mixed-gender, and somewhat more public context. The Pips’ lyrics (“if you were my woman”)
suggest that Knight is already “in circulation,” so to speak; her overtures are being fielded, albeit
somewhat indirectly, by a group of approving male onlookers. The fact that Knight’s statements
are more public (as opposed to taking place in a women’s only, and therefore stereotypically
domestic, sphere) makes the stakes of “If I Were Your Woman” seem somewhat higher than
“Baby, I Love You.” It seems more likely that her lover is listening, and the possibility of
acceptance or rejection is more real.
In the following verses, it becomes clear that there are obstacles to Knight’s proposition.
The male addressee is clearly already entangled with another woman who is apparently
unsupportive, dismissive, and even verbally abusive (“She tears you down darlin’, says you’re
nothing at all”). Yet, this woman mysteriously enthralls Knight’s object of affection—he goes so
far as to “beg” her to love him. Further, Knight’s song persona expresses doubts about this
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man’s ability to move on from this former lover (“will she hang on your mind?”), and even her
own ability to express her strong desire (“I’m too afraid to show it”). This last line of the third
verse, where Knight sings “I’m what you need but I’m too afraid to show it,” calls into question
the role of the song itself. Is she addressing her potential lover, or does the statement “If I were
your woman” remain purely hypothetical, in the realm of thought and daydream alone (akin to
The Temptations’ “Just My Imagination (Running Away With Me)”)? This moment of
hesitation and self-doubt tempers but does not completely overturn the confidence expressed
earlier in the song.
Compared to the minor obstacles in “Baby, I Love You” (the nay-saying of neighbors
and “low-down friends,” and the supposedly unlikely possibility of an eventual breakup), the
problems faced by Knight’s song character are more complex and persistent—her faltering
confidence, and the hold her rival has on her love interest. At the same time, the lyrics of both
songs present an unbalanced, sexist gender dynamic. While both women are taking on the role of
romantic and sexual initiator, in both scenarios the onus also lies on each woman to ensure her
man’s faithfulness. Each represents her appeal in terms of her ability to completely satisfy her
man’s needs, with the subtext being that he is not responsible for monitoring his own sexual
proclivities and that it is solely the woman’s responsibility to keep him interested in the
relationship. Both songs portray sexually assertive woman (who deal with differing degrees of
self-doubt and external obstacles), who are still navigating a social and sexual landscape
dominated by the whims of heterosexual male desire.
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3.2.7: “If I Were Your Woman” Instrumental Quality
Members of Motown’s studio band, the Funk Brothers, and the Detroit Symphony
Orchestra string section provide the instrumental backing on this track. This group included Earl
Van Dyke on keyboards (piano and clavinet), James Jamerson on bass, Uriel Jones and Eddie
“Bongo” Brown on drums, and Jack Ashford playing vibes.34 The instrumental sounds in the
introduction of “If I Were Your Woman” are strikingly different than those of “Baby, I Love
You.” The track opens with a rolled chord on the piano doubled by vibraphone, a gentle roll of
the cymbals, and Jamerson’s heartbeat-like bass line. The quality of the vibraphone is striking,
but I find that it evokes only a mild amodal response and a much stronger associative response.
The sensation of changing pressure afforded by the oscillating tone of the vibraphone has a
slightly disorienting, dreamy effect, and reminds me of the fading sound of a bell. This sound is
complemented by the similarly reverberant sound of the rolled piano chords that mimic the
sound of a strummed harp, and the sounds of an actual harp (which enters with the strings at
0:08). This collection of gently ringing, bell-like sounds suggest to me reverent, almost heavenly
associations. These sacred associations connect these sounds to my notion of bourgeois
femininity—especially the virtue of piety.
The sounds of the strings help highlight other facets of the middle-class model of
femininity I find evoked by the opening of this song. Since I am familiar with the light bowing
required to create these smooth string sounds (as opposed to the scratchy sound produced by
greater bow pressure), I have a vaguely intra-modal embodied response. I associate this
particular sound quality with the physical grace and control required to produce it, characteristics

34

Motown did not credit studio musicians, but this is the lineup according to Clay McMurray. See his
discussion of the track on SoufulDetroit.com:
http://soulfuldetroit.com/archives/2198/1224.html?1043159439
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I also associate with the ideal of the reserved middle-class woman. These gentle, expansive
sounds (and the mood of restraint and sophistication they evoke) are interrupted by the abrupt
and loud entrance of the clavinet at 0:13. My embodied response to this sound is primarily
amodal—I am incapable of creating this harsh sound using my voice, but I have a sense of the
intense energy required to do so, and the grating vibrations that this quality produces. I find the
buzzing, mechanical sound of the clavinet also summons a specific association that wouldn’t
have been available to listeners in 1970. As a listener in 2014, it is difficult for me to hear a
clavinet and not think of Stevie Wonder’s “Superstition,” even though that record came out two
years after “If I Were Your Woman.” I’m especially reminded of Wonder’s characterization of
the clavinet as “a funky, dirty, stinky, nasty instrument.”35 Even though this specific association
might not have been true for listeners in 1970, I still hear the clavinet as a harbinger of funkiness.
The stark juxtaposition of strings and clavinet bring together the distinctly bourgeois (and
historically white) associations of concert music and the funk (a historically black genre)
associations of the clavinet.
By Knight’s entrance at 0:14, the strings and clavinet fade out, leaving the much sparser
texture of bass, piano, and drums. In this texture, it is easier to hear the sound of piano—its
bright, somewhat tinny quality recalls the sound of a slightly out-of-tune upright piano, and
reminds me of the types of pianos one is likely to find in a church basement or a bar (where it is
part of a frequently used public space where often the functionality rather than the pristine
upkeep of the instrument is emphasized). This group of instrumental sounds, with their combined
sacred and secular associations, transport me from the smooth pop milieu of the opening
measures to a more gospel and jazz inflected musical space. The smooth strings very subtly re35

Craig Werner, Higher Ground: Stevie Wonder, Aretha Franklin, Curtis Mayfield, and the Rise and Fall
of American Soul (New York: Crown Publishers, 2004), 96.
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enter the instrumental mix by 0:27, incrementally reintroducing the pop feel of the track. By the
end of the song, the opening instrumentation has returned in full force, interweaving with the
gospel and jazz-tinged instrumental qualities of the opening verses. This combination of
instrumental sounds and styles suggests to me a commingling of historically black and mixedrace popular and sacred genres with historically white and bourgeois Western concert music. As
the backdrop for Gladys Knight’s vocal performance, these sounds contribute to a representation
of middle-class black femininity that is deeply expressive yet at times reserved, and often selfpossessed but sometimes troubled by doubt.

3.2.8: “If I Were Your Woman” Dynamics and Space
There is a strongly reverberant quality to several instrumental sounds on the track—
especially the strings, vibraphone, piano, and drums—but I find this quality does not evoke the
same association here that it did in “Baby, I Love You.” Here, the sense of reverberation
suggests to me a feeling of expansiveness rather than relaxed looseness.36 I imagine these
sounds occurring in a large and echoing room as soon as I hear the soft and distant sounds of the
violins (0:08-0:12). This expansive feeling is also augmented by the fact that the recording takes
some advantage of panning—for example, in their entrances at 0:08, the violins are heard most
prominently in the left channel, while the harp is heard primarily in the right channel.37 Other
variations between channels are visible in the waveform of the entire song, shown in Example
36

My different interpretations of this similar reverberant quality is also due to the different approaches
taken by the Motown versus the Atlantic studio musicians to swing, which I will discuss in the section on
rhythm in the following chapter.
37

I have chosen to study the stereo version of this track (taken from the 2006 Universal reissue of the
album, If I Were Your Woman), as opposed to the mono single version (available on the 1993 Motown
release Hitsville USA Motown Singles Collection 1959-1971) since the stereo versions of this song are
more widely available (most CD and MP3 reissues of the album are in stereo).
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3.3.38 The prominent entrance of the clavinet in the right channel is visible at 0:15, and the
regular booming of the kick drum is visible in the left channel from 2:18-2:21 (both points
indicated by the double arrow in the example). My impression of a large performance space
afforded by the panning on the track summons the bourgeois image of the concert hall and
attendant connotations of prosperity and respectability.
Example 3.3: Complete waveform of “If I Were Your Woman” (Right channel on bottom)

On this point, the fact that I am listening to a stereo recording, as opposed to the currently
less widely available mono single version (originally released for radio play), makes a real
difference in how I interpret the race and class valences of “If I Were Your Woman.” In the
mono version, the mix is dominated by drums, bass, and Knight’s vocals; the wide array of

38

In this example, amplitude is shown on the vertical axis, with the two channels visualized separately
(left on top, right on bottom). The horizontal axis marks time in 10-second increments (shown at the top
of the graph).
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instruments clearly audible in the stereo mix fade into the background. Many of the instrumental
timbres that signal “middle-class” in my hearing are much less present in the mono version,
creating a mono/working-class, stereo/middle-class distinction (even though stereophonic sound
has long ceased to be a characteristic only of high end, high fidelity home audio playback).
As I mentioned in Chapter 2, Knight’s vocal quality changes noticeably over the course
of “If I Were Your Woman,” in part due to her increased effort in vocal production. This
escalation in vocal dynamics is supported by the general swell of instrumental dynamics over the
course of the song, indicated by the gradual expansion of amplitude in Ex. 3.3. The quiet
opening, first verse, and first chorus between 0:00 and 0:54 give way to the louder second verse
and chorus between 0:54 and 1:35. At this point, there is a brief moment of dynamic reduction,
as Knight and the Pips sing “Ooo” and “yeah” over the introductory accompaniment that leads
into Verse 3 at 1:50. From here, the dynamics again slowly build—with the occasional dips as
the instrumentalists drop out when Knight sings, “I’d never…stop loving you”—until the final
chorus fades out. Compared to the waveform of “Baby, I Love You,” “If I Were Your Woman”
is an example of a more structured and deliberate approach to dynamic shaping over the course
of the song. This long crescendo over three minutes requires a different type of planning than the
intervening drops in dynamics at the ends of choruses or the final crescendos (the “push to the
finish”) that occur in the last third of the other songs in this study. Plenty of musical genres and
styles contain this type of dynamic build, but in concert with the instrumental timbres present on
the track, I interpret this long-range crescendo as an explicit statement of a studied, sophisticated
approach to song arrangement and performance. Musical sophistication is not the sole province
of the middle-class, but here I find it amplifies my impression of “If I Were Your Woman” as a
rhythm and blues/jazz-influenced pop ballad with crafted middle-class commercial appeal.
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The instrumentation and related changes in sonic density in this song reinforce these
associations. “If I Were Your Woman” takes an accumulative approach to instrumental layering
and also features an alternation of instrument groups from one section to the next. At the opening
of the track (0:00-0:14, shown as mm. 1-4 in the instrumental graph of Example 3.4), harp,
strings, vibes, and eventually clavinet all sound along with the rhythm section, but drop out at the
beginning of the first verse after the downbeat of measure five. Over the course of all three
verses and choruses, low strings, high strings, vibes, and bongo are added, but when each brief
introductory section returns before a new verse (0:47-0:53/mm. 15-16 and 1:35-1:49/mm. 3033), the original instrumentation of mm. 1-4 returns. The lush, varied instrumentation of “If I
Were Your Woman” combines with the track’s planned (as opposed to incidental) approach to
dynamics to add to its aura of pop sophistication.
Example 3.4: “If I Were Your Woman” Instrumental Graph
Section:
Intro
mm.:
1
Knight
Pips
Harp
High Strings
Low Strings
Clavinet
Vibes
Piano/Guitar
El. Bass
Bongos
Drums
Chords
G♭

Verse 1
5

C♭m/G♭ G♭

C♭m/G♭ E♭m

Chorus 1
13

9

Cdim7 G♭/D♭ E♭7

Section:
(Intro)
Verse 2
mm.:
15
17
Knight
Pips
Harp
High Strings
Low Strings
Clavinet
Vibes
Piano/Guitar
El. Bass
Bongos
Drums
Chords
G♭
C♭m/G♭ E♭m
Cdim7 G♭/D♭ E♭7

A♭m

A♭m

E♭m

C♭m

E♭m

G♭

Chorus 2
25

21

A♭m

E♭m

15

E♭m

A♭m

111

C♭m/E♭♭

G♭

30

C♭m/G♭ G♭/D♭ E♭m

C♭m

G♭

Section:
(Intro)
mm.:
30
Knight
Pips
Harp
High Strings
Low Strings
Clavinet
Vibes
Piano/Guitar
El. Bass
Bongos
Drums
Chords
G♭
C♭m/G♭ G♭

Verse 3
34

C♭m/G♭ E♭m

Section:
Chorus (repeated w/ variation)
mm.:
47
Knight
Pips
Harp
High Strings
Low Strings
Clavinet
Vibes
Piano/Guitar
El. Bass
Bongos
Drums
Chords
G♭
C♭m/G♭ G♭/D♭ E♭m

Chorus 3
42

38

Cdim7 G♭/D♭ E♭7

A♭m

E♭m

Intro/Chorus vamp (repeat to fade)
52
54
56

C♭m

G♭

C♭m/G♭ G♭

C♭m/G♭ G♭

A♭m

E♭m

G♭

C♭m/G♭ G♭/D♭ E♭m

C♭m

58

C♭m/G♭ G♭

C♭m/G♭

3.2.9: “Baby, I Love You” and “If I Were Your Woman” Lyrics
Beyond the denotative lyrical content of each song, each artist’s approach to diction, as
well as the structures of their respective song texts, inflects the models of femininity presented in
each song. Franklin uses a more vernacular style of English on her track than Knight (not to such
a degree as to be a very strong example of African American Vernacular English,39 but sharing
certain characteristics). She often relaxes her pronunciation, resulting in elided words like
“gonna” and “wanna,” she uses the contraction “ain’t,” and usually drops the “-g” from words
like “lovin’,” “lyin’,” and “runnin’.” Franklin also sings, “I do declare,” and “I’d deny my own
self”—two turns of phrase with a distinctly southern flavor. Knight, on the other hand, sings in a
39

See Sonja L. Lanehart, ed., Sociocultural and Historical Contexts of African American English
(Philadelphia: John Benjamins Publishing Co., 2001); and Geneva Smitherman, Talkin That Talk:
Language, Culture and Education in African America (New York: Routledge, 2000).
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manner much closer to Standard English—the closest similarity between her linguistic style and
Franklin’s is her use of the word “darlin’.” This slight difference in dialect and diction, in
addition to her use of the words “woman” and “man” (as opposed to Franklin’s “little boy”),
gives her song a more serious character. From my listening perspective, Franklin’s lyrics and
laid-back delivery makes her sound slightly younger and gives her expression of femininity in
“Baby, I Love You” a stronger claim to working-class styled expression, while Knight’s subject
material and diction sounds more adult and upwardly class-mobile.
The lyrical structures of “Baby, I Love You” and “If I Were Your Woman” can both be
contextualized in relationship to traditions of black cultural expression with the aid of concepts
borrowed from black literary criticism. In his analysis of James Brown’s “Superbad,”40 David
Brackett uses Samuel A. Floyd, Jr.’s “Call-Response”—an African-American musical “trope of
tropes” analogous to Henry Louis Gates, Jr.’s concept of Signifyin(g)—and James A. Snead’s
analysis of repetition and the “cut” to interpret Brown’s words and music in the song.41 Floyd’s
term Call-Response is used “to convey the dialogical, conversational character of black music,”
and as a concept includes “the Signifyin(g), troping practices of the early calls, cries, whoops,
and hollers of early Afro-American culture, which themselves were tropes from which
evolved—through extension, elaboration, and refinement—varieties of the subtropes: call-andresponse, elision, multimeter, pendular and blue thirds, and all the rest, including interlocking

40

David Brackett, “James Brown’s ‘Superbad’ and the double-voiced utterance,” in Interpreting Popular
Music (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995, 2000), 108-156.
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Ibid., 117-118.
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rhythms, monosyllabic melodic expressions, instrumental imitations of vocal qualities, parlando,
and other processes that have a kind of implicative musical, as well as semantic, value.”42
Of special importance to the use of lyrics in these songs is Floyd’s interpretation of
Gates’ Signifyin(g): “Gates (1988) makes the point that Signifyin(g), by redirecting attention
from the signified to the signifier, places the stress of the experience on the materiality of the
latter: ‘the importance of the Signifying Monkey poems is their repeated stress on the sheer
materiality . . . of the signifier itself’ (59) . . . This is why, in contrast to the European musical
orientation, the how of a performance is more important than the what.”43 In his analysis of
“Superbad,” for example, Brackett ties this concept to Brown’s “almost complete lack of
emphasis on narrative”44 in his lyrics, resulting in “what others have described as free association
and non sequiturs.”45 The concept of Signifyin(g) and Snead’s observations about the beauty and
value of repetition in black culture and arts act as a general backdrop of musical and cultural
paradigms amidst which one can interpret the structure of the lyrics in “Baby, I Love You” and
“If I Were Your Woman.”
As I’ve already discussed, both these songs convey semantic content in a clearly
denotative sense, but these lyrics engage in a degree of (inter)play that is different from the type
of word-play and poetic devices found in the two country tracks I examine in this study. First,
the role of the backup vocalists in “Baby, I Love You” and “If I Were Your Woman” is much
more pronounced than in “Jolene” and “Fist City”—Carolyn and Erma Franklin and the Pips
42
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often stagger their entrances with Franklin and Knight, and sometimes even have slightly
different lyrics that comment on the words of the lead singer. This kind of signifyin(g)
discourse/commentary is evident in the way that Carolyn and Erma declare “I do!” in response to
Franklin’s “I do declare,” and reiterate Franklin’s “I love you”’s with “baby, baby, baby, I love
you.” Similarly, the Pips’ echoes of “If you were my woman” create a dialogue with Knight’s
line “if I were your woman.” This conversation continues as they respond, “what would you do”
when Knight sings, “here’s what I’d do.” Further, in the second verse, the Pips comment on
Knight’s line “when she lets you fall” as they repeat “fall, fall, fall,” as if to imitate the echo of a
long drop, and they remark “shiny!” as Knight sings “you’re like a diamond.”
Second, repetition is a prominent feature of the text in both songs, especially repetition of
individual lines or phrases. Its role is as much a vehicle for vocal improvisation—especially
during the closing vamps of each song—as it is a rhetorical device used to heighten the
emotional impact of the lyric (as is more the case in “Jolene”).46 In the closing moments of
“Baby, I Love You,” Franklin repeats “I love you” several times, exploring different harmonic
and timbral combinations and the shifting metric alignments of the phrase. Similarly, Knight
sings an additional iteration of “if I were your woman” in the song’s second chorus, heightening
the intensity of her delivery with each repetition before she climaxes on “I’d never, no no, stop
loving you.” Like Franklin, Knight also vamps on the song title at the end of the track, adding a
different subsequent clause with each repetition. The organization and performance of the lyrics
in both “Baby, I Love You” and “If I Were Your Woman” connect these songs to tropes of
repetition and improvisation in African American artistic traditions, and position Franklin’s and
Knight’s performances as expressions of black femininity.
46

This is not to say that country artists never make use of repeated lyrics for vocal improvisation, but that
it is a less common practice than in genres more closely tied to rhythm and blues.
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3.2.10: “Baby, I Love You,” and “If I Were Your Woman,” Intersectional Models of
Femininity
Both Knight and Franklin’s vocal qualities and song texts evoke the feeling of soul—they
feature the combination of timbrally-varied gospel vocality and vernacular themes of lust and
love. Their voices combine with song text to project models of assertive, sensual, and expressive
black femininity (although in the case of “If I Were Your Woman,” strongly tinged by
misgivings and frustration). My interpretations of voice and text change somewhat when
combined with the gendered associations of the instrumental sounds of each track. The
characteristic sounds of the Muscle Shoals rhythm section in combination with Franklin’s voice
makes “Baby, I Love You” a paragon of soul (which also proved to have crossover rock and pop
appeal) that elicits working class, Southern associations. With the “woman talk” aspect of her
sisters’ backup singing, this combination of associations results in my conception of a woman
who is energetic, relaxed, and self-sufficient, who also enjoys the support of a community of
women.
Alternatively, the more mainstream pop instrumental and backing vocal qualities, as well
as the effects of the arrangement, dynamics, and audio mix of “If I Were Your Woman,” afford
more middle-class connotations. As Warwick notes in her discussion of girl groups, “Motown
identified respectability as a tactic, a tool with which youth from penurious inner-city
backgrounds (and—sometimes less than a generation back—rural Southern poverty) could scale
the social and professional ladder and earn success according to the standards of middle-class,
suburban whiteness.”47 The aforementioned sounds of “If I Were Your Woman” reveal a similar
tactic of sonic “respectability.” This combines with the clearly soul qualities of Knight’s voice,
47
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the bold and grown-up themes of the text, and the non-domestic space suggested by the male
voices on the track, resulting in a complex representation of femininity that encompasses middleclass decorum while retaining expressive range.

3.3: Country—”Fist City” and “Jolene”
3.3.1: “Fist City” Vocal Quality
Loretta Lynn recorded “Fist City” at Owen Bradley’s Barn on January 9, 1968.48 The
Jordanaires, a white gospel quartet originally hailing from Missouri and who were best known
for singing backup for Elvis, contributed the track’s background vocals. They consisted of lead
tenor Gordon Stoker, second tenor Neal Matthews, baritone Hoyt Hawkins, and bass Ray
Walker.49 Always singing in harmony, the Jordanaires present a rounded, full vocal sound, with
each part balanced expertly with the other. Their vocal qualities are pleasantly unobtrusive—
when I mimic their voices, I shape my throat into an unstrained, slightly yawning position and
use even, firm breath support to produce a mellow and slightly resonant vocal sound. Their
smooth-sounding vocal qualities are supported by a buoyant yet not too boisterous energy as they
lightly accent their entrances (especially with their “ooo’s” at 0:20 and “ahh’s” at 0:40). My
experience of mimicking this quality elicits muscle memories and related associations. As a child
in school and church choir, I remember being encouraged to sing in a similar manner; our
conductors wanted voices that were rounded rather than rough or nasal, but that did not sound
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Bradley purchased a farm outside Nashville in 1961, and converted a barn on the property into a
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too aggressively trained. I subsequently have come to associate this kind of vocal quality with a
white, middle-class version of “natural” voice.
I also hear their voices as thoroughly appropriate to mainstream pop music of the era,
further reflecting this conservative, middle-class connotation—neither overly nasal (too
country/working-class), nor hollow (too classical/upper-middle class). Even though their
repertoire consisted of gospel, rock, and country, I hear the Jordanaires’ vocal qualities as very
similar to those of traditional pop groups from the 1950s such as The Four Aces (whose hits
include “Three Coins in the Fountain” and “Love is a Many Splendored Thing”). This sonic
connection to traditional pop reflects changes already underway in the country music industry.
The Country Music Association undertook a campaign in the 1960s to polish the image of
country music to broaden its fan base and market to the newly affluent blue-collar middle class
fostered by post-World War II economic growth.50 This marketing push coincided with the
height of Nashville Sound popularity—a style similar to mainstream pop in its use of smooth
singing styles, harmonized backing vocals, and string arrangements, and that was pioneered in
part by producers Owen Bradley and Chet Atkins (with whom Lynn and Parton worked,
respectively). According to industry philosophy, country music now “appealed to a more
sophisticated audience not because it had attracted new listeners but because its traditional
listeners had achieved the economic success they [rural-to-urban white migrants] sought in their
new communities.”51 In many instances, the music of both “Fist City” and “Jolene” reflect this
cosmopolitan variation on working-class and rural sonic and cultural signifiers. The vocal
qualities of the Jordanaires do just this, offering a middle-class counterbalance to Lynn’s tough-
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gal persona and down-home Appalachian diction. Unlike the Pips in “If I Were Your Woman,”
the Jordanaires’ lyrics don’t comment directly on the subject of the song or Lynn herself.
Instead, they simply offer a somewhat innocuous, yet approving male background—Lynn is the
one who packs the punch (in sound and lyrics). Their smooth vocals temper Lynn’s workingclass-styled delivery with middle-class pop appeal, but also help portray her as “one of the
guys.” The voices of the Jordanaires help do two somewhat contradictory things, then—their
clearly male voices act as ambassadors to the male space of the honky-tonk, but their vocal tone
sonically tethers the song to a smoother country-pop aesthetic.

3.3.2: “Fist City” Lyrics
In “Fist City,” as well as “Jolene,” both women are attempting to maintain a relationship
in the face of infidelity. Lynn’s lyrics express a fairly consistent sentiment, as opposed to the
subtly evolving narratives of the two soul songs: her song persona is warning another woman to
leave her man alone, or suffer a beating. In the opening verse (reproduced in Appendix I), the
song protagonist confronts this woman about rumors she’s been spreading, and commences with
the verbal put-downs (likening the woman to “trash”) and threats of physical violence (ending
the verse with the euphemism “fist city”). The second verse is a continuation of the same
sentiment—Lynn goads the woman to confront her directly (“come on and tell me what you told
my friends”), touts her own status as a “real woman,” and reissues her “fist city” threat.
In the chorus, Lynn’s lyrics continue the threats. This time, instead of delivering them in
the form of euphemisms, such as “if ya don’t wanna go to fist city” and “you’ll bite off more
than you can chew,” she adds some specific details. In addition to the punches suggested by “fist
city,” she is also threatening to pull her rival’s hair and lift her off of the ground. Immediately
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following this escalation of promised violence, the lyrics finally address the man’s role in the
alleged infidelity. Lynn’s persona acknowledges that her man’s no saint, and that he might even
have a reputation for dalliances on the side (that he’s known to “cat around with a kitty”).
Following the third line of the chorus, however, she offers no explicit commentary on his fault,
and instead just reiterates her warning to the other woman (“I’m here to tell ya gal to lay off a my
man”). Whatever Lynn’s persona may think of her man’s behavior (which echo scenes from
Lynn’s own marriage),52 she seems to have at least resigned herself to the idea that it is her own
responsibility to keep their relationship intact by chasing off other women who catch his
attention. This imbalanced gender hierarchy seems somewhat at odds with the tough female
persona presented in “Fist City”—this woman may be acting in a way that challenges a
traditional conception of women as meek and non-violent, but she is still subject to cultural
mores allowing men the power to flout certain expectations of monogamy (and prohibiting
women from engaging in the same behavior).

3.3.3: “Fist City” Space
Regardless of their polished performance, the location of the Jordanaires in the space of
the recording highlights the aesthetic of “naturalness” on this track (and many country recordings
that took place in Owen Bradley’s Barn, for that matter). As some studio musicians recall,
during this time period all of the performers were more likely to work together during a
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recording session, instead of recording their parts separately.53 This sense of togetherness is
recreated in the space of the recording, and is especially clear when one listens to “Fist City”
through headphones.54 The Jordanaires’ singing is almost completely isolated to the left channel,
while Lynn’s voice can be clearly heard in both, giving the impression that she’s right in front of
the listener while the Jordanaires are off to the side. In the song’s opening (0:00-0:06), the pedal
steel guitar sounds predominantly in the left channel, while guitar, bass and drums are sounding
to the right. Here, the difference between the two channels is especially prominent, and can be
clearly seen at 0:00-0:06 and 0:58-1:04 (both indicated with arrows) in Example 3.5. The drastic
drops in amplitude occur between each combined snare hit and bass note, while the steady
amplitude shown in the right channel is due to the full, reverberant sound of the steel guitar.
Once Lynn enters (0:07), the sound of the bass spreads to both channels as Harold Bradley joins
in playing the electric bass (this sound is referred to as the “tic-tac” bass for its sharper quality),
while the steel guitar stays left and electric and acoustic guitar and drums are still on the right.
This spatial array, with Lynn at the center, flanked by members of her band on all sides, evokes
the sound of a live performance.
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Example 3.5: Complete waveform of “Fist City” (Right channel on bottom)

This sound of liveness intimates minimal technological intervention between the
musicians and the listener (hence the “natural” aesthetic),55 but it also speaks to the experience
and professionalism of the musicians—both lend an air of authenticity to the recording. I hear
this recreation of liveness, apparently acheived through the paradoxical employment of recording
technology (the deliberate use of panning) and simultaneous eschewing of certain recording
possibilities (by performing together instead of recording tracks individually), as referencing
sonic features of working-class performance venues—front porches, honky-tonks, and stages of
small auditoriums where electric amplification and mixing equipment is minimal or non-existent.

55

I hasten to emphasize “suggests” here, as this recording has still undergone an engineering and
production process at a professional studio, and the panning choices were certainly not accidental.
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3.3.4: “Fist City” Instrumental Quality
All of the musicians heard on this track are a mixture of artists considered part of
Nashville’s “A-Team,” a group of skilled and highly adaptable session players frequently sought
out by famed producers Chet Atkins and Owen Bradley. This group of musicians (which
includes more than those heard on this track) was incredibly prolific, and can be heard on the
vast majority of mainstream country and several pop hits of the time. The lineup for “Fist City”
featured Owen’s brother Harold Bradley on six-string electric bass and Roy Huskey, Jr. on
upright bass, Grady Martin and Ray Edenton on guitar (electric and acoustic), Hal Rugg on pedal
steel guitar, and Buddy (Murrey) Harman on drums.56
In country music discourses, authenticity, or “realness,” is wrapped up with country
music’s credibility as a working-class art form.57 Like the liveness of the recording, the
instrumental qualities heard on “Fist City” also contribute to Lynn’s aura of working-class
authenticity. The recording opens with the sound of a highly reverberant steel guitar, an effect
created with the use of a delay pedal. The echo and overlap blurs the attacks of each picked note,
which interferes with my ability to strictly tap along with the beat (an inter-modal mimetic
response to a combination of rhythm and quality). The association between the sound of a steel
guitar and the honky-tonk—an historically illicit, working-class, and masculine domain58—is
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emphasized by Joli Jensen in Nashville Sound: “[the steel guitar] crystallizes the emotional tone
of the genre and stands for the live communal band or jukebox-mode of performance. The sound
of the steel says honky-tonk, complete with smoke and neon lights, which say real.”59 The text of
the song, aligned with this single instrumental quality, sets up “Fist City” as a depiction of a
working-class barroom brawl.
The steel guitar introduction is offset by the sharp sounding taps of the snare drum, short
strums of the guitar, and rounded plucking of the bass (which is given a sharper bite by the
doubling 6-string electric bass). The piercing quality of the rim clicks helps them stand out of the
musical texture, contributing energy to my inter-modal response of tapping along with the beat.
This energy is counterbalanced by my more relaxed intra-modal response to the strumming of
the acoustic guitar—I am familiar with the sensations created by the smooth arc of my arm and
the loosened grip on the pick required to create this sound. The electric and upright basses play
the same line, creating a hybrid sound quality. Each electric bass note begins with a sharp
articulation that I vocally imitate as a “tick” sound, and is completed by a booming upright bass
sound. This mixture of sharp and rounded bass qualities complements the balance of liveliness
and leisure also suggested by the snare and acoustic guitar qualities. These combined states of
energy reflect Lynn’s lyrics and vocal performance—her words threaten violence while her vocal
quality remains unstrained and speech-like, enacting a model of femininity that is both rugged
and restrained.
The electric guitar (especially during the chorus, e.g. 0:33-0:48) has a whining, twangy
sound as it repeatedly bends up to notes and then quickly clips off the ends of its short figures (a
distinctive country-style guitar sound created through a combination of the bridge pickup on the
59
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instrument, palm muting, and string bending). I mimic this sound by singing in a pinched, nasal
voice that also reminds me of prototypical country voices like those of Hank Williams and
Jimmie Rodgers. The combination of the electric and steel guitars with the rest of the backing
band provides an instrumental sound palette that signifies country, and specifically the rough,
working-class setting of the honky-tonk. I find this instrumental backing specifically reminiscent
of the west-coast honky-tonk sound popularized by Buck Owens and his Buckaroos—an upbeat,
rockabilly-influenced style of country music that first found popularity in the honky-tonks of
southern California (and is often referred to as the Bakersfield Sound).
Lynn’s toughness in “Fist City” is further cemented by her sonic foray into this locale;
she wasn’t the first female honky-tonk singer (Kitty Wells released her honky-tonk answer song
“It Wasn’t God Who Made Honky Tonk Angels” in 1952), but the masculine swagger of her
lyrics in “Fist City” more closely matches the tone of honky-tonk songs sung by men. The pop
associations of the Jordanaires’ vocal qualities add a veneer of decorum to the scuffle of “Fist
City,” but their presence also highlights the maleness of the sonic space Lynn inhabits in this
performance. My varied, sometimes conflicting embodied responses to and interpretations of the
vocal and instrumental qualities in this recording culminate in a unique conception of white
working-class femininity: Lynn’s song persona is tough (even dangerous), tenacious, and
independent, yet still expresses herself with ease and even restraint as she navigates maledominated spaces. She enters the sonic sphere of the honky-tonk while adopting a violent
attitude (a stereotypically masculine space and characteristic), but in only confronting the other
woman still abides by an existing hierarchy of social relationships among men and women.
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3.3.5: “Fist City” Dynamics
The steady amplitude of the waveform of “Fist City” shown in Ex. 3.5 indicates that there
is little long-term dynamic fluctuation over the course of the song. Even changes in sonic density
via instrumentation are not particularly pronounced in this song, resulting in some similar
associations as with “Baby, I Love You.” The instrumental graph of “Fist City” (Example 3.6)
shows that, behind Lynn and the Jordanaires, the instrumental makeup of the track changes very
little. The same instruments that are heard at the opening of the track continue throughout; the
only changes that occur are the degree to which certain instruments are brought to the
foreground. In the introductory measures (0:00-0:07/mm. 1-4), the steel guitar is given a
prominent position (indicated in the graph by darker shading). As Lynn’s vocal part enters, the
steel guitar drops back to provide the occasional instrumental fill, but at a significantly lower
volume. For the first half of Chorus 1 and 2, the electric guitar begins to play more audible licks
(also indicated by bold shading in the graph) instead of muted rhythm-style chords, but this is the
extent of the instrumental variety and dynamic shading in this song. The straightforward and
steady instrumental arrangement of “Fist City” make it seem like a song ideal for listening to or
playing in a bustling honky-tonk setting, supporting the other working-class connotations of this
song.
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Example 3.6: “Fist City” Instrumental Graph
Lynn, "Fist City"
Section
mm.
Lynn
Backing Vocals
Steel guitar
Electric guitar
Acoustic guitar
Bass (Ac. & El.)
Drums
Chords

Intro
1
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Drums
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Chorus 1
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F

F

C
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Steel guitar
Electric guitar
Acoustic guitar
Bass (Ac. & El.)
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Chords (C):

Verse 2
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Steel guitar
Electric guitar
Acoustic guitar
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C
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C

F

C
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C
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C
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C

F

C
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D

G

C

G
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F

C
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G
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G

G
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9

C

G
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Tag/Outro
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F

C

G

C

F

C

G

C

3.3.6: “Fist City” and “Jolene” Lyrics
“Jolene” chronicles a similar woman-to-woman interaction to that of “Fist City,” but
Parton’s approach shares none of the aggression of Lynn’s song. Through her lyrics, Parton
begs, pleads, and cries, throwing herself at the mercy of Jolene and whatever she decides to do
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(Appendix I). The first verse60 is a litany of praise to Jolene’s good looks and beautiful voice:
her “flaming locks of auburn hair,” “ivory skin and eyes of emerald green,” smile “like a breath
of spring,” and voice “soft like summer rain.” These high-flown metaphors and the lack of slang
and popular idioms help make “Jolene” sound like a traditional Appalachian ballad.61 The second
verse details the havoc that Jolene’s charms have wreaked on the song protagonist’s life: “there’s
nothing I can do to keep from crying when he calls your name,” and “you don’t know what he
means to me.”62 Finally, after reiterating her absolute devotion to her man (“he’s the only one
for me”) and her own inability to compete with Jolene (“you could have your choice of men”),
Parton ends their talk and leaves the final decision in Jolene’s hands (“my happiness depends on
you”).
The delicate, retiring model of femininity presented by Parton with the lyrics of “Jolene”
of course contrasts with Lynn’s rough-and-tumble character in “Fist City,” but in both songs the
men are conspicuously absent and unaccountable. In each song, the main character must bring
her grievances to the other woman instead of her man. Further, even though both songs are based
on conflicts between women, the fact that women are the two main actors in these dramas
suggests a degree of homosociality—that although men and women have romantic and sexual
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The verses of “Jolene” each contain a repetition of a smaller three-line structure. The way I have
structured the lyric chart in the Appendix follows the way Parton originally organized the text; my
continued explanation of this approach to the verse-chorus structure is included with the complete lyrics
in Appendix I.
61

This verse in particular also enables a hearing of this song in which Jolene is the object of the song
protagonist’s desire.
62

This is also the place where in the original, “rejected” lyrics of Verse 2 (shown in Appendix I) made
mention of the song protagonist’s marital status—”But I’m the one that wears his ring, Jolene.” The
reason for this switch is unclear, but the effect is that it keeps the focus of the song on the protagonist’s
emotional, rather than legal or official, ties to her man (creating more interpretive leeway as well).
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relationships, both songs suggests that at least publicly, men and women typically operate in
different spheres.63
Beyond the different models of femininity suggested by the text alone, Lynn and Parton
also have slightly different accents and styles of textual delivery. Both women sing with an
Appalachian accent, but Lynn’s is much more pronounced. For example, she has a tendency to
draw out the pronunciation of some vowels (in the most extreme case in this song, “man” begins
to sound like “may-uhn”); she drops the “-g” off the end of several words (“lovin’,” “sayin’”);
and she frequently uses the contraction “ain’t.” Additionally (and somewhat like Franklin), her
pronunciation is more relaxed than Parton’s, resulting in the elided combinations “outta” and
“wanna,” and shortened words like “ya” (for “you”) and “‘n’” (for “and”). Perhaps most
indicative of her Appalachian accent is Lynn’s frequent use of the vowel prefix “a-”, such as “ayou’ve” and “a-lovin’” in the very first line.64 Lynn’s stronger accent bolsters my interpretation
of her performance in “Fist City” as a model of working-class womanhood.65 The fact that
Parton’s accent is much less pronounced, on the other hand, supports the more bourgeois model
of femininity suggested in “Jolene.”

3.3.7: “Jolene” Vocal Quality
Dolly Parton recorded “Jolene” at RCA’s famed Studio B on May 22, 1973. The song
was produced by Bob Ferguson, who, along with producers Chet Atkins and Owen Bradley, is
63

The presence of the Jordanaires and honky-tonk instrumentation in “Fist City,” however, help break
down the separation of male and female spheres suggested by the lyrics alone.
64

Michael Montgomery, “Language” in The Encyclopedia of Appalachia (Knoxville, Tenn.: University of
Tennessee Press, 2006), 1003.
65

In speech as well as song, Lynn’s accent is stronger than Parton’s. To some extent however, Lynn’s
accent is exaggerated and codified as part of her songwriting, especially by her regular use of the “a-”
prefix as an added syllable that helps balance and/or enliven the rhythms of the text.
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credited as one of the creators of the smooth, pop-inflected Nashville Sound in the late 1950s.
June Page and Dolores Edgin of the vocal group Nashville Edition—who, like the Jordanaires,
worked frequently as session musicians in studios around Nashville—provided backup vocals for
this recording.
Among these four songs, “Jolene” makes the least use of backup vocalists. Page and
Edgin join Parton only in singing the latter half of each chorus (“Jolene…Please don’t take him
just because you can”) and are once heard separately as they repeat “Jolene” at the end of the
track. Both women sing harmonies in a high register (higher than Parton), and their vocal
qualities are remarkably similar to Parton’s. In imitating them, I must constrict my throat and
sing in head voice, retaining a slightly breathy quality (and not hollow or bell-like, as I would
create by opening my throat). The piercing, yet whispery—almost ethereal—quality of their
voices complement the smallness and despair that I hear in Parton’s voice, and their singing on
the latter half of each chorus intensifies this feeling created by the repeated pleas and “Jolene”’s
of the lyrics. Because Page’s and Edgin’s vocal qualities sound so similar to Parton’s, and are
given almost no chance to be heard distinctly from Parton’s lead vocal, they sound less like a
chorus of women surrounding Parton and more like an extension of Parton herself. These
unanswered and unanswering “echoes” of Parton’s voice highlight the loneliness of the song’s
protagonist. Unlike the protagonists of the other three songs in this study, the singer of “Jolene”
has no community of either women or men to support or oversee her efforts.
In the previous chapter, I suggested a queer hearing in which Jolene is the object of the
song protagonist’s desire, and in which the essential message of the song might be understood as,
“please don’t take my man, take me instead.” Continuing with this interpretation, the despair
suggested by the vocal qualities of Parton, Page, and Edgin seems even more pointed since a
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love affair with Jolene likely remains out of reach, both due to Jolene’s perceived lack of interest
as well as the dangers of pursuing a same-sex romantic relationship in a socially conservative
culture characterized by compulsory heterosexuality. In this interpretation, Parton’s persona is
truly lonely, without romantic partner and without a community where she may safely discuss
her sexuality.
Regardless of the sexual orientation of the song protagonist, the vocal qualities of Page
and Edgin further contribute to my interpretation of the “lady-like” character of Parton’s vocal
quality and song persona. Of all four songs in this study, the wavering, breathy, and pleading
qualities of all three women’s voices in “Jolene” align most strongly with a model of traditional
femininity—at once working-class Appalachian as well as middle-class-leaning—that stresses
submissiveness. The loneliness intimated by Page’s and Edgin’s vocal performances (especially
when combined with the song’s instrumental qualities, as I discuss next) also help situate the
song persona in a setting of rural isolation.

3.3.8: “Jolene” Instrumental Quality
The addition of instrumental qualities to a consideration of vocal quality in this song adds
a greater sense of place and even time to my interpretation of Parton’s persona as lady-like yet
despairing and lonely. “Jolene” makes use of bluegrass and old-time musical elements within a
modernized country context—the mixture of traditional sounds and contemporary polish gives
the track both rustic cachet and commercial appeal.66 Although the opening picking sounds
distinctly like an acoustic guitar, the musicians on the track are credited with playing banjo
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In recent years, Parton has even more explicitly affirmed her connection to traditional music with a trio
of bluegrass albums, The Grass is Blue (1999), Little Sparrow (2001), and Halos & Horns (2002).
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(Bobby Thompson and Buck Trent), electric guitar (Jimmy Colvard), or rhythm guitar (Dave
Kirby).67 The rest of the session musicians included Bobby Dyson on bass, Kenny Malone on
drums, Hargus “Pig” Robbins playing piano, Stu Basore on steel guitar, and Johnny Gimble and
Mack Magaha playing fiddle.
The prominent acoustic guitar sounds68 of the opening (0:00-0:11)—fingerpicking in the
right channel and one strumming a tremolo in the left—elicit from me combined intra-modal and
associative responses. I imagine the tight, quick movements required to produce the acoustic
tremolo, leading to a physical sense of controlled tension, and I also associate this sound with
naturally-occurring rustling sounds, such as wind blowing through dry leaves. The fingerpicking
line in the right channel gives me a similar sense of confined activity—this riff requires repeated
quick, small motions in both the right and left hands. My embodied reaction here echoes my
response to the smallness I hear in Parton’s voice; in both cases, this sense of smallness leads to
an association of timidity and fragility (characteristics I also associate with traditional
femininity). The sharp twangs articulating each picked note are followed by the gentle ringing of
the guitar, creating a constantly changing timbral profile that reminds me of the tinkling of small
chimes. The tremolo guitar part eventually switches to picking (0:23), but the combined guitar
sounds retain this shimmering, kaleidoscopic quality throughout the song. These associations
with rustling winds and dried leaves evoke for me a cold rural landscape, the “high lonesome
sound” that characterizes much bluegrass music, and subsequently a mythic, archaic image of
Appalachian mountain life.
67

This is according to both the liner notes of the 2007 CD reissue of the album, and the original RCA
session sheets on file at the Country Music Hall of Fame and Museum in Nashville, TN.
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Even though I have the official instrument list for this track, I am going to persist in characterizing the
instrumental sounds as I hear them. The picking sounds on “Jolene” lack the distinctly twangy quality I
associate with banjo sounds (which, if present, would change the character of the track)—since they
instead sound more like the subdued sounds of acoustic guitar, I will continue to refer to them this way.
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My associations between the fingerpicking acoustic guitar style heard throughout the
song and the typical instrumental sounds of old-time and bluegrass music support this imagined
setting. These old-time associations are balanced by the sounds of the amplified bass guitar and
drum set, both comparatively more recent additions to honky-tonk music and popular country
songs in the Nashville Sound style.69 The instrumental mix of the track even includes bongo,
which is borrowed from Afro-Cuban inspired popular music. These associations add a modern,
commercial element to the rustic imagery I just described, blurring my sense of class and region
suggested by this song. I have an amodal response to the physical impacts of the muted booms of
the bass guitar and kick drum that adds yet another layer to my interpretation of this song. The
drum feels especially similar to the sensation of my heart beating in my ears when I’m feeling
panicked or out of breath, and contributes to the anxiety I hear in the text of “Jolene,” and the
voices of Parton and her backup singers. I relate this sense of unease to a traditional model of
femininity, in which anxiety and nervousness become the more acceptable (if sometimes
debilitating) expressions of emotions, such as rage, at odds with the virtues of middle-class
womanhood.
The more contemporary country sound suggested by the amplified bass and drums is
enhanced by the entrance of pedal steel guitar at 0:36 (one of the earmarks of honky-tonk, as I
discussed previously), but another nod to old-time music occurs with the inclusion of the keening
fiddles at 0:41. These two instrumental qualities, with their mixed modern and old-fashioned
associations, both produce for me a unified embodied interpretation; as I inter-modally mimic the
nasal sounds of the steel guitar and fiddles, my vocal imitations feel remarkably similar to the
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By the 1960s, mainstream country music had begun to incorporate features of rock and pop, by
including drum kits in the standard band line-up and producing lushly orchestrated songs where smooth
violins and backing vocals often replaced the more traditional sounds of the fiddle and steel guitar.
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sounds of whining and crying. My association of gentle grief with these instrumental sounds
further connects the sonic palette of “Jolene” to a model of restrained, traditional femininity.
Depending on the listener, the connection of “Jolene” to old-time music through
instrumental qualities (and even via the quality of Parton’s voice which is often described in
terms referencing the Appalachian-ness of her “shimmering mountain tremolo”70) can facilitate
both working- and middle-class gendered interpretations of this song. In her discussion of gender
and country authenticity during the era of barn dance radio of the 1920s, ’30s, and early ’40s
(when old-time mountain music was still enjoying its original national popularity), Pamela Fox
describes the relationship between gender, rusticity, and class at the time:
Two prominent and early visionaries of the WLS program, Bradley Kincaid and
John Lair, recast the Appalachian South as a nostalgic emblem of timeless
tradition whose centerpiece was the ‘sentimental mother’ figure. In a series of
1929 radio addresses, Kincaid sought to downplay the region’s uncivilized
hillbilly image by foregrounding its pure and inherently moral mountain culture,
which was typically preserved by women. Kincaid’s prototypical maternal figure
cherished not only conventional gender roles but also artisan crafts and talents,
such as weaving and the singing of traditional English ballads.71
By its sonic signifiers of old-time music in the form of specific instrumental and vocal qualities,
“Jolene” invokes “rustic iconography accentuating distinctly middle-class, rather than workingclass, cultural codes,”72 but can also be heard as birthed from the working-class bedrock of
mountain economies and culture. Combined with this song’s other modern and middle-class pop
connotations, I hear “Jolene” as representing a model of bourgeois femininity, simultaneously
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Mary A. Bufwack and Robert K. Oermann, Finding Her Voice: Women in Country Music, 1800-2000
(Nashville: The Country Music Foundation Press & Vanderbilt University Press, 2003), 311.
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Fox, Natural Acts, 59.
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Ibid., 60.
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genteel and rustic, that evolved in a working-class context but is also easily (and for the purposes
of marketing, strategically) translatable to a more urbane, middle-class setting.

3.3.9: “Jolene” Space and Dynamics
The use of panning in “Jolene” helps to create a sense of liveness and a three-dimensional
soundscape in a similar manner to “Fist City.” The lead and backup vocals of the track are
mixed in both channels (making them sound front and center), but the acoustic guitars are
arranged on either side and the pedal steel guitar is heard predominantly on the right while
fiddles are heard primarily on the left.73 The difference between channels can be roughly
appraised by their comparison in the complete waveform of Example 3.7. The clearest instance
of this distinction in the waveform occurs with the spike in amplitude, representing the crescendo
of the bongo drum sound (and indicated in the example with an arrow),74 which briefly swells
out of the instrumental texture at 1:07. The sonic space created by panning lends a sense of
authenticity to this recording much in the same way as the Lynn track—it sounds like all the
instrumentalists are playing together as if in a live setting. In the context of the vocal and
instrumental sounds of “Jolene,” this sense of space and attendant feeling of liveness relates to
my interpretations of rusticity; although this recording was taking place in a state-of-the-art
professional studio, its sounds can still be heard as referencing a combination of a bucolic
mountain setting or the small stage of a honky-tonk.
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The recording of “Jolene” I am using in this study is from the 2007 RCA Nashville/Legacy CD reissue
of Jolene (in the American Milestones Series). The panning and mixing on this reissue is similar to the
1974 stereo LP.
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Bongos also played by Kenny Malone. See his personal website, http://www.handdrumming.com/media.html.
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Example 3.7: Complete waveform of “Jolene” (Right channel on bottom)

The waveform of “Jolene” shows degrees of dynamic flux, which are created and
complemented by changes in sonic density over the course of the song. The instrumental graph
of “Jolene” (Example 3.8) shows not only a greater variety of instruments, but also a greater
degree of variation in sonic density in comparison to “Fist City.”75 As in “Fist City,” the guitar
parts will often change in terms of strumming or picking method and how forward they are
located in the mix. From the opening to the first verse, the second acoustic guitar switches from
tremolo strumming to picking (shown by the bold shading at m. 20). When a third acoustic guitar
joins in at the beginning of Verse 1, it begins with unobtrusive picking (and is at first very
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As I previously mentioned, the instruments listed on this track include rhythm guitar, electric guitar,
and two banjos—the plucked instruments I am able to hear, however (besides bass guitar), sound more
like three acoustic guitars. For this reason, I’ve only listed three different acoustic guitar parts in the
graph. Additionally, I only list the piano part in Verse 3, since it is not audible in previous
verses/choruses.
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difficult to distinguish from the other guitars) which then switches to louder strumming in the
second and third choruses (also indicated by darker shading).
These changes among the acoustic guitar sounds are accompanied by a general ebb and
flow in sonic density throughout the song. For example, the steel guitar and fiddles enter in
Verse 1, drop out at the beginning of Chorus 2, return in Chorus 3, and then finally bow out as
the one acoustic guitar, against the backdrop of the rhythm section, closes the song. The bongo
and piano parts also make late entrances, in Verse 2 and Verse 3, respectively. In general,
instruments are added as the song progresses until Verse 3, where the sonic density (and implied
sense of dynamics) drops significantly as Parton solemnly concludes her talk with Jolene. The
varied instrumental entrances and combinations throughout “Jolene” further help enliven the
busy texture of the song. These skillful and carefully arranged manipulations of sonic density
add an air of pop sophistication to the rustic and working-class connotations of the instrumental
qualities of “Jolene” (sharing similarities with the associations afforded by the commercial
craftsmanship of “If I Were Your Woman”). These associations in turn support my hearing this
song as suggesting an understated, “country” model of bourgeois femininity.
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Example 3.8: “Jolene” Instrumental Graph
Section
Time
mm.
Parton
Backing Vocals
Fiddles
Steel guitar
Ac. guitar 1
Ac. guitar 2
Ac. guitar 3
Bass
Bongo
Drum kit
Chords

Intro

Section
mm.
Parton
Backing Vocals
Fiddles
Steel guitar
Ac. guitar 1
Ac. guitar 2
Ac. guitar 3
Bass
Bongo
Drum kit
Chords

Chorus 1
9

Section
mm.
Parton
Backing Vocals
Fiddles
Steel guitar
Ac. guitar 1
Ac. guitar 2
Ac. guitar 3
Bass
Bongo
Drum kit
Chords

Verse 1a
31

Section
mm.
Parton
Backing Vocals
Fiddles
Steel guitar
Ac. guitar 1
Ac. guitar 2
Ac. guitar 3
Bass
Bongo
Drum kit
Chords

Verse 2a
51

1

5

C♯m

C♯m E

C♯m E

C♯m E

14

B

C♯m

33

B

B

C♯m

C♯m B

Verse 1b
41

C♯m

C♯m E

C♯m

C♯m E

138

B

C♯m

43

B

Verse 2b
61

55

C♯m B

25

C♯m E

35

53

B

20

45

C♯m B

63

B

B

C♯m

65

C♯m B

C♯m

C♯m

Section
mm.
Parton
Backing Vocals
Fiddles
Steel guitar
Ac. guitar 1
Ac. guitar 2
Ac. guitar 3
Bass
Bongo
Drum kit
Chords

Chorus 2
71

Section
mm.
Parton
Backing Vocals
Fiddles
Steel guitar
Ac. guitar 1
Ac. guitar 2
Ac. guitar 3
Piano
Bass
Bongo
Drum kit
Chords (C♯m)

Verse 3a
93

Section
mm.
Parton
Backing Vocals
Fiddles
Steel guitar
Ac. guitar 1
Ac. guitar 2
Ac. guitar 3
Piano
Bass
Bongo
Drum kit
Chords (C♯m)

Chorus 3
113

Section
mm.
Parton
Backing Vocals
Fiddles
Steel guitar
Ac. guitar 1
Ac. guitar 2
Ac. guitar 3
Piano
Bass
Bongo
Drum kit
Chords (C♯m)

Tag/Outro (to fade)
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C♯m E

C♯m E

C♯m E
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B

C♯m

95

B

82

B

C♯m

C♯m E
Verse 3b
103

97

C♯m B

C♯m

C♯m E
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B

C♯m

B

B

105

B

C♯m

C♯m

C♯m E

C♯m

Intro

139

B

C♯m

107

C♯m B

124

Parton, "Jolene"
Section:

87

C♯m

129

B

C♯m

B

C♯m

3.3.10: “Fist City” and “Jolene” Lyrics
The lyrical structures of both songs, to varying degrees, connect each to the genre of
country music as working-class cultural expression. In “The Jukebox of History: Narratives of
Loss and Desire in the Discourse of Country Music,” Aaron Fox remarks on the “strain for the
ideological naturalness of ‘ordinary’ private speech”76 in the “extraordinary poetic
configurations” of commercial country music. This recovery of the ordinary occurs in the
singer’s vocal quality: “The nasal, rough, timbrally distinct and/or accented voices of most great
country singers are at once unique and ordinary, an effect which spins a story about both the
uniqueness (denaturalization) and the ordinariness (renaturalization) of the figure of the
singer.”77 This denaturalization and renaturalization facilitated by the singer’s voice is reflected
in my own analyses of Parton and Lynn’s vocal qualities in the previous chapter—both artists’
vocal qualities exhibit combinations of unique and ordinary traits. The “generally restricted”
subject matter of both country songs—cheating husbands/partners, and direct conflict (whether
characterized by violent anger or grief)—also fit into this de/renaturalization process. Fox
writes, “in country music, intensely ‘private’ and ‘inarticulate’ (an alignment which is ‘natural’
in capitalist society) linguistic contexts (stories about cheating, divorce, lost love, family and
home, and economic failure) are inverted to become intensely public, poetic, and articulate
expressions.”78 The open hostility of Lynn’s lyrics, and the intense vulnerability of Parton’s both
reveal private and/or inarticulate feelings and situations, marking their words, along with their
voices, as country.
76

Aaron A. Fox, “The Jukebox of History: Narratives of Loss and Desire in the Discourse of Country
Music,” Popular Music 11/1 (Jan., 1992), 55.
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Ibid.
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Ibid., 56.
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Fox goes on to note, “the initial denaturalization of everyday language in country
songwriting, by contrast is a textual effect (although it is realized through performance), created
by an extreme elaboration and intensification of ‘ordinary’ ways of speaking. This can be seen in
the dense, pervasive use of puns, clichés, and word-play in country songwriting.”79 The lyrics of
“Fist City” contain many such puns and metaphor. Lynn uses the double meaning of “trash” to
insult her rival; “when he picks up trash” refers to the woman, while the end of the line, “he puts
it in a garbage can,” returns the metaphor to actual rubbish. In several instances, she retains the
colorful language of a euphemism or idiom throughout a phrase (or more): to avoid “fist city” the
woman is warned to “detour around my town”; the slang phrase “cat around” (similar to “mess
around”)—referring to the man’s behavior—is complemented by “with a kitty” (slang for a
woman);80 and the warning that “you’ll bite off more than you can chew” is followed by another
ingestion metaphor with “if you don’t wanna eat a meal that’s called fist city.”
In “Jolene,” Parton makes much less use of word play, although she does employ a few
poetic devices common to country music. She uses the rhetorical device of epistrophe,
augmenting the obsessive character of the song, as she repeats “Jolene” several times in the
chorus and at the end of several verses.81 Additionally, Parton makes use of metaphor in her
79

Ibid.

80

“Kitty” in this context could also be heard as slang for vagina (derived from its relationship to the more
common slang term “pussy”), although it is unclear whether this word would have been widely
understood in this way in 1967 (unlike “pussy,” this slang usage of “kitty” has yet to achieve recognition
as an entry in the Oxford English Dictionary; "kitty, n.1," OED Online, March 2014, Oxford University
Press, http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/103789?rskey=3HKj2u&result=1&isAdvanced=false). Heard in
this way, the song takes on a much more hostile tone, since the “other” woman is being reduced to body
parts, rather than being referred to in a merely diminutive and dismissive way. Additionally, I argue that
the word play between cat and kitty in this phrase helps direct attention toward the feline metaphor rather
than genitalia.
81

For a list of specific poetic and rhetorical devices used in country music lyrics, see Jill Jones, “Country
Music Lyrics: Is There Poetry in Those Twangy Rhymes?,” in The Poetics of American Song Lyrics,
edited by Charlotte Pence, 106-121 (Jackson, Miss.: The University Press of Mississippi, 2012).
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early verses as she describes Jolene—she invokes flames, ivory, and emeralds, and likens
Jolene’s smile and voice to seasonal, natural forces like wind and rain. Parton does not make
use, however, of slang and popular idioms as does Lynn. In this way, the decreased emphasis on
the elaboration and intensification of ordinary speech in “Jolene” makes the song less distinctly
“country” in the same manner as the lyrics of “Fist City”—as I mentioned earlier, however, the
metaphors and poetic devices of “Jolene” do connect the song to an older tradition of balladry
(more closely related to the “sentimental mother” figure of a prior era). This perhaps contributed
to its mild pop crossover success, and certainly influences my interpretation of the song as
representing a more middle-class model of femininity.

3.3.11: “Fist City” and “Jolene,” Intersectional Models of Femininity
As is the case with the two soul songs, the combination of the gendered interpretations of
lyrics, vocal quality, and instrumental quality create complex and nuanced representations of
femininity in these two country songs. The elements of “Fist City” discussed so far elicit for me
a hardy, working-class model of femininity, but with certain boundaries and tempering touches.
The violence and tenacity displayed by Lynn’s lyrics and her distinct Appalachian accent and
drawled delivery combine with the honky-tonk sound (and the relaxed, yet menacing reputation
of that space) of the backing band and her supporting group of male backup singers to give
Lynn’s persona an air of danger, resilience, and resourcefulness. The straightforward approach to
dynamics and sonic density, as well as the liveness suggested by the audio mixing support my
interpretation of “Fist City” as a sonic foray into the working-class, male-dominated space of the
honky-tonk. Still, the smooth vocal styling of the Jordanaires, and the social limitations
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restricting the protagonist of “Fist City” (the fact that she confronts the other woman, and not her
man) take the edge off this display of tough femininity.
Parton’s fraught and worried lyrics, the light and breathless qualities of her and her
female backup singers’ voices, and the sense of loneliness and desperation created by the
combination of the above contribute to a model of sensitive, retiring femininity that aligns with
traditional bourgeois femininity. This concept of womanhood created by the song’s text and
vocal performances is intelligible in both the rustic (if perhaps romanticized) setting of
Appalachian mountain culture and the middle-class pop environs suggested by some of her
backing instruments. Finally, the elements of space and dynamics contribute to these overlapping
class and regional associations—the live atmosphere created by the audio mixing supports the
“country” aesthetic of the track (whether in a honky-tonk or more rural setting), while the
complex approach to dynamics and sonic density implies a carefully orchestrated approach to
song production with more overtly commercial, and middle-class, connotations. The resulting
model of femininity I hear suggested by “Jolene” is one that aspires to a traditional model of
white bourgeois femininity, but that is intelligible in both working- and middle-class contexts.
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Chapter 4
Analysis of Sound, Part II: Rhythm and Pitch
In the previous two chapters, I combined embodied listening with musical and extramusical association in a phenomenological approach to understanding how interpretations of
identity arise from the experience of listening to popular song. Taking vocal performance as the
anchor of my analyses, I first addressed vocal quality, moving on to instrumental quality, lyrics,
dynamics, and sonic space (afforded by choices made in the recording process). In this chapter, I
attend to features of rhythm and pitch, broadly envisioned to encompass groove, phrasing, and
form, as well as ornamentation, melody, and harmony. I continue to apply my situated,
phenomenological analytical approach within this deliberate re-ordering of sonic parameters as a
counterbalance to analyses of popular music that rely heavily on traditional, pitch-centric models
of analysis.
The sonic parameters I have investigated in previous chapters practically demanded an
embodied approach to interpretation (in the case of vocal quality) and sparked frequent musical
associations (especially in the case of instrumentation and the varying styles of different studios
or sub-genres).1 Rhythm, form, and pitch afford slightly different listening responses and as such
require a different combination of embodied- and association-based interpretation, which I will
address separately in my preface to each section of the analysis.

1

As I mentioned earlier, this “association” that I refer to is loosely related to musical semiotics in the
same vein as Tagg and Hatten but without special attention to musemes or topics. See Philip Tagg,
“Analysing Popular Music: Theory, Method and Practice” Popular Music 2 (1982): 37-67, and Robert S.
Hatten, Musical Meaning in Beethoven: Markedness, Correlation, and Interpretation (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1994).
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4.1 Rhythm
Through my prior discussions of quality, lyrics, dynamics, and space, I have already
touched on issues of time and temporal organization that will be covered in this section. I now
continue with an analysis of how the local rhythms (with attendant discussions of swing and
rhythmic texture that I have already alluded to), phrasing, and forms of these songs contribute to
the representations of femininity I hear each one suggesting. As I move from an analysis of
quality, dynamics, and space to aspects of rhythm and pitch, I find that some of my embodied
responses are attenuated, and that I have different types of associative responses. Large-scale
structures such as form respond better to association (aided by visual representations) while
rhythms or metrical accent on a local scale (a phrase or shorter) are more likely to evoke a strong
embodied response.

4.1.1 Local Rhythms and Meter
As I mentioned briefly in my earlier discussion of “Baby, I Love You,” the concept of
swing is relevant to both the embodied and associative interpretations of these songs. Swing can
refer to a specific practice of playing uneven eighth notes that pull against a pulse, for example,
but is also used to describe a general rhythmic ethos. Related but not necessarily always
concurrent with swing are the rhythmic practices of syncopation, the uneven division of the
measure, and emphasis on off-beats or the backbeat. Music theorist Matthew Butterfield suggests
that “what we call swing is . . . the net aesthetic effect of a variety of rhythmic processes that
interact in complex ways . . . Multiple features of syntactical structure interact with
subsyntactical timing processes to generate varied qualities of motional energy that either drive
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the groove or temper its flow.”2 From this complex of interacting musical features, Butterfield
focuses on anacrusis as vital to the feeling of swing:
I propose that the forward propulsion and drive that so many commentators have
taken as central to swing stems predominantly from the operation of anacrusis at
multiple levels of rhythmic structure. Anacrusis is, of course, upbeat—the
unaccented event that precedes and leads us to anticipate a subsequent accented
event. My point is that moments of anacrusis induce an active, anticipatory
orientation in the listener. Consequently, such moments possess motional energy
directed with varying degrees of intensity toward future events.3
When a musician swings her eighth notes, she lengthens the first and shortens the second; the
shorter second eighth note then functions as an upbeat to the next quarter beat, propelling the
listener along.
Butterfield characterizes microtiming, and ethnomusicologist Charles Keil’s concept of
“participatory discrepancies” (the milliseconds of difference between bass and drums that give a
performance its feeling of “push” or “layback”), as secondary to the anticipatory feeling of
upbeat provided by swung eighth notes. Microtiming “conditions the forward propulsion
otherwise brought about through anacrusis, enabling jazz musicians to manipulate the ebb and
flow of motional energy in accordance with their expressive purposes in the midst of
performance.”4 The effects of microtiming and participatory discrepancies are very subtle,
however, and Butterfield’s research “suggests that listeners are not generally able to perceive [or
at least articulate] either the discrepancies between bass and drums or their purported effects

2

Matthew Butterfield, “Race and Rhythm: The Social Component of the Swing Groove,” Jazz
Perspectives 4/3 (2010): 320.
3

Ibid.

4

Ibid., 324.
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within the range of expressive nuance.”5 My own listening experience tends to corroborate
Butterfield’s findings. Through my experience of playing in a variety of ensembles, I have
developed a sense of whether the musicians around me are playing “on top of,” slightly ahead, or
slightly behind the beat. I also find for me, however, the greatest indicator of rhythmic energy
derives from rhythmic discrepancies on a more global level than individual beats. My sense of
whether a player is ahead of or behind the beat functions as an elaboration on the feeling
produced in my perception of what is happening between the beats within an entire measure or
unit of rhythmic groove (which I define as the cyclical rhythmic patterns generated by at least the
rhythm section, and at times the entire backing band).6 In my analysis of local rhythms, I
therefore focus on my embodied response to instances of swing and/or syncopation (or the lack
of these features), treating the instrumental backing as a coherent sonic entity within or against
which each vocalist performs her own rhythmic patterns.7
Example 4.1 shows a transcription of the opening three bars of “Baby, I Love You.” I
have notated the instrumental groove of this song as one 4-beat measure. The drums, bass, and
piano repeat the same rhythmic pattern established in the first measure throughout the rest of the
song, save for changes that mark the beginning or end of major formal sections (as I will
describe in the following section on form). Besides changes in the groove at sectional divisions,

5

Ibid., 319. See also Matthew Butterfield, “Participatory Discrepancies and the Perception of Beats in
Jazz,” Music Perception: An Interdisciplinary Journal 27/3 (February, 2010): 157-176.
6

Allan Moore gives a similar definition of groove: “rather than see it as something that arises simply
from the kit, it is often more useful to consider it as resulting from the operation of the ‘rhythm section.’”
Allan F. Moore, Song Means: Analysing and Interpreting Recorded Popular Song (Burlington, VT:
Ashgate Publishing, 2012), 56.
7

This is not to say that I imagine all popular song as a dialogue or duet between vocalist and band,
although this is often the case. There are other songs in which a lead guitar, for example, might be
elevated to the same central status as a vocalist, or in which a vocalist is treated as another instrumentalist
integrated with the group.
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the most frequent alteration of the groove is performed by Tommy Cogbill on bass—he
sometimes replaces the sixteenth-dotted eighth figure on beat three with a sixteenth-eighthsixteenth syncopation or, more frequently, reverts to two swung eighth notes. The electric guitar
part also contributes to this groove, but changes between verses and choruses—Joe South reverts
to playing the rhythmic pattern of m. 3 in the verses, and then elaborates on these backbeat
eighth notes in the chorus by combining the rhythmic patterns of the first half of m. 3 and the
second half of m. 2.
Example 4.1: mm. 1-3 of “Baby, I Love You”

Several important affective features of this groove that aren’t captured by my
transcription are brought to light by my embodied reactions. In the domain of rhythm, my
responses to the groove of “Baby, I Love You” are largely inter-modal—I tap my feet, bob and
sway, and vocally mimic various rhythmic patterns. Instrumental quality contributes a great deal
to the way I physically respond to different components of the groove. The snare drum shots on
beats 2 and 4 cut through the mix of instrumental sounds, emphasizing the backbeat, and
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provoking in me the “snappiest” movements. The spectrogram in Example 4.28 reflects the
power of the snare drum (aligning with my perception), with the brightest, noisiest (in terms of
non-harmonic spectra), and strongest lines indicating the backbeat snare hits at 1, slightly after
2.25, and slightly after 3.5 seconds. Each backbeat occurs approximately 1.3 seconds apart,
creating a pace that I find upbeat, but not rushed.
Example 4.2: Spectrogram of “Baby, I Love You,” opening 5 seconds (approx. mm. 1-2)
m1

^
!
! = snare
^ = kick drum

2

^ ^

^

!
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I experience the other components of the groove as leading to or pulling away from these
regular backbeat snaps, which aligns with Butterfield’s observations about the motion-generating
qualities of anacrusis. Roger Hawkins offsets the sharp articulations of the snare with the thuds
8

Spectrograms in this chapter were created using Sonic Visualizer (software available for free download
at http://www.sonicvisualiser.org). As with spectrograms in previous chapters, the vertical axis shows
frequency (here designated in hertz) and the horizontal axis shows time in seconds (along the top of each
graph). The strength, or loudness of frequencies is indicated on a color scale from yellow (loudest) to
purple (softest).
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of the kick drum (shown in Ex. 4.2). The first pairing of the kick and snare articulate the first
downbeat and upbeat of the measure, and set the easy pace of the song. The third beat is
anticipated by a sixteenth-note pickup in the kick drum, and is followed by two eighths on beat
three (shown in m. 3 of Ex. 4.1, which is the standard groove for most of the song). I sway in
time with the even backbeat, but the sixteenth-eighth-eighth pattern leading up to beat four
changes the character of my movement. If I try to tap out the pattern of the kick bass while
keeping time with the backbeat, I notice an upswing in energy as I quickly tap the sixteenth note,
decreasing tension while tapping the eighths, and a degree of rest as I reach beat four. This brief
increase in forward momentum makes me feel as though I’m rolling into beat four with a little
more velocity than beat two. After the brief sense of arrival on beat four, the kick reactivates the
measure groove with a sixteenth-note upbeat to the next measure.
This rhythmic pattern created between the snare and kick drum—which I experience as
generating a rolling, cyclical momentum—is aided by the clicks of the closed high-hat. The highhat clicks out a steady stream of eighth notes, and helps jumpstart the momentum towards beat
four along with the kick drum by playing two sixteenth note pickups to beat three. I interpret the
rest of the instrumentalists as rhythmically riffing on the backbeat—either by strengthening it or
pulling against it. As the groove is established in m. 3, Joe South falls into a pattern of
emphasizing the backbeat as he heavily accents the first eighth note of each pair he plays (in
length and loudness). Spooner Oldham also adds weight to beat two with the entrance of the
electric piano ostinato. The right-hand piano part anticipates and obscures beat three, creating a
syncopated pattern that locks in again with the underlying eighth notes squarely on beat four.
Even though the electric piano part is rather muted in the mix of this recording, the beatobscuring syncopation between the onsets of beats two and four affords me a pleasant sense of
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falling behind the beat that is then rectified by the end of the measure. This adds to the ebb and
flow of tension I felt suggested by the drum part—a “snap” to attention on beats two and four,
with a combination of backwards pull and forward momentum in between.
Tommy Cogbill’s bass part does the most, in my listening experience, of unifying this
groove in a way that subsumes the measure’s interior pattern of tension-relaxation-tension into a
general forward drive. The pattern shown in m. 3 of Ex. 4.1 relaxes in the immediately following
measure to become a series of eighth notes on beats three and four. Cogbill plays a long note on
the downbeat of the measure that bleeds into beat two, and then is followed by a sixteenth pickup
to beat three. This sixteenth note here aligns with and affords a similar kind of response as the
pickup to beat three played by the kick drum. The final two eighth notes of Cogbill’s rhythmic
pattern interlock with the other instrumentalists emphasizing beat four, and help propel the entire
measure toward the downbeat of the next. In this way, I feel Cogbill’s downbeat as the primary
point of arrival, and the following beat articulations as leading to the next downbeat. This adds to
my sensation of the groove as a smoothly cycling unit with intervening fluctuations of tension
and relaxation. These combinations of rhythms, and the comfortable pace of the song, all
contribute to my experience of this groove as flowing and lively (similar to my earlier
interpretation of the instrumental qualities)—a fitting backdrop for the playful seduction of the
text.
In crafting her vocal line above this easy groove, Franklin makes her rhythms sound
masterfully distinct from the band without ever sacrificing a sense of cohesion with the entire
group. I engage physically with the instrumental groove in the motions of my head, neck, and
torso, while singing along with Franklin’s vocal line. In this interplay between the different parts
of my listening body, I experience her vocal line as subtly pulling against the measure-long
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repetition and internal rhythms of the groove, but at times reinforcing it. My transcription of
Verse 1 in Example 4.3 represents the basis of this feeling.
There is no specific rhythmic pattern Franklin carries through each line, or from section
to section. She will often emphasize the first or second word of a line with a longer note value,
but will sometimes linger on a vowel sound mid-phrase as it suits her—for example, “‘fraid” of
“afraid.” The rhythms she chooses also often follow the rhythms of the words themselves—
short-long for “just ask” (which sounds more like “jus’ask”) and long-short on “gonna.” After
emphasizing the downbeat toward the beginning of a line or phrase, Franklin often employs
syncopated rhythms, crossing beats and bar lines (as with “afraid baby” and “you know”), to
avoid emphasizing subsequent downbeats in the same phrase. Her rhythmic play in and around
the measure contributes to the combined feeling of relaxed improvisation and mastery; while
always aware of the beat, she never lets it dictate how she sings a line.
Example 4.3: Verse 1, “Baby, I Love You”
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The band’s playful approach to emphasizing the edges of the groove while obscuring
beats within the measure, and Franklin’s alternations between extending a note or phrase over
the downbeat and coming in right at the beginning of a measure represent an attitude toward
swing, syncopation, and groove that helped define mid-twentieth-century soul. The Memphisbased Stax studio, where Jerry Wexler had previously done some producing and whose regular
studio musicians (such as Booker T. and the M.G.’s) inspired some of Wexler’s work at Atlantic,
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released several records with a similar rhythmic profile (typical generally of soul music of this
era). In an analysis of 95 Stax singles, Rob Bowman found that “the vocal lines of Stax vocalists
commonly exhibit a marked tendency to phrase across the beat, studiously avoiding regular
articulations on all four onbeats,” and examples “where vocalists will begin a phrase
accentuating onbeats and then switch mid-way through to the offbeats.”9 The general rhythmic
fluidity and play that characterized soul music of this time period became strongly associated
with its black frontmen and -women (even though many of the musicians involved in the
production of these sounds were black and white). As this music became popular and widely
circulated among white listeners, it also helped contribute to the popular stereotype of blacks as
rhythmically gifted (although perhaps unconsciously in the minds of its listeners). The skillful
interaction of dissonant and interlocking rhythmic patterns in “Baby, I Love You” therefore
evokes a complex mixture of associations to blackness—referencing both the musical
sensibilities of many black soul musicians, as well as a mythologized rhythmic black musicality.
The opening groove of “If I Were Your Woman” (present from 0:00 to 0:14) features less
swing and syncopation than that of “Baby, I Love You.” The introduction of the song consists of
a repeated four-beat groove (repeated four times) propelled by Jamerson’s pulsating, athletic
bass line. He plays two sixteenth notes on the first three beats of the groove, subtly increasing
forward momentum into beats two and three with a sixteenth-note pickup. This forward motion
continues as he plays another sixteenth anacrusis heading into beat four, where he drives the
rhythm toward the downbeat of the next measure by playing four sixteenth notes in a row (this
pattern is represented in mm. 1-4 of Ex. 4.4). My embodied response to this bass line is

Rob Bowman, “The Stax Sound: A Musicological Analysis” Popular Music 14/3 (Oct., 1995): 304. See
also Rob Bowman, Soulsville, U.S.A.: The Story of Stax Records (New York: Schirmer Books, 1997).
9
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somewhat muted since Jamerson subtly swings his sixteenths, and the bass rhythm steadily
emphasizes the beats without syncopation (I find that I am more likely to move my body when a
bass line has a higher ratio of rests and upbeats to notes that emphasize the underlying meter).
My most overt inter-modal response is a gentle swaying from side to side in time with the beat,
but my sense of forward momentum arises from my subtle, nearly amodal imitation of the
specific rhythmic pattern. I follow the rhythm with subvocalization, performing the vocal
movements and variations in breath support necessary to mimic the rhythms and pitches of the
bass line. The experience of breathing through the rhythmic pattern, and the extra push of air
required to get through the final four sixteenth notes of the groove are what give me the sense of
this figure’s forward momentum.
The ringing held notes of the piano and vibraphone accentuate each downbeat with an
eighth-note pick-up, while also helping to smooth and extend the pulsating feel of the bass. I
respond to these sounds with a combination of intra- and intermodal imitation—feeling the slight
tension required to pick up and move my hands in order to depress the keys moving from the
eighth-note pick up to the downbeat chord (and the energy required to voice a new note), and the
following relaxation as I linger on the new harmony for three and a half beats. The entrance of
the strings in the third measure increases the rhythmic motion—now sounding a new articulation
on every beat—but I still hear these quarter notes as supporting the steady, measured attitude of
the piano and vibes.
This combination of relatively steady rhythms, and the slow and measured articulation of
the beats and downbeats evoke in me restrained physical reactions—a slow and subtle sway, and
gradual, even fluctuations between feeling slightly tense and relaxed. In the context of my
popular music listening experience, I categorize this type of muted physical response as falling
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within the range of “respectable” music listening practice—with “respectable” defined by middle
class and/or elite, and typically white, authority figures in my family and social groups. These
reactions, especially when compared with the looser, livelier embodied response I had to the
groove of “Baby, I Love You,” align with socially constructed associations between rhythm and
race, and class. I have a stronger urge to move along with the groove of “Baby, I Love You” than
the opening groove of “If I Were Your Woman” because of the former song’s pervasive
syncopation. By the 1920s, Americans came to imagine syncopation and rhythm generally as
representing blackness, in what Ronald Radano has described as “the common sense of a black
rhythmic nature,”10 emerging as much from the “intellectual imagination of Europe’s cultural
elite”11 as any appraisal of actual black musical practice. Similarly, rhythms that incite bodily
movement have traditionally been associated with hedonistic pleasure and “low” culture
(“associated with the bodily pleasures of the bar and the brothel”),12 and cast in opposition to
“cerebral” music identified with bourgeois respectability (and that “took its nineteenth-century
place in the secular temples of gallery, museum, and concert hall”).13
With these associations in place, I still understand Knight’s performance as representing
a model of black femininity—she identifies as black and intends her performances to be taken as
personal expression (not a parody or burlesque), and her vocal style references black gospel and
rhythm and blues traditions. The restrained, steady rhythms of the track’s opening, however,
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support the middle-class intimations of the instrumentation, supporting my earlier interpretation
of her vocal quality combined with the backing band as conveying a sense of middle-class black
femininity.
These associations of race and class are modified as the track continues. A subtle shift in
the rhythmic profile of the song’s groove occurs right before Knight’s entrance. The entrance of
the clavinet (at 0:13 in the recordings, shown in the left hand of the piano at the end of m. 4)
introduces a distinctly uneven rhythm in comparison to the bass line—instead of very lightly
swung 16th notes, the clavinet plays a stuttering, long-short-short-long figure (notated as two
dotted sixteenths flanking two thirty-second notes in the transcription) before crashing into the
downbeat of the first verse.14 As the verse begins, the bass ceases its pulsing sixteenth notes and
begins a lyrical groove that incorporates more syncopation and rhythmic variety. My steady
swaying invoked by the opening continues in an attenuated way, subtly propelled by the muted
beats of the kick drum combined with the clicks of the high hat on each beat. As I focus on the
bass’s rhythms, I keep track of them inter-modally by singing along—in doing so, I experience
the tension of quicker rhythmic motion emphasizing the downbeat of each measure, and then
picking up again on beat four with sixteenth notes that lead into the downbeat of the next
measure (this pick-up motion sometimes starting as early as mid-way through beat three). The
sixteenth and dotted-eighth patterns at the end of each measure of the piano part (in mm. 5-6)
assist in this approach to each downbeat, while the held note coincides with the longer notes in
the bass, creating a rhythmically open space in the middle of the measure that Knight fills with
her vocals. This slow-moving, sparse rhythm combines with the instrumental and vocal qualities
14

This moment is markedly different in various recordings, therefore offering slightly different
interpretations. The clavinet is mixed forward in the stereo re-release that I am studying here. In the radio
single, the clavinet is buried in the mix, with Knight and the Pips and the rhythm section featured most
prominently. This mitigates somewhat the suddenness of the change in rhythmic profile between the
introduction and the verse, giving the single a more cohesive sound.
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on the track to give “If I Were Your Woman” a down-tempo soul ballad feel (and is similar to
the groove that supports Knight and the Pips in many of their other Motown ballads).
Example 4.4: mm. 1-6 of “If I Were Your Woman”
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The understated groove of the first verse becomes more intense in subsequent iterations.
In the second verse (0:53), the drum kit increases its rhythmic activity, clicking out steady
sixteenth notes on the high-hat, and adding an eighth-note anacrusis leading to beat three (shown
in the transcription in Ex. 4.5). The sixteenth-note clicks evoke an amodal response—I feel the
regular articulations as creating a sense of sustained tension. Instead of relaxing into each beat
sounded by the kick drum, I find myself anticipating the following articulation of the beat. The
rhythms of the bass also become more lively, further inviting a sense of momentum—this is most
prominent in the bass figure of m. 20 (beginning at 1:03, shown in Ex. 4.5), where beat two is
anticipated by a sixteenth note, and then a strong articulation of beats three, four, and the
following downbeat are all anticipated by a series of running sixteenths. The rhythms of the
piano retain the slow-moving, down-beat-heavy character of the groove on one level that
supports the ballad aesthetic of the track, the drum kit provides a driving sense of forward
momentum that helps propel the growing excitement and intensity of the track, and the bass
rhythms act as a smoothly-flowing mediator between the two feelings. The relatively slow pace
of groove (save for the syncopated bass part) helps retain the mood of the introduction (with its
attendant middle-class associations) throughout the R & B ballad-inspired verses, while the
changing combinations of the different rhythmic levels help to support the increasing emotional
intensity of Knight’s singing.
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Ex. 4.5: Mm. 20-21 of “If I Were Your Woman”

Against the one-bar groove of generally increasing rhythmic intensity, the rhythms of
Knight’s line meander a bit, but not to the same extent as Franklin’s. In the first verse, she
always begins her phrase after the downbeat is sounded by the bass and piano, with a pick-up to
beat two. She trails off again at the end of each short phrase, articulating the last lyric before beat
four (or sometimes at the beginning of beat four), again ceding sonic space to the bass and piano
as they lead into the downbeat of the next measure. In subsequent verses, the Pips join the bass
and piano with their rhythmic activity focused on the downbeat and preceding pick-up rhythms
(sometimes extending their rhythms from the downbeat throughout the measure for expressive
emphasis, such as their repeated “fall” at 1:03-1:06).
In the choruses (0:39-0:47, 1:18-1:35, and from 2:13), Knight’s line moves forward to
cross the bar line, with each phrase now beginning with a pickup to beat four and using the
strong downbeat to emphasizes the word “woman.” She switches places with the Pips, who now
respond to her with phrases in the middle of each iteration of the groove. All throughout the
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track, Knight’s performance is in the foreground while still carefully incorporated into the
evolving groove created by the rest of the performers. Whether she is singing inside or along
with the rhythmically emphasized edges of the groove, I do not experience her local phrasing as
somewhat separate from rest of the group as I did in the case of Franklin’s performance. I
interpreted this aspect of Franklin’s performance as masterful, and by comparison, I do find I
have less of a sense of Knight as “in charge,” since she is a part of, and responding more directly
to, a larger group of fellow musicians.
Knight’s rhythmic autonomy from the group occurs in a slightly different way than
Franklin’s—instead of obscuring the boundaries of the groove by holding notes over the
downbeat, she arranges the rhythms of her vocal line in such a way that they sound like they are
“lagging” behind the beat and subdivisions of the beat used by the rest of the band. After
Jamerson’s bass line thoroughly establishes the sixteenth-note subdivision of the beat in the
introduction, Knight’s vocal line soon introduces a slower, triplet subdivision of the beat. This
rhythm first occurs as she sings “and you were my man” (0:18-0:20) and again as she sings
“you’d be weak as a lamb” (0:25-0:27). Triplets suffuse Knight’s vocal rhythms even more
completely as she precedes the second verse with a melismatic improvisation on a triplet rhythm
(softly singing “mm yeah,” at 0:53). Several lines of the second verse, including “says you’re
nothing at all” (0:57-0:59), “but I’ll pick you up darlin’” (0:59-1:01) and “when she lets you fall”
(shown previously in m. 20 of Ex. 4.5) are all based on a triplet subdivision of the beat. In
imitating Knight’s vocal line, I find that singing triplets feels relaxed in comparison to the
sixteenth-subdivisions of the beat played by the drums and bass.
In addition to, (and often in combination with) this pervasive use of triplets, the rhythms
of Knight’s vocal line are constantly obscuring the interior beats of the groove. One example of
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this occurs in the following line of the second verse, as Knight sings “you’re like a diamond”
(also shown in Ex. 4.5). After the emphasis on one by the bass, drums, and piano, Knight enters
halfway through beat one with “you’re,” sings “like a” after beat two, begins “di” (of
“diamond”) slightly after beat three and only rejoins the backing instrumentalists in emphasizing
beat four as she sings “-mond.” Singing along with Knight while trying to keep track of the beat
internally or by swaying along, I experience her line as perpetually behind the beat, and only
catching up at the last moment. These behind-the-beat articulations, combined with the frequent
subdivision of the beat into triplets, help to suffuse Knight’s line with a lazy sensuality—her
singing often sounds languorous in comparison to the rest of the instrumentalists as well as the
Pips (who are often singing on or ahead of the beat).
The rhythmic profile of Knight’s vocal line therefore enjoys a great deal of syncopation
while also working in precise concert with the rhythms and phrasing of the rest of the ensemble.
This connects her performance in my mind to the combination of black music-making traditions
and romanticized black musicality I found suggested by Franklin’s performance in “Baby, I Love
You,” albeit in a different way. The complex, changing rhythmic profiles of “If I Were Your
Woman”—the evolving groove comprised of two different bass and drum rhythms heard in the
opening and first verse, as well as the alternating phrase placement shared between Knight and
the Pips—support the sense of large-scale organization and pre-meditated arrangement I found
suggested by the track’s prolonged dynamic build and intricate instrumentation (discussed in
Chapter 3). I connect the subtle interplay and long-range development of musical ideas in “If I
Were Your Woman” with certain bourgeois musical ideals. These are the ideals I find enacted,
for example, in the emphasis on musical organicism that underlies Schenkerian-style analyses of
common practice era music. There is of course much separating the sounds and impressions of
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early ’70s Motown soul and eighteenth-century classical compositions (and I recognize that I am
part of a small group of people—musicologists—who would be likely to make such a
connection), but it is telling to me that the same instincts I have honed in the study of Western
concert music are piqued by my experience of this song. There is a degree of development and
interior interrelation demonstrated in the rhythms of “If I Were Your Woman” that appeal to a
set of analytical tools that I have acquired in my studies at elite institutions (my attendance at
which has been eased considerably by my socioeconomic standing and related resources). It is
unclear to me the extent to which this particular type of compositional complexity commonly
signals “bourgeois-ness” to other listeners in the same way as the use of strings (a sonic signifier
of middle-class pop and easy-listening), high-end production values (presumably enabled by the
use of expensive equipment), or even the size of a performing group (more session players
equaling more fees) might. From my listening perspective, however, the rhythmic arrangement
in “If I Were Your Woman” supports the middle-class valences suggested by the song’s
instrumentation.
Not unexpectedly, “Jolene” and “Fist City” contain fewer different examples of swing
and syncopation, and when they do, the instrumental and vocal timbres of both songs mean these
rhythms carry different sociocultural associations than was the case for syncopation and swing in
“Baby, I Love You” and “If I Were Your Woman.” The rhythms used in these two songs are
generally more predictable and include fewer examples of virtuosic play as displayed in
Franklin’s and Knight’s vocal lines (and the instrumental parts as well). Further, the musicians
on both country tracks are much more likely to play right on top or slightly in front of the beat,
instilling these songs with an alert, rather than relaxed, sense of energy.
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The opening of “Jolene” presents a busy and syncopated line in the lead guitar against a
simple, steady bass and drum accompaniment. The regular thud of the kick-drum imparts a
steady rhythm that I experience as driving, but not in such a way that invites much movement.
This is probably due to the fact that I’m much more likely to become physically entrained on the
bass guitar line, which at the beginning of “Jolene” is only slowly demarcating the boundaries of
each repeated acoustic guitar riff (which I have notated in Example 4.6).15 The bass part
eventually becomes livelier, but in a way that I find aligns with and amplifies the thuds of the
drum. Throughout large portions of the verses (0:11-0:18, 0:23-0:30, e.g.) and the choruses
(1:19-1:27, e.g.), the bass plays steadily on the beat, alternating between the root and fifth of
each underlying chord in a way typical to most country music from this era. In addition to this
type of rhythm section pattern being paradigmatically country, I associate the lack of
syncopation on a deep level in this style with whiteness. Because of my own experience of the
unmarked character of being white, I often understand whiteness only as that which it is not. In
this case, the foundational rhythms of “Jolene” are not heavily syncopated, which I associate
with not part of a culturally constructed tradition of black music making. In reality, the “common
sense of a white a-rhythmic nature” (an inversion of Radano’s earlier observation) is to be
contested as much as the stereotype of black rhythmic nature, but these concepts still circulate in
contemporary US discourses about rhythm and race.
Greater syncopation occurs in the iconic acoustic guitar riff (which I interpret as at a
more “surface” level of the song), but the instrumental qualities of the track still steer my
interpretation toward country genres and locales. I engage with the acoustic riff with a
15

Although my initial experience of “Jolene” lent itself to a transcription that represented the acoustic
guitar riff as occurring over one four-beat measure, these transcriptions appear in cut time (thanks to the
helpful advice of Jocelyn Neal). Nashville studio musicians generally count two strokes of the bass as one
measure.
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combination of inter-modal and amodal responses (singing and tapping along, in addition to
generalized sensations of tension and relaxation), resulting in my sense of the music passing by
in an uneven cycle. In the opening, the two-measure syncopated pattern of the riff is repeated
four times (the first two repetitions shown in Ex. 4.6). I experience the first beat (here notated as
a half note) as emphasized by a series of quick eighth-notes that jumpstart the rhythmic activity
of the riff. As I bob my head to the beat and breathe along with the rhythmic pattern, I find that
the next two beats are anticipated rather than articulated by the acoustic guitar—the guitar riff
doesn’t settle back into the underlying beat of the kick bass until beat four (the second beat of the
second measure). These two anticipations make the riff feel as though it is hurried, that it is
arriving at its local points of repose a little too soon, and therefore imparts an anxious feeling to
the guitar part. When the riff realigns with beat four I have a sense that I have found my place
again, but the guitar’s articulation of beat four is followed by an internal syncopation that
maintains my sense of hurriedness. Finally, I experience the last eighth note of the pattern as a
strong pick-up that rushes into the quick three eighth notes that start the next pattern.
Example 4.6: Opening of “Jolene”

This rushing to and from longer, sustained notes creates an uneven yet perpetually turning
feeling that aptly sets the scene for the obsessive, repetitive nature of the lyrics. The nervous
rhythmic energy of this riff also complements the smallness of Parton’s voice, amplifying
associations of timidity and fragility.
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Parton sings short, repeated patterns that complement the obsessive mood of the song
while also giving “Jolene” a formal, ballad-like feel (especially in comparison to the rambling
character of Lynn’s vocal rhythms that I will address shortly). Parton repeats the same rhythm
for her first three “Jolenes,” with each “Jo-” on an anacrusis leading to an emphasis on “-lene”
that aligns with the underlying beat. The mood created by the insistent incantation of “Jolene”
eases off toward the end of the chorus—after the pickup on “I’m” she sings four rhythmic
articulations to the duration of two beats (shown in m. 14 of Ex. 4.7) with “beg-ging of you,”
which she follows by three articulations to two beats with “please don’t take,” ending with two
articulations to the bar with “my man” (I take “my” as one major articulation even though it
encompasses more than one pitch). As I sing along with Parton’s line and tap the underlying beat
with my foot, this slowing pace of word/rhythm articulations gives her vocal line the feeling of
losing energy, or of giving up.
Example 4.7: Chorus melody, “Jolene”

In the verses, the same rhythmic pattern is repeated in nearly every measure. Much like
Parton’s repetitions of “Jolene,” each half line of text begins with an upbeat and emphasizes the
strong beat of each bar, giving the melody an insistent quality.
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Example 4.8: Verse melody, “Jolene”

The rhythms of “Jolene” are repeated in every chorus, while the rhythms of each verse remain
nearly the same through each repetition. This repetition of rhythmic ideas represents a modern
take on traditional balladry, in which the same melodies and melodic rhythms were repeated over
and over again to new stanzas of text.
This connection between “Jolene” and Appalachian balladry (which I also explored in the
previous chapter in my discussion of lyrics and instrumental timbres) strengthens the intimations
of traditional femininity (within a working-class, rural context) suggested by other elements of
the song. Idealistic characterizations of a “distinctly female Appalachian cultural heritage” were
often promoted by middle-class ballad collectors of the early twentieth century, and subsequently
came to shape what many working- and middle-class listeners considered authentic
representations of mountain culture.16 This romantic conception of the Appalachian woman was
graceful, charming, domestic, a self-sacrificing mother, a skilled artisan, and preserver of

16

This phenomenon is analyzed by David E. Whisnant in his study All That is Native and Fine: The
Politics of Culture in an American Region (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1983).
Pamela Fox describes a similar line of thought in contemporary folk song revivalism in Natural Acts:
Gender, Race, and Rusticity in Country Music (Ann Arbor: The University Press of Michigan, 2009),
175-187.
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traditional song.17 This model of femininity and its middle-class-aligned elements reflects a
general pattern of class and gender pairings in working-class culture—in which feminine is to
middle class as masculine is to working class—that also arise in “Jolene” and “Fist City.”
In “Fist City,” the rhythms of the accompanying instruments are even sparser, but Lynn
sings with a certain degree of swing in comparison to Parton. After the steel guitar intro of the
song, the bass begins to steadily mark out the beats, with an occasional double-time (four
quarters to the underlying half-note beats) rhythm that provokes a slight uptick of energy in my
imitative response, and carries the momentum of the song while Lynn takes a slight break
between each new line of text. The regular beat of “Fist City” is in the same country style I
discussed in relation to “Jolene,” and carries similar associations (although these associations are
muted by the very different ways the beat is elaborated in each song). The snare adds some
rhythmic variety by playing off the beat (a quarter behind each bass articulation), but in a way
that still feels rather “square” to my ear. Instead of hearing each snare hit as an anacrusis to each
beat, I hear it as an articulation of the “-and” of each beat, resulting in a pattern of “1-and-2and.” After the initial pedal guitar solo of the first four measures, the electric guitar takes over,
playing muted notes off of the beat while the pedal steel softly improvises fills between Lynn’s
lines.18 The electric guitar part, while not very noticeable until the chorus (0:33-0:46), adds a bit
of syncopated vitality to the generally open texture and on-the-beat rhythms of the song.
Following the intro, the guitar plays muted staccato notes, first with the snare on the first offbeat, and then anticipating the snare on the second off-beat by an eighth (the transcription in

17

Kristine McCusker, “Bury Me Beneath the Willow: Linda Parker and Definitions of Tradition on the
National Barn Dance, 1932-1935,” in A Boy Named Sue: Gender and Country Music, eds. Kristine M.
McCusker and Diane Pecknold (Jackson, Miss.: University Press of Mississippi, 2004), 9-11.
18

In this transcription, pedal steel guitar and electric guitar are notated on the same staff to conserve
space—the steel guitars fills are not transcribed.
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Ex. 4.9 shows the electric guitar, bass, and drum rhythms in this section). I experience this
anticipation as a true upbeat, and find that it adds a feeling of alertness to the otherwise
straightforward rhythmic backing. The straight rhythms of “Fist City,” adorned with the
occasional syncopated electric and steel guitar fill, is typical of honky-tonk. It is also somewhat
reminiscent of Buck Owens’s honky-tonk style popular at the time (although Owens’s guitar fills
tended to be even more prominent and rhythmically busy).

Fist City, Intro and Verse 1

Example 4.9: Opening of “Fist City”
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Lynn’s vocal line employs much more rhythmic variety than Parton’s, and her melody
sounds more relaxed and improvised around the rhythms of the text, rather than adhering strictly
to a composed melody. Lynn is also more prone to swinging her note values—for example, as
she sings a repeated eighth-note pattern to “he puts it in a garbage can” in m. 11, she slightly
extends the eighths on “puts” and “in” and clips “it” and “a.” The greater variety of these
speech-like rhythms also leads to my greater sense of metrical play than is present in “Jolene.”
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Although Lynn generally keeps her rhythms within beats and bars (especially in comparison to a
singer like Franklin), she will occasionally anticipate the beat. Her first phrase (in Ex. 4.9) is one
of the best examples of this—she arrives at “brags” (mm. 5-6), “love” (m. 9), “trash” (m. 10),
and “can” (mm. 11-12) an eighth before the beat. Her combination of slight swing and metrical
anticipation in her vocal rhythms make her sound like she simultaneously takes her time and
sounds eager to move ahead, complementing the aggressive swagger of the text. The rambling,
non-repetitive qualities of her rhythms follow the spoken patterns of the text gives “Fist City” a
less formal character than “Jolene,” supporting the working-class, honky-tonk associations
afforded by other sonic elements of the song.

4.2 Form
Song form arises from the combination and arrangement of the individual rhythmic
patterns I’ve discussed so far. In the realm of interpretation—in my listening experience at
least—the form of a song offers more in the way of associative information than it evokes an
embodied response. I may have embodied reactions to the “edges” of musical forms—the
transition from verse to chorus on a local level, for example—due to related shifts in lyrics,
dynamics, instrumentation, rhythmic figures and even harmonies. More often, however, I make
musical and extra-musical associations based on the structures I articulate and contextualize via
formal analysis and knowledge of pop song idioms.
In the following discussion of phrasing and form in all four songs, I take the eightmeasure unit (and subsequent four-bar and two-bar divisions of that unit) as the norm. In popular
songwriting in general, this is usually implicitly taken as given, although “violations” of this
norm are frequent and often advised in songwriting books as a tool for increasing variety and
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interest.19 When songs break out of their two-, four-, and eight-measure outlines it is therefore
something to take note of, but it is not entirely radical. Within this framework, all four songs
present different attitudes towards “normed” patterns of phrase length and formal design,
attitudes that connect them to different traditions in popular song as well as support the gendered,
raced, and classed associations of other song elements.
Within their respective genres, “Baby, I Love You” and “Fist City” tend to exhibit less
variation to their large-scale structures of phrase and form than “If I Were Your Woman” and
“Jolene.” After the two-bar instrumental introduction of “Baby, I Love You,” the first verse
(shown in Examples 4.10 and 4.11) begins with Franklin’s two-measure phrases. She begins the
first two phrases on the downbeats of mm. 3 and 5, and the third phrase on the downbeat of m. 7;
Franklin then sings continuously, creating a larger, four-bar phrase. This 2+2+4 pattern creates
an 8-bar unit that makes up all of Verse 1. Verse 2 follows the same pattern, as does the bridge
(although in bridge section, Franklin’s entrances are on or after beat two instead of the
downbeat).
Ex. 4.10: Form of “Baby, I Love You,” mm. 1-23
Section:
mm.:
Franklin
Backing Vocals
All Horns
Low Horns
Elec. Guitar
Keyboard
Elec. Bass
Drums
Chords

Intro
1

Verse 1
3

G7

G7

7

C7

G7

D7

G7

Pre-Chorus 1
11

Chorus 1
15

G7

G7

19

C7

(Intro)
22

19

C7

(D)

G7

This is the case in Stephen Citron’s Song Writing: A Complete Guide to the Craft (New York:
Limelight Editions, 1990), 33, and in a variety of other songwriters’ guides reviewed by Jocelyn Neal in
her dissertation “Song Structure Determinants: Poetic Narrative, Phrase Structure, and Hypermeter in the
Music of Jimmie Rodgers” (33-34).
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Ex. 4.11: Verse 1 of “Baby, I Love You,” melody and bass

A four-bar pre-chorus follows the first verse (mm. 11-14 in Ex. 4.12), where the form
ratios of the verse are played out in miniature—Franklin sings two 1-bar phrases (“Oh and I do
declare,” and “I wanna see you with it”) before closing with a two-bar phrase (“stretch out your
arms little boy you’re gonna get it”). I experience this shorter, 1+1+2 phrasing pattern as a subtle
momentum-building device, a common characteristic of the pre-chorus as it was beginning to
appear in popular songs during the 1960s.20

20

Jay Summach, “The Structure, Function, and Genesis of the Prechorus,” Music Theory Online 17/3
(October, 2011), http://www.mtosmt.org/issues/mto.11.17.3/mto.11.17.3.summach.html.
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Example 4.12: Pre-chorus 1 of “Baby, I LoveExample
You”
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Like the song’s verse, the chorus of “Baby, I Love You” (also shown in Ex. 4.10, and in
Ex. 4.13) occurs over eight bars, but the internal phrasing of this section makes Franklin’s vocal
sound like it is expanding beyond the bounds of the song’s form. Continuing in the same manner
as the pre-chorus, Franklin begins the chorus in m. 15 with a one-bar phrase, which is then
answered by the one bar repetition of “baby I love you” sung by all three Franklin sisters.
Franklin’s phrase then expands to two bars before the backing vocals return. The harmonic
movement here (shown in the bass) slightly complicates this phrase division, since Franklin
begins her new phrase while the band is still playing the G7 chord that supported the first
exchange between the main and backing vocals. The band moves to C7 as Franklin reiterates “I
love you” in m. 18, and I hear this moment as completing the move to the next formal subsection
that Franklin had already begun a measure earlier. Franklin’s singing in m. 17 therefore sounds
like an interpolated measure; she is stretching the formal bounds of the chorus by adding an extra
measure and lingering over G7 before the band moves on to the next harmony. This perceived
effect of her vocal performance on the form of the chorus adds to my earlier impression of her as
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“in charge” in this musical context, and the extra-musical association of dominance that comes
with it.
Ex. 4.13: Chorus 1 of “Baby, I Love You”
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This interpretation is supported by the structure of the rest of the chorus. After the second
repetition of the backing vocals, the band drops out as Franklin repeats an overdubbed “I love
you” (m. 20-22).21 Franklin’s repeated “I love yous” fill up two measures, and finally overlap
with the downbeat entrance of the band in the third measure. Franklin’s solo measure of “I love
you” again seems like an interpolation against the harmonies of the band—instead of D7 to G7
over two measures (the progression that closes the verses), they play an implied D chord
followed by a measure of silence before finally returning to G7. These combined internal phrase
structures fills the eight-bar section with a 2+3+3 pattern, which plays against the 3+2+3

21

This is the same approach taken at the end of the chorus in Franklin’s earlier hit “I Never Loved a Man
(The Way I Love You).” This is unsurprising, since the same songwriter (Ronnie Shannon), producer
(Jerry Wexler) and many of the same studio musicians (the Muscle Shoals session players and members
of King Curtis’ band) were involved in the making of both tracks. It is likely that this team was trying to
recapture some of the success they enjoyed with the earlier single by revisiting some of the same
successful musical formulae.
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harmonic pattern of the band, further supporting my impression of Franklin’s independence from
the group.
This moment in the chorus is another (and to me the most striking) example of Franklin’s
masterful rhythmic and metrical play, since as she repeats “I love you” she reorients the
positioning of the strong beats. This moment returns my attention in a rather abrupt manner to
my embodied experience of the song, as I lose the momentum of the groove and shift my
attention more fully to Franklin’s vocal line to find the pulse (this is also a moment where her
vocal quality changes to more breathy, adding sensuality and intimacy to her playful, confident
performance). Franklin emphasizes the word “love” each time she repeats the phrase, making it
the new downbeat in the absence of the cyclical groove of the band. She first aligns “love” with
the downbeat in m. 20, and emphasizes it again three eighth notes later. After this second “love,”
she repeats the next two “loves” at regular intervals of four eighth-notes (each shifted off beats 3
and 4 by an eighth). Finally, five eighth notes pass between the penultimate and final “love’s,”
with her emphasis on the word once again aligning with the downbeat in m. 22.
These uneven shifts of meter and the expansion of the 2-bar phrase model add to my
impression of Franklin as commanding and musically dominant. At the same time, these
elements still add up to a standard eight-bar chorus, followed by a one-bar simplified
“turnaround” (created by the overlapping of the two-bar intro with the last bar of the chorus).22
In general, therefore, the form of the song is quite straightforward as it is made up of regular,
repeated eight- and four-bar sections. The authority and flexibility of Franklin’s performance in
these rhythmic, metrical, and even formal parameters balance with the straightforward simplicity
of the song’s form. The form of “Baby, I Love You” aligns with the other carefully crafted
22

I use the term “turnaround” in its most general sense—as a connecting passage between larger formal
sections—rather than an indication of a particular harmonic pattern ending with a dominant chord.
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elements of the recording—such as instrumentation, sound engineering, tempo, and rhythmic
groove—to add to the laid-back, low-fuss, Southern soul feel of the track.
In comparison with “Baby, I Love You,” the form of “If I Were Your Woman” is more
varied on a large scale, since the chorus steadily expands from its first iteration to its final
appearance at the end of the song. The first eight-measure verse abruptly follows the 4-bar
introduction (shown in Examples 4.14 and 4.15). Knight’s vocal phrases occur within the 1-bar
groove, while the rhyme scheme of the verse draws these single-measure phrases into pairs. The
regularity of the introduction and verse are interrupted by the first chorus, which encompasses
only three downbeats. Knight begins the phrase “If I Were Your Woman” just prior to the last
beat in m. 12, and closes this section with “and you were my man” on the downbeat of m. 15.
Besides the reference to the song title in the text and the shift in phrasing, there is little else to
announce that this is the chorus—in this sense, it is an incomplete, “proto-chorus.”
Ex. 4.14: Form of “If I Were Your Woman,” Intro, Verse 1, and Chorus 1
Gladys Knight and The Pips, "If I Were Your Woman"
Section:
Intro
Verse 1
mm.:
1
5
Knight
Pips
Harp
High Strings
Low Strings
Clavinet
Vibes
Piano/Guitar
El. Bass
Bongos
Drums
Chords:
G♭
C♭m/G♭ G♭
C♭m/G♭ E♭m
Cdim7 G♭/D♭ E♭7
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Ex. 4.15: Verse and Chorus 1 of “If I Were Your Woman” (voice only)
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This becomes especially clear with the arrival of later iterations of the chorus, which
expand in length and are accompanied by changes in instrumentation and key. The second verse
and chorus are prefaced by a two-bar return of the instrumental introduction (overlapping with
the final downbeat of Knight’s vocal line in the chorus), over which Knight ad-libs. The second
verse follows the same phrasing and pattern of measures of Verse 1, but when the second chorus
appears, it expands to encompass 6 downbeats—spanning from the pick-up to m. 25 to the
downbeat of m. 30 (shown in Examples 4.16 and 4.17).
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Example 4.16: Form of “If I Were Your Woman,” Verse 2 and Chorus 2
Section:
(Intro)
Verse 2
mm.:
15
17
Knight
Pips
Harp
High Strings
Low Strings
Clavinet
Vibes
Piano/Guitar
El. Bass
Bongos
Drums
Chords:
G♭
C♭m/G♭ E♭m
Cdim7 G♭/D♭ E♭7

Chorus 2
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E♭m

A♭m

C♭m/E♭♭
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G♭

C♭m/G♭ G♭/D♭ E♭m

Example 4.17: Chorus 2 of “If I Were Your Woman” (vocal part only)
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third iteration of the chorus—following another 8-bar verse—the final downbeat of Knight’s line
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overlaps with the beginning of a repetition of the chorus, now extending this formal section to
encompass 12 downbeats. The second repetition of the chorus changes slightly, since Knight
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must wait until the second downbeat (in m. 47) to start singing again, which she does this time
with an extended “Oh yeah.”
Example 4.18: Form of “If I Were Your Woman,” Verse and Chorus 3 to fade
Section:
(Intro)
mm.:
30
Knight
Pips
Harp
High Strings
Low Strings
Clavinet
Vibes
Piano/Guitar
El. Bass
Bongos
Drums
Chords:
G♭
C♭m/G♭ G♭

Verse 3
34

C♭m/G♭ E♭m

Section:
Chorus (repeated w/ variation)
mm.:
47
Knight
Pips
Harp
High Strings
Low Strings
Clavinet
Vibes
Piano/Guitar
El. Bass
Bongos
Drums
Chords:
G♭
C♭m/G♭ G♭/D♭ E♭m

Chorus 3
42

38

Cdim7 G♭/D♭ E♭7

A♭m

E♭m

Intro/Chorus vamp (repeat to fade)
52
54
56

C♭m

G♭

C♭m/G♭ G♭

C♭m/G♭ G♭

A♭m

E♭m

G♭

C♭m/G♭ G♭/D♭ E♭m

C♭m

58

C♭m/G♭ G♭

C♭m/G♭

The progressive expansion of the chorus aligns with other incremental, yet long-range
changes: the slowly increasing fervor of Knight’s performance, the increasing dynamics and
sonic density, and the gradual intertwining of the initially disparate instrumentation and musical
material of the introduction and verse. These global variations in form—as opposed to the local,
internal variation on the regular 8-bar phrase in “Baby, I Love You”—suggest to me a deliberate,
teleological approach to song construction that aligns with bourgeois values of goal-directedness,
delayed gratification, and control.23 The form of “If I Were Your Woman” therefore adds to the

23

Robert Fink makes this connection between bourgeois values and rhythmic practices in Motown
recordings in his article, “Goal-Directed Soul? Analyzing Rhythmic Teleology in African American
Popular Music,” Journal of the American Musicological Society 64/1 (Spring 2011): 179-238.
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other middle-class valences of the song that support my impression of Knight’s performance as a
model of bourgeois black womanhood.
“Fist City” similarly uses the 4-bar phrase as a basic unit of formal construction within a
verse-chorus song. Because I represent both country songs in cut time (with two notes of the bass
typically counting as one measure), this yields 16-bar verse and chorus sections that are roughly
similar in length (in time) to the two soul tracks—i.e., the 16-bar verse in “Fist City” doesn’t
actually take twice as much time to play as the 8-bar verse in “Baby, I Love You” (they are
approximately 23 and 19 seconds long, respectively). Of all four songs, the form of “Fist City” is
the simplest. It follows the mainstream country song form prototype “built on 16-bar verses and
choruses, with interludes, introductions, and tag endings also relying on four-bar hypermeasures
and four-bar phrases.”24 The “ordinary” form of “Fist City” helps support the interpretation of
this song as straightforward honky-tonk, and keeps the focus squarely on Lynn’s swaggering
performance.
After the four-bar introduction, Lynn begins to sing in four-measure sections, each one
prefaced by a brief pickup anywhere between a full beat or eighth-note before the downbeat
(shown in Example 4.19).
Example 4.19: Verse 1 of “Fist City” (vocal part only)

24

Jocelyn Neal, “The Metric Makings of a Country Hit,” in Reading Country Music: Steel Guitars, Opry
Stars, and Honky-Tonk Bars, edited by Cecelia Tichi, 322-337 (Durham, NC: Duke University Press,
1998).
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The result is a 16-bar verse comprised of 4 four-bar phrases. This is followed by a single added
bar (m. 21 shown in Ex. 4.20) in preparation for the chorus. This is an example of what Jocelyn
Neal identifies as a common “hypermetric structural anomaly” in country music (which is also
true for much popular music generally)—the addition of extra time between the end of the
vocalist’s phrase and the beginning of the next section.25
Lynn, "Fist City"
Example
4.20: Form of “Fist City,” Verse 1 and Chorus 1
Section
mm.
Lynn
Backing Vocals
Steel guitar
Electric guitar
Acoustic guitar
Bass (Ac. & El.)
Drums
Chords

Intro
1

Section
mm.
Lynn
Backing Vocals
Steel guitar
Electric guitar
Acoustic guitar
Bass (Ac. & El.)
Drums
Chords

Chorus 1
22

C

F

Verse 1
5

F

C

C

C

9

G

C

F

13

C

17

F

C

F

C

G

C

(Intro)
26

G

C

F

31

C

D

G

C

35

F

C

G

C

F

C

Section
Verse 2
The chorus42follows a similar
four-bar phrase
structure. The
only difference here is that
mm.
46
50
54
Lynn
Backing
the
endVocals
of her second line (mm. 26-30 of Example 4.20), Lynn holds the word “ground,”
Steel guitar
Electric guitar
extending
the phrase to five instead of four measures. This is an example of the hypermetric
Acoustic guitar
Bass (Ac. & El.)
Drums
structural
anomaly of phrase extension, in which extra material is added to a phrase thereby
Chords (C):
C
G C
F
C
F
C
F
C
G C

at

evoking hypermetric reinterpretation. I find this to be the case from an embodied perspective—at
this point, I’ve become accustomed to the four-bar hypermeter operating regularly within the 16bar section. I experience this phrase extension as a moment of unexpected metrical stasis (aided

25

Ibid., 325.
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by the repetition of the G harmony after regular harmonic change every bar), which turns my
attention more pointedly to Lynn’s hollering arpeggio on “ground” (shown in mm. 29-30 of Ex.
4.21). This highlights a moment where Lynn’s singing is at its most energetic—she sings at a
high volume with a warbling vibrato—re-emphasizing the assertive tone of the lyric.
After two more four-bar phrases, Lynn closes the chorus with the word “city” on the
downbeat of m. 38; this overlaps with the return of the four-bar return of the instrumental
introduction, in a sense “correcting” the hypermetrical reinterpretation created by Lynn’s 5-bar
phrase. The form of the rest of the song follows in the same manner as the first half, with an
added 8-bar tag to finish the track. The regular country song form of “Fist City” thus helps to
clearly place it within the genre, while its simplicity further bolsters the other song elements in a
representation of forthright white working-class femininity.
Example 4.21: Chorus 1 of “Fist City”

The form of “Jolene” still makes use of the 4-bar phrase within a verse-chorus format, but
with more flexibility than the comparatively square “Fist City.” Instead of the regular versechorus alternation and 4-bar hypermeter common to much commercial country music, the form
of “Jolene” references old-time parlor music and traditional Appalachian balladry, albeit in a
more modern musical setting. “Jolene” begins with an eight-bar instrumental introduction, built
around the two-measure acoustic guitar riff I discussed earlier. Parton begins with the chorus
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(Ex. 4.22), and already her first phrase overflows the 4-bar prototype—she begins with a pickup
into the first bar and then holds her last note (extending “-lene”) to create a 5-bar phrase.
Example 4.22: Chorus 1 of “Jolene” (Vocal part and guitar riff)

The two-bar guitar riff of the opening (shown in mm. 7-8 in Ex. 4.22) returns in the midst
of Parton singing her fourth “Jolene” (mm. 12-13), supporting the 5-bar phrasing of the vocal
line with a 3+2 pattern. The next phrase, “I’m begging of you please don’t take my man” returns
to the 4-bar prototype. The guitar riff again overlaps with Parton’s vocal phrase, this time
coinciding with the last two bars of the phrase and then repeating (mm. 18-19) to extend this
section to six measures. Therefore, although Parton’s phrasing is sometimes close to the standard
four-bar segments, the amount of music dedicated to each phrase is either five or six bars. A
similar combination of five- and six-bar phrases segments occurs in the second half of the
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chorus, even though Parton now extends the last vocal phrase to five measures, and avoids
repeating the same guitar riff in mm. 27-30 (shown in Ex. 4.23).
Example
4.23: Form of “Jolene,” Chorus 1
Parton, "Jolene"
Section
mm.
Parton
Riff
Chords
Section
mm.
Parton
Riff
Chords

Chorus 1
9

C♯m E

14

B

C♯m

20

B

C♯m

25

C♯m E

Verse 1a

B

C♯m

B

C♯m

Verse 1b

33
35
45
The verse31 structure
of “Jolene”
also contains a41 similar43 extension
of the standard 4-bar

C♯msubsection.
E
B
C♯m Parton
B
C♯m
C♯m couplet
E
B
C♯m
B verse
C♯m
phrase and 8-bar
sings
the rhyming
of the
(mm. 31-34 in Ex.
Section

Verse 2a

Verse 2b

mm.
51
55
63
65 bars (mm. 35-38 of Ex.
4.24)
over four bars,
and53 then extends
the third line to61fill another
four
Parton
Riff
Chords

C♯m EtheBend
C♯m
C♯m overlaps with
C♯m the
E
B
C♯mof
B a 4-bar
C♯m
4.24). Once again,
of Bher phrase
return
repetition of the 2-bar
Section

Chorus 2

mm.
71
76
82 1a” in Ex. 4.25) 87
guitar
riff, resulting
in a 10-bar subsection
(labeled “Verse
that is repeated in its
Parton
Riff
Chords

C♯m E the
B verse.
C♯m
entirety to complete
Section

B

C♯m

C♯m E

Verse 3a

Parton, "Jolene"
Section
mm.
Riff
Section
mm.
Parton
Riff
Chords

C♯m E

B

C♯m B

Chorus 3
113

C♯m

118

Chorus 1
9

B

C♯m

B

107

C♯m B

33

B

C♯m

124

129

14

Verse 1a
31

C♯m E

105

C♯m E

20

C♯m E
C♯m
B
Example 4.25: Form
of “BJolene,
” Verse
1
Section
mm.
Parton
Riff
Chords

C♯m

Verse 3b

mm.
93
97 of “Jolene” (voice only)
103
Example
4.24: Verse
1, 95first half,
Parton
Riff
Chords (C♯m)

B

C♯m

25

C♯m E

B

Verse 1b
41

35

C♯m B

C♯m

C♯m E

C♯m

43

B

B

C♯m

45

C♯m B

C♯m

Section
Verse 2a
Verse 2b
mm.
53 and choruses
55
61 in the63same form,
65
The rest of51the verses
of Jolene continue
with the
Parton
Riff
choruses
consisting
pattern and the C♯m
verses
a doubled
Chords
C♯m of
E a Bdoubled
C♯m B5+6-barC♯m
E featuring
B
C♯m B
C♯m4+4+2-bar
Section

Chorus 2

measure
pattern, before
the repeated four-bar
sections of the closing
tag. Finally, the87overall form
mm.
71
76
82
Parton
Riff
of
“Jolene”
Chords

mimics
the uneven
patterning
of the
interiors of the
versesBandC♯m
choruses.
The
C♯m E
B
C♯m
B
C♯m
C♯m E
B

Section
mm.
Parton
Riff
Chords (C♯m)

Verse 3a
93

Section
mm.
Riff

Chorus 3
113

C♯m E

95

B

Verse 3b
103

97

C♯m B

C♯m

118
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C♯m E

105

B

124

107

C♯m B

C♯m

129

C♯m

instrumental introduction and first chorus are followed by two verses, a second chorus, and then
only one more verse before the final chorus.
I find this approach to phrasing and formal song construction goes beyond the modest
phrase extensions of “Fist City,” and represents a modernized take on the asymmetrical,
improvisatory, and text-dependent phrasing practices present in much traditional, old-time music
of the 1930s (such as the ballads and hymns recorded by the Carter Family).26 The relationship
between “Jolene”’s unbalanced form and old-time music further connects Parton’s persona in
this song to the idealized role of the middle-class Appalachian woman in her role as steward of
traditional mountain music. Within a more modern commercial country context, however, the
intricate relationship between vocal and instrumental phrase used in creating this form also
speaks to a degree of sophistication in Parton’s pop song craft.

26

Jocelyn Neal describes a similar lack of phrase symmetry in an analysis of the Carter Family’s 1935
recording of “Will the Circle Be Unbroken” in her dissertation, “Song Structure Determinants,” 59-62.
Another example of this style of phrasing can be found in a rendition of the traditional song “East
Virginia Blues” by the all-girl Kentucky string band the Coon Creek Girls. The Coon Creek Girls were
prominent performers on the Renfro Valley Barn Dance from 1937 to 1957, and the recording I am
referring to is from a 1968 County 712 release that featured many traditional banjo tunes that they played
throughout their careers. In this rendition, there is very little metrical consistency from one line to the
next, although patterns do repeat on the level of the stanza. In the first stanza, each accented word or
syllable is highlighted, and the number of measures (with two beats per measure) between each accent
and the next is written above the text.

Each line begins with a pickup beat, regardless of whether it aligns with the metrical structure of the
previous line, creating a regular sense of metrical shift. Each line also groups into collections of between
one and four measures, sometimes creating a sense of a regular 2-measure grouping and sometimes not
(especially in the three-bar group on “born” of the first line), and resulting in a different number of total
beats for each line of text. The phrasing and form of “Jolene” reflects this type of formal asymmetry, but
in a modified, more balanced and predictable format that helps give it a more modern sound than “East
Virginia Blues.”
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4.3 Pitch
As I finally turn to the gendered, raced, and classed affordances of pitch, I return again
first to the vocal performance on each track. In my listening experience, local variations in pitch
content—especially expressive ornamentation like note bending and melisma—evoke a strong
intra-modal embodied reaction as I mimic the voices on each track, and also place each singer
within her respective genre. The general pitch content of each melody affords associations to
different musical styles and attitudes towards group coherence and conformity (depending on the
extent to which each vocalist sings pitches that match or complement those performed by the
band). Finally, my consideration of the underlying harmonic progressions completes my
appraisal of the embodied, musical, and extra-musical affordances of each track.

4.3.1 Melody and Ornament
In “Fist City,” Lynn takes an understated approach to melodic and vocal ornamentation
that is often based on patterns of emphatic speech, further bolstering the “hollering” quality of
her voice. Her relaxed sliding through intervals, moderate pitch bending, and biting attacks on
the beginning of several words augment the frankness of her vocal quality and the song persona.
As she forcefully articulates her consonants, her pitch travels up slightly. For example, in her
singing of “don’t wanna eat” (1:24) and “round my town” (1:34-1:35), Lynn accents the
beginning of her words, giving each of them a sonic punch. To imitate these moments, it requires
an extra push of abdominal support to create both the short burst of dynamic intensity as well as
the increase in pitch—I associate this type of vocal production with heightened energy and an
animated style of speaking and singing. Although these small bends are one of Lynn’s most
frequent ornaments, she sometimes extends this technique to create a more exaggerated,
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prolonged pitch bending (especially between large intervals or at the ends of words) that imparts
a drawling character to moments of her singing. Two such moments are shown in the
spectrogram in Ex. 4.26 (it is important to note here that the fundamental of her line is somewhat
buried amongst the other instrumental sounds at the bottom of the spectrogram, but the upper
partials represent—in an exaggerated way—the basic shape of Lynn’s vocal line).
Example 4.26: Spectrogram of 0:21-0:28 of “Fist City” (approx. mm. 15-18)

’n what I

see - ‘s

a pity

y’better close yr face’n stay ou – ta m’ wa – y

As Lynn emphasizes the words “see’s” between 22.5 and 23 seconds (times are shown at the top
of the spectrogram), her line bends up and drops down again (moving up from G4 of “I” to A4 at
the end of “see’s,” and then sliding down to C4 on “a”). The other clear example of note bending
in this spectrogram occurs with the word “outta” right before 26.5 seconds, as she slides from A4
to E4 over the course of the word. In addition to the strong breath support and speech-like vocal
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production I imagine she uses for her smaller pitch bends, I also need to relax my pharynx and
larynx to achieve this type of note bending—when I engage in this somewhat “lazier” type of
singing, I allow air to flow over my vocal chords in every intervening position of my throat
between the onset and ending pitch, thus creating this sliding sound. This sense of relaxation
adds to my impression of Lynn’s vocal performance as candid and frank, in addition to assertive.
The contours and pitches of Lynn’s melody support this interpretation. The melody
oscillates above and below C4 and briefly hovers around A4 in the beginning of the chorus. I
associate its lack of a clear central motive or regularly repeated melodic contour with a rambling,
speech-like quality that matches its rhythmic character, and similar types of melodies common in
honky-tonk music (the songs of Ernest Tubb in particular). Lynn’s melody stays close to the
underlying harmonies, although she will occasionally emphasize a non-chord tone. This usually
occurs in those moments when she is almost speaking the notes—such as when she sings/speaks
“trash” on D over a C major chord at 0:14 (m. 10 of Ex. 4.19), or leaps to A over a C major
chord as she yells “outta” at 0:26 (mm. 17-18 of Ex. 4.19). The simple approach she has to nonchord tones in the melody, and her speech-like vocal ornaments add to the frankness of her vocal
quality and song persona.
During the verses of “Jolene”, Parton also employs a style of pitch bending that mimics
patterns of speech, although to a lesser degree than Lynn. One example of this subdued pitch
bending this occurs as she sings “eyes” in the first verse (0:40, also shown in Ex. 4.27)—she
emphasizes the word with a slight bend up (from F♯4 to G♮4) followed by a slide down to D4. As
I imitate her line, this type of bending still feels rooted in emphatic speech production, but is not
as loose and energetic as was the case in my impression of Lynn’s voice. Another example of
pitch bending—this time seeming to stem from relaxation rather than emphasis—occurs as
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Parton sings the end of “compare” (0:36.5 in Ex. 4.27) simply letting her voice drop off at the
end of a line of text. This subdued approach to note bending still connects Parton’s singing in the
verses to an unassuming, speech-inflected approach to singing, while also evoking a greater
sense of propriety in relation to Lynn’s freer and more energetic style.
Ex. 4.27: Spectrogram of 0:35-0:42 of “Jolene” (approx. mm. 32-36)

com-pare

with............................hair

eye – s

In the chorus of “Jolene,” Parton moves away from this speech-like style as she switches
to a more sustained manner of singing. She also frequently inserts melodic “frills” in the form of
turns at the end of each chorus—a C♯, D♯, C♯, B, C♯ melisma on “can” at 0:32, 1:40, and
slightly modified at 2:27.27 These repeated ornaments help the melody of “Jolene” sound more
formal and ballad-like than the extemporaneous-sounding melody of “Fist City.” This
association is bolstered by the song’s obsessively repeated melodic contour, which is also a
27

This 2-1-7-1 turn (with the lowered 7) at the ends of lines is a very common vocal ornament for Parton,
and appears in many of her other songs.
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common feature of traditional Appalachian ballads in which multiple stanzas of text are sung to
the same repeated melody. Every two lines of the chorus (from “Jolene” to “man” and from
“Jolene” to “can”) and every three lines of the verses (ending with “green” and “Jolene” in
Verse 1) are sung with steadily rising and falling patterns that begin and end on C♯4. The surging
melody of the chorus reaches C♯5 before returning, provoking Parton’s transition into a more
hollow- and resonant-sounding head voice that adds to the anguished mood of the section. In the
verses, the melody seems more subdued (allowing Parton to sing in a more speech-like middle
register), as the melody line only travels a fifth up to G♯4 before making its descent.
Finally, Parton’s melody adheres strictly to C♯ natural minor (Aeolian) throughout—
never adding a raised seventh scale degree, even during her small turns around the tonic at the
ends of held notes. She adds the occasional suspension above the changing harmonies in the
band—such as the G♯ in the beginning of m. 14 (“begging” in Ex. 4.22) over a B major chord,
and the D♯ in m. 16 (“take” in Ex. 4.22) over a C♯ minor triad—but stays within the key
nonetheless. The almost complete avoidance of scale degree 6 makes it possible to hear “Jolene”
in C♯ Dorian (which contains A♯) or C♯ natural minor/Aeolian (which would include A)—both
Aeolian and Dorian are common modes in traditional and bluegrass musics. The only appearance
of A♯ occurs in the turn sung by Page and Edgin at the end of each chorus (at 0:32 and 1:39).
This supports hearing the song in C♯ Dorian, while the fact that Parton sings an A in one of her
vocal turns (“beggin” at 1:24) suggests C♯ Aeolian. Either way, the modal quality of the melody
evokes a somewhat archaic, rustic mood, compounded by other associations to traditional
Appalachian music afforded by Parton’s vocal quality, elements of instrumentation, and song
form.
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Unsurprisingly, given the common characteristics of soul vocality, Knight and Franklin
both engage in a wider range of vocal ornamentation than Lynn and Parton and at times take
greater liberties with the pitch content of their melodies within the harmonic context of their
respective songs. I interpret Knight’s note bending as an extension of emphatic speech in the
same manner as Lynn’s, but with even greater intensity. Similarly, her pitch bending often
results from extra emphasis on certain words and syllables. For example, her pitch travels
upwards as she leans on “rule” at 0:35 (during “my love would overrule my sense”) and “you’re”
at 2:02 (“You’re a part of me”)28—as I attempt to intra-modally mimic these moments, I again
have a sense of tension with the attendant increase in breath support (which is also suggested by
the slight hoarseness that characterizes her vocal quality at these moments). Knight will also let
her pitch drop at the ends of some words and phrases, most dramatically as she sings “ask” at
1:17 (“but me you don’t ask”). These instances of bending have some of the same effect for me
as the pitch bending in “Fist City,” in that I interpret Knight’s vocal delivery as relaxed and
extending from a vocal configuration used in heightened speech. Combined with the amount of
effort that Knight appears to be exerting (suggested by changes in volume and vocal quality),
however, I find these moments imbued with a much broader expressivity than Lynn’s singing.
Knight frequently sings a repeated grace-note figure that transforms bent pitches into a
longer melisma.29 Example 4.28 shows a spectrogram of Knight adlibbing “yeah” and “mmm”
(combined with my transcription of the same section) between the end of Chorus 2 and the
beginning of Verse 3. The fundamental of her line is best visible as she hums “mmm,” between
1:43 and 1:48. The spectrogram makes clear that as her line falls in pitch, she bends up to each
28

I have not provided a spectrogram for these examples since Knight’s vocal line is obscured by other
instrumental and vocal sounds.
29

Knight also uses this vocal ornament in other songs (for example “I Don’t Want To Do Wrong”), but
not with the same frequency as in “If I Were Your Woman.”
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new, lower note, creating the wave-like pattern at 1:45-1:47. These pronounced, melismatic
ornaments (and especially the fact that they appear between formal sections as improvised vocal
interjections) tie Knight’s singing to vocal traditions of black gospel music and soul.
Example 4.28: Spectrogram of 1:37-1:50.5 of “If I Were Your Woman” (mm. 31-33)

“Yea - - - - - - - h

Yea – h

Mmmm - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - m”

In “If I Were Your Woman,” Knight’s melody follows the accompanying harmonies
closely, adding diatonic and chromatic passing tones and occasionally accenting non-chord
tones. One example of this occurs as she sings “my love would overrule my sense,” in m. 11
(0:34-0:36) as she begins her phrase with a lower neighbor D♭ to E♭ (part of the A♭ minor
harmony of that measure) and pauses on F at the end of the measure, before moving down by
step to E♭ (the root of the E♭ minor triad in the next measure).
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Example 4.30: “If I Were Your Woman,” mm. 17-18
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If I Were Your Woman (Verse and Chorus 1)
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Example 4.31: “If I Were Your Woman,” Changes between verse melodies
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If I were your

music of Motown more generally) participates in the transformation of class valences in black
popular music.
Franklin engages in a deliberate and extended style of note bending similar to Knight’s,
but keeps her other vocal ornaments relatively spare in comparison to Knight’s more florid
melismas. Example 4.32 shows a spectrogram of her singing the end of Verse 1, and it contains
several types of note bending that Franklin commonly employs throughout the song. Other
instruments at the bottom of the spectrogram obscure the fundamental of her line, but the upper
harmonics reveal its general shape. As she sings “don’t,” she slowly bends the pitch up over the
course of the entire note. The effect of this long-range bending is somewhat similar to the pitch
bending of the other singers in that it sounds like an exaggeration of regular speech accent (i.e.,
don’t be afraid), but the incremental change of pitch over an extended period of time turns
forceful speech into animated singing. This rise in pitch also strengthens my mimetic response—
as Franklin leans into the note, I feel myself wanting to lean with her. The smaller “bump” that
appears in the spectrogram as she sings “ask” is an example of note bending that is a much closer
approximation of speech in that it happens over a smaller time-frame. As she sings “know,” she
again expands this same technique, creating a controlled and extended rise and fall in pitch. This
combination of speech-like accent and extended note bending affords my interpretation of
Franklin’s performance as relaxed and unaffected, but also spirited and expressive. This aligns
with my appraisal of the song’s lyrics and Franklin’s vocal quality as representing a model of
assertive femininity.
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Example 4.32: Spectrogram of 0:16-0:23 of “Baby, I Love You” (mm. 7-9)

“Don’t be

a-frai - - - - - - d ba – by

jus’ask me

y’ kno - - - w

I’m gonna”

Most of Franklin’s melodic embellishments on this track are brief—usually a few falling
notes at the end of a line of text, or a short interjection that continues in this vein of speechinflected singing. This “falling off” occurs most noticeably at places like “really do” in mm. 5-6
(A-G-F on “do”), and when she sings “I love you” in the chorus (mm. 15 and 18, Ex. 4.33)—she
drops from E down to B♭-A-G on the first “you” and sings A-G-F on the second “you.” These
brief melodic descents mimic a relaxed speech pattern; I associated this with the drop in pitch
that often occurs at the end of a phrase or sentence—as breath support dwindles, the last word
trails away and falls in pitch. This style of melodic ornament gives Franklin’s melody a naturalsounding shape that is complemented by the self-consciously working-class aesthetic of the
backing band.
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Example 4.33: “Baby, I Love You,” Melody excerpt, mm. 13-19
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tones in her melody. In the first line of the song, she leaps into and then holds an E over the
accompanying G major chord in mm. 3-4—already differentiating this melody from those of the
other three songs that tend to use neighbor and passing motion to introduce non-chord tones.
Franklin also lingers on the blue notes of the underlying G scale without regard for the specific
harmony being played by the band at the moment. For example, she sings an F over C7 at the
end of “really do” in m. 6 (Ex. 4.34) and hits a B♭ over G7 as she sings, “Don’t be afraid” in
m. 7. Her melody also continues riffing on variants of a G blues scale (alternating between B♮
and B♭ in m. 9) as she sings “I’m gonna give it to you” while the band moves to a D7 chord.
Franklin’s flirtations with melodic independence add to my appraisal of her as admirably skillful

Baby, I Love You (Intro, Verse 1)

and confident.

Franklin

Example 4.34: Verse 1 melody of “Baby, I Love You”
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4.3.2 Harmony
Harmony is the final musical parameter I include in my discussion of the different
representations of femininity materialized in the sounds of each track. The methodology of
attending to embodied response, musical, and extra-musical association still applies, with
harmony yielding its own particular response to this approach. Different listeners have different
experiences of the embodied experience of harmony; I am most often aware of my own physical
response to the voice leading aspects of changes in harmony more often than anything else. I
have an amodal mimetic response of increasing tension as I “follow” the direction of a rising
stepwise or chromatic baseline, for example, or will sometimes have an inter-modal response in
the form of gestures or movements of my torso as I react to an abrupt modulation or sudden leap.
Generally, my embodied reactions to the harmonic changes in these songs contribute to my
continued sense of interest or anticipation, instead of leading directly to associations having to do
with identity. Occasionally, common chord progressions and song forms—such as the 12-bar
blues—can accumulate associations to places or people even as listeners continually evaluate the
musical and extra-musical associations of chord progressions in contemporary popular music. A
related example occurred with Boston Globe columnist Marc Hirsh calling vi-IV-I-V the
“Sensitive Female Chord Progression” after he first noticed it in both Sarah McLachlan’s
“Building a Mystery” and Joan Osborne’s “One of Us” (inaccurately named since this chord
progression appears in a wide variety of pop and rock songs by men and women who I imagine
have no intention of invoking this association).30 These are special cases, however, and many of
the pitch relationships I discuss here don’t afford very specific associations of identity. Rather,
the chord progressions of each song can be compared to one another and associated with
30

Marc Hirsch, “Striking a chord,” The Boston Globe, December 31, 2008,
http://www.boston.com/ae/music/articles/2008/12/31/striking_a_chord/.
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different musical genres and styles to situate each song in terms of its suggested cultural context.
In terms of extra-musical association (comparing musical and social paradigms), the harmonies
of these four songs are not radical enough to strongly suggest a parallel resistance to social
norms by their song protagonists, but instead support or complicate my earlier interpretations of
how each track affords a model of intersectional gender identity. While I find interpretations of
identity more clearly suggested by other sonic parameters of these songs, the harmonies often act
only as helpful supporters of these messages.
Of these four songs, the harmonies of “Fist City” (shown in Ex. 4.35) are the most
straightforward; they follow a basic three-chord plan common to folk music and much country
music. Motion to IV most often prolongs the C major tonic and V-I cadences close out formal
sections and several phrases. A II chord appears briefly in the chorus as a predominant
(explained functionally as V of V although it is not commonly characterized as such in country
music), but this is the extent of the song’s harmonic adventures. These plain harmonies support
the simple yet tough working-class associations afforded by other aspects of the song. They can
be easily remembered or even adlibbed—perfect for singing at a honky-tonk or at home without
the aid of written cues or sheet music. 31

31

The vast majority of honky-tonk songs—examples including “Sam’s Place,” “I’ve Got a Tiger by the
Tail,” and “It Wasn’t God Who Made Honky-Tonk Angels”— all rely on similar combinations of I, IV,
and V (or V7) chords, as do most of Hank Williams’ classic tunes.
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Example 4.35: Chords of “Fist City”
Lynn, "Fist City"
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The chords of “Baby, I Love You” are also relatively simple, giving the song a similar
direct and un-fussy appeal. Example 4.36 shows the chord progressions of the entire song, which
consist of mostly I7, IV7, and V7 chords (and the occasional triadic version of I and V).32 The
constant use of dominant seventh chords built on I and IV is typical of the blues, and the chord
progression in the verses even follows the tonic-subdominant-tonic-dominant-tonic chord pattern
of blues practice (though without the same harmonic rhythm of standard 12-bar blues, for
example).33 The functionality of these chords remains similar to those used in “Fist City”—IV7
typically alternates with or follows I7 (the G tonic), while V or V7 to I or I7 motion indicates the
closure of each song section.

32

The appearance of (V) in the chart refers to those moments during the chorus where the band cuts out,
allowing Franklin and her sisters to repeat “I love you” unaccompanied. V is not fully voiced, but
suggested by a downbeat D played by the bass in mm. 20 and 41.
33

See Walter Everett, “Pitch Down the Middle,” in Expression in Pop-Rock Music, 2nd ed. (New York:
Routledge, 2008), 147-148; Stephen Citron, Songwriting: A Complete Guide to the Craft (New York:
Limelight Editions, 1990), 213; and Nicholas Stoia, “Mode, Harmony, and Dissonance Treatment in
American Folk and Popular Music, c. 1920-1945,” Music Theory Online 16/3 (August, 2010),
http://www.mtosmt.org/issues/mto.10.16.3/mto.10.16.3.stoia.html.
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Example
Chords of “Baby, I Love You”
Franklin, "Baby4.36:
I Love You"
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“Fist City” and “Baby, I Love You” both present a basic harmonic example of country
and soul, each suggesting influences of traditional folk and blues chord progressions,
respectively. The harmonic simplicity of each can be interpreted as a marker of authenticity—
”throw-backs” to musical traditions preserved by oral instead of written transmission. The
harmonies of each song, therefore, support my earlier interpretations of femininity in these songs
as situated in white or black working-class milieus. This is not to say that simple harmonies
automatically indicate a working-class affiliation or self-conscious reference—rather, these
harmonies bolster my interpretations of the other elements of both songs. “Jolene” and “If I Were
Your Woman,” on the other hand, both feature more complex harmonies that I find complement
some of the class ambiguity as well as middle-class striving I hear implied in both songs.
Compared to the relatively loose harmonic progressions of “Fist City,” the harmonies in
“Jolene” are repetitive, and emphasize the worried tone of the lyrics and Parton’s voice. As I
discussed earlier, the song is in either C♯ Aeolian or Dorian,34 referencing common modes of
old-time and bluegrass musics and imbuing the song with an archaic feeling. The progression of
C♯ minor, E major, B major, C♯ minor (i–III–VII–i) over a descending 1-3-2-1 bass line
accompanies the first 4 measures of the chorus (Ex. 4.37); it appears in the same configuration

34

The other common modes being major, Dorian, and Mixolydian.
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again in the chorus, and twice more in each verse (shown in Ex. 4.38). The end of each of these
progressions is extended by another alternation between B major (VII) and C♯ minor (i).
Example 4.37: Excerpt of 1-3-2-1 bass pattern in “Jolene”

Section: Intro
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The use of traditional musical elements in a lyrically sensitive setting contributes to a

model of femininity in “Jolene” that can be understood as representing a middle-class model of
femininity in a rural, working-class context. Approaching this track from a pop songwriting
perspective, the III and VII chords can be thought of as substitutions for i and V—their
appearance might speak to a more complex approach to songwriting. This interpretation is
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supported by the fact that the repetitive chord progression and melodic bass figure aptly and
directly reflects the mood of the text. This thoughtful text setting of “Jolene” speaks to a careful
songwriting craftswomanship that I find intelligible within the historical context of Western art
song—thus aligning this track with bourgeois values to some degree. All these features,
however—modal scale and harmonies, and repetitive harmonic structure and melodic contour—
are just as easily (and more convincingly from a song-writer’s perspective) understood as
referencing traditional Appalachian ballads and banjo tunes.35 The harmonies and structure of
“Jolene” therefore offers a modernized, urbane take on traditional mountain music, supporting a
model of femininity intelligible in multiple class and regional contexts.
The harmonies of “If I Were Your Woman” are by far the most complex of these four
songs. Example 4.39 shows a reduction of the harmonies, created from a combination of the bass
and piano parts. This reduction covers all of the first and second verse and chorus, after which
the harmonic plan is a repetition and/or combination of the preceding chords. The chords of the
first four measures foreshadow much of the organizing harmonic principles for the rest of the
song; the harmonic motion prolongs the G♭ major tonic, with two of the voices moving up and
down a half-step, while a G♭ is held constant in the chord and also appears as a pedal point in the
bass (throughout the reduction, the primary note of the bass part appears as the lowest voice in
the chord). I have an intra-modal response to these changes in harmony—the small movements
required by the smooth voice leading leads to my sense of physical stasis, and contributes to my
sense of middle-class restraint afforded by this introduction. I also recognize that economy of
motion is a generally useful technique for writing harmonic progressions in popular music, and
35

Returning to the Coon Creek Girls for comparison, “East Virginia Blues” as well as another traditional
song they recorded, “Little Red Rocking Chair,” both share these features. Both songs are in the Dorian
mode, which is easily afforded by “sawmill” banjo tuning (typically G, D, G, C, D, from lowest to highest
string) and feature the same basic melody and chords repeated twice for each stanza of text (meaning that
every two lines of a four-line stanza are sung to the same melody).
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that this simple oscillation between closely related major and minor chords was a staple of soul
song-writing.36 This minor plagal motion37 is the basis of all other progressions throughout the
song, and also appears at important moments of large-scale reprisal.
Example 4.39: Chord reduction of “If I Were Your Woman,” mm. 1-30
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Immediately following the G♭ major introduction, the verse opens in the relative E♭
minor, immediately changing the mood of the song (especially when considered in combination
with the abrupt changes in orchestration that also occur at this spot). The chords of mm. 6 and 7
make the most sense as leading to the V7/iv chord in m. 8. In mm. 6 and 7, the bass slowly
moves up from C♮ through D♭ to E♭ while the upper voices inch up as well, leading to the V7/iv
chord (and return to E♭ in the bass) in m. 8 that then resolves to iv in the next measure. This
incremental stepwise motion, combined with the changing chord qualities—from diminished
36

Fink, “Goal-Directed Soul?,” 183.

37

My use of the terms “minor plagal” here refer only to the use of a minor iv chord and its motion to I or
i. I am not referring to the “minor plagal cadence” which some jazz and pop practitioners define as
IV-iv-I, although its use here is certainly related.
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seventh to major, from dominant seventh to minor—affords a subtle sense of tension and
forward momentum (since the profusion of melodic half-steps in this passage invites my learned
association between semitone movement and patterns of harmonic tension and resolution). The
rest of the verse is completed with movement between iv and i in E♭ minor, echoing the plagal
motion from the introduction.
As I mentioned in my discussion of form, the first chorus is not yet complete—it is only
two measures long and does not have the same harmonic progression as later, longer iterations of
the chorus. E♭ minor is again prolonged through smooth voice-leading in the right hand of the
piano and motion by thirds in the bass, moving to a minor vi chord before returning to G♭ major
with the reprisal of the introductory material. The same harmonic progression repeats in Verse 2,
save for the final chord of the section. The upcoming G♭ major chorus is prepared by a different
inversion of iv (C♭ minor), which acts as a smooth intermediary chord between A♭ minor and G♭
major. The fully formed chorus in G♭ major continues in a similar matter, using minimal
movement in individual voices to prolong plagal motion (this time via an arpeggiation in the bass
from G♭ to E♭ to C♭).
I interpret this combination of smooth voice-leading and modal mixture as indicative of a
cultivated songwriting sensibility with an economical twist—producing a sense of motion
without too much physical effort. Although these chord progressions were surely shaped by the
jazz backgrounds of the studio musicians, they also match Motown’s musical and business ethos
of middle-class striving (in terms aesthetics as well as economics). The long-range changes to
harmony and key that occur over the course of “If I Were Your Woman” also support these
middle-class connotations. The keys of G♭ major and E♭ minor are initially presented in stark
contrast to one another, with the major key of the introduction abruptly giving way to the minor
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key of the first verse and chorus. By the end of the song, however, G♭ major has subsumed the
minor verse, as the major key chorus is repeated and extended (as shown in Ex. 4.40).
Example 4.40: Chords of “If I Were Your Woman”
Gladys Knight and The Pips, "If I Were Your Woman"
Section: Intro
mm.:
1
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This eventual “triumph” of G♭ major aligns with and supports the other elements of this track—
dynamics, instrumentation, and form—that develop over time to make “If I Were Your Woman”
an example of Fink’s “goal-directed soul” that reflects middle-class values.

4.4 Summary
The elements of each song—vocal and instrumental quality, lyrics, the impression of
physical space, dynamics and sonic density, rhythm, meter, form, melody, and harmony—all
contribute to the representations of female identity suggested by these songs. What follows is a
brief summary of my interpretations based on embodied response, and musical and extra-musical
association. Interestingly, one of the few commonalities shared among all four songs is the
persistent theme of a woman’s responsibility in romantic relationships—even after she’s done
enticing her man by making herself seem available, desirable, and easy to love (as is the case in
“Baby, I Love You” and “If I Were Your Woman”), the responsibility for maintaining,
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protecting, and nurturing the relationship still falls squarely on her shoulders, even through her
man’s flirtation with other women and adultery (as in “Fist City” and “Jolene”).

“Baby, I Love You”
In my analysis of Franklin’s vocal quality in Chapter 2, I described her voice as
somewhat grainy and nasal, yet resonant, natural, and frank. My impression of her vocal quality
ranged from relaxed and sensual to more forceful, and suggested a confident, capable, and lively
woman. Franklin’s rhythmic play, emphasis on blue notes, and general melodic independence all
contribute to a sense of relaxed improvisation and mastery. Her style of melodic ornament and
approach to pitch bending give an unaffected, speech-like shape to her melody that match her
easy yet confident-sounding vocal quality. The addition of female backup singers also brings a
sense of community—a group of like-minded women.
The lyrics generally match her vocal delivery; they present a character that is playful and
often coy, and youthfully assertive. Further, the funky, southern associations elicited by the
sound of the Muscle Shoals rhythm section and horns add to my impression of the song persona
as a little bit “down home” (they also thoroughly cement my understanding of this song as soul,
which brings with it associations of racial pride). The uncomplicated layout of the song
complements this impression, with the simple bluesy chord progressions contributing to its
directness and no-frills appeal. The immediacy of the track, created by its even use of space, and
relatively simple instrumental arrangement and manipulation of sonic density supports its
persona’s no-nonsense mood of directness and fun, and helps suggest a working-class-affiliated
model of black femininity.
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“Fist City”
I first described Lynn’s vocal quality as relaxed and speech-like, as well as a bit husky
yet nasal. This led to my interpretation of her voice as natural and untutored-sounding. Still, in
her performance of “Fist City,” Lynn also seems bound by certain rules of propriety in that she
keeps her delivery even, without the vocal cracks or rasps sometimes heard in the Franklin and
Knight tracks. Her simple approach to non-chord tones in the melody, and her speech-like vocal
ornaments add to the frankness of her vocal quality and song persona. The steady restraint of her
vocal quality and the unassuming nature of her vocal ornament are intensified in effect by the
song’s direct, aggressive, and violent lyrics. Lynn’s distinct Appalachian accent and drawled
delivery, and her slight swing and metrical anticipation complement the aggressive swagger of
the song’s text. This combination of vocal quality, style, and lyrics results in producing a model
of tough, working-class womanhood that is still tempered by a somewhat retiring femininity.
The violence and tenacity displayed by Lynn’s lyrics combine with the honky-tonk sound
of the backing band and her supporting group of male backup singers to further suggest the
fierceness of Lynn’s persona. Still, the smooth vocal styling of the Jordanaires, and fact that she
only confronts the other woman, and not her man, slightly dull the intensity of her character.
The “live” sound created by the use of sonic space on the track contributes to Lynn’s credibility
as a real and rustic country musician, and bona fide working-class woman. The straightforward
instrumental arrangement and plain harmonies of “Fist City” add to this sense of rusticity, while
the energetic, driving rhythmic profile of the song once again reiterates its honky-tonk sound.
Lynn’s persona is therefore simultaneously tough and self-reliant, but also capitulates to some
standards of female propriety.
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“If I Were Your Woman”
I heard Knight’s vocal quality range from smooth to raspy, suggesting a woman who is
alternately seductive and impassioned, commanding and overcome. Her triplet and tuplet-infused
vocal ornaments suffuse Knight’s line with a languorousness and sensuality, and accentuate her
measured approach to rhythmic play. In this regard, it seems that Knight’s persona has sacrificed
a small degree in flexibility of expression (in comparison to Franklin). On the other hand, she
also enjoys a degree of melodic autonomy from the rest of the band, and her voice certainly
carries the hallmarks of impassioned gospel and soul-style singing as her powerful dynamic
range, bent pitches, and extended melismas are displayed more and more often over the course of
the song.
The changes in her voice match the emotional and psychological progression of the
lyrics, from sensual enticement to the fraught expression of doubt and insecurity. In comparison
to “Baby, I Love You,” the subject matter of “If I Were Your Woman” is decidedly more
complex and adult. The sonic signifiers of mainstream pop respectability present in the
Motown-engineered backing accompany the maturity of the lyrics. The smoothness of the Pips’
singing combines with the expansive sound of the track, its lush orchestral sounds, and a
deliberate approach to arrangement and dynamic evolution to give the soul ballad elements of the
track a commercial pop finish. The intricate and subtle approach to harmonic motion and
prolongation, as well as the skillful and complex arrangement of song sections add to the pop
sound of the track and resulting associations of middle-class decorum. The overall result of
combining Knight’s soulful vocal style with a pop-inflected R&B background is a model of
black femininity that strives for and achieves middle-class propriety while retaining forthright
emotional candor.
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“Jolene”
I described Parton’s voice and vocal quality as high-pitched, small, breathy, and
somewhat nasal, which yielded an interpretation of femininity that encompassed nervousness,
ladylike reserve and politeness, and a sense of youthful vulnerability. Her lyrics support this
sense of a delicate, retiring woman, although the sexual preference of the protagonist remains
open to interpretation. Parton’s voice is clearly country, due to her unique, nasal vocal quality
and gentle Appalachian accent, but her refined diction and subdued approach to note bending
gives her performance a greater sense of propriety in relation to Lynn’s relaxed, speech-like
style.
The remarkably similar vocal qualities of the backup singers complement Parton’s vocal
style and lyrics, increasing the track’s mood of loneliness and desperation. A repetitive melody
combines with a repeated harmonic progression, further emphasizing the obsessive, despairing
character of the lyrics and connecting “Jolene” to traditions of Appalachian balladry. The careful
attention to reflecting the lyrics in the music, the intricate relationship between vocal and
instrumental phrase in the song’s form, and the varied instrumental entrances and combinations
throughout “Jolene” give it, somewhat like “If I Were Your Woman,” an air of refined pop
craftsmanship. Alternately, the inclusion of finger-picking guitar style and fiddles, the liveness
indicated by the suggestion of physical space on the track, the unbalanced “old-time” song form,
modal harmonies, and Parton’s voice itself all give “Jolene” an archaic, rustic feel as well. The
resulting model of womanhood is one that aspires to bourgeois femininity, but can be understood
in both working-class/rural as well as middle-class contexts (allowing the song protagonist a
degree of mobility).
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Chapter 5
History, Persona, and Identity
Aretha Franklin’s “Baby, I Love You,” Loretta Lynn’s “Fist City,” Gladys Knight and
the Pips’ “If I Were Your Woman,” and Dolly Parton’s “Jolene” can each be interpreted as sonic
representations of models of femininity and womanhood, intertwined with intersecting
suggestions of racial, class, and sexual identification and affiliation. Although each recording
presents a unique female persona to its listeners, they also function as historical and cultural
artifacts as they simultaneously capitulate to and comment on notions of femininity in circulation
at the time of these songs’ recording and commercial success. In this chapter, I move beyond my
embodied analytical interpretations of these songs in order to more thoroughly situate them in
their respective historical and cultural contexts. To illustrate how such contexts inflect each
song’s suggestion of intersectional gendered identity, I first examine gender roles and norms
each performer witnessed growing up. I subsequently illustrate how each performer’s public
persona and role in the business of making her music simultaneously contradicts and reinforces
the gendered meanings offered by these recordings, resulting in unique and nuanced expressions
of femininity. Throughout, I attend to how these models differ from the model of white middleclass femininity that sometimes informed my analytical hearings in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 and the
mainstream definitions of femininity that were being challenged by the women’s liberation
movement of the late 1960s and early ’70s. By interleaving these different interpretations of
gendered identity in song based on differing models of femininity, I suggest a variety of
interpretive avenues available, depending on a listener’s knowledge and perspective.
My investigation of each woman’s public persona and history in this chapter often
supports my initial hearings and interpretations, but the association of history and culture also
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refines those hearings and reiterates understanding these women’s expressions of femininity as
self-defined and complete, rather than variations on my familiar model of bourgeois femininity
(no matter how admirable I found those variations to be). I heard Franklin’s performance of
“Baby, I Love You” as expressive of sensual self-confidence and presenting a laudably assertive
and expansive model of womanhood. When understood in the context of her gospel background
and civil rights advocacy, the song and Franklin’s performance constitute a paradigmatic
expression of assertive black femininity. I interpreted Knight’s performance of “If I Were Your
Woman” as suggestive of an impassioned sensual femininity, with aspirations to middle-class
propriety. Familiarity with Knight’s female role models and her desires for financial stability
and domesticity further orient an interpretation of this song as representing a model of black
bourgeois femininity. In the context of her background, Lynn’s frank delivery of the aggressive
lyrics of “Fist City” is solidified as an expression of tough, working-class Appalachian
femininity, while the fact of man’s escape from blame speaks to the imbalance of power among
the sexes in that setting. Finally, the ladylike vulnerability and Appalachian sentimentality in
“Jolene,” combined with Parton’s compositionally sophisticated take on musical rusticity, can be
interpreted as a reflection of Parton’s fusion of bourgeois feminine ideals with working-class
resourcefulness throughout her career.
In examining the history of these four performers, I consulted newspaper and magazine
articles, and television interviews, and studied the general song repertoire, live performances,
and photographs of each artist. I refer most often, however, to how each woman presents herself
in her autobiography.1 As expected, there are times when each autobiographical account is
incorrect, exaggerated, or purposely unclear—for this reason, I approach each book as an
1

It is interesting to note that these artists are so ingrained in the American cultural landscape that each
could successfully publish an autobiography as marketing and money-making device.
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example of each performer’s strategy for self-presentation rather than a completely factual
account.2 However, I also focus on autobiography out of respect for each woman’s agency in
crafting her own persona. In reading and analyzing autobiography, I do so in agreement with
bell hooks’s view that “As subjects, people have the right to define their own reality, establish
their own identities, name their history.”3

5.1 Signs of the Times
The span of time in which these songs were produced, recorded, and released is roughly
seven years—from the release of Franklin’s single, “Baby, I Love You,” in July of 1967, to the
release of Parton’s album “Jolene” in February of 1974. At the beginning of 1967, the American
civil rights movement had been under way for over a decade, with some key legal victories and
important pieces of legislation already in place. In 1954, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Brown
v. Board of Education that racial segregation in schooling was unconstitutional, but the actual
process of desegregating schools was slow and frequently met with vehement resistance from
whites. Into the early 1960s, boycotts, sit-ins, freedom rides, and marches led to increasing
instances of legally-mandated desegregation (the Civil Rights Act of 1964), the outlawing of
discriminatory practices (the Voting Rights Act of 1965 and Fair Housing Act of 1968), and

2

In her Writing a Woman’s Life (New York: Ballantine Books, 1988), Carolyn Heilbrun examines the
trend in women’s biography to downplay or omit negative emotions or experiences, and notes that many
women’s lives are told more vibrantly and with more expressivity in the pages of letters and personal
correspondence. The four women I study are still actively involved in managing their careers and public
images, making it difficult (and also, to my taste, undesirable) to gain access to their private lives.
3

bell hooks, Talking Back: Thinking Feminist, Thinking Black (Cambridge, Mass.: South End Press,
1989), 42.
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spreading media attention to desegregation and civil rights causes across the South.4 The
assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. in 1968, however, represented to many an end of an
era in the struggle for civil rights.
Public opposition to U.S. involvement in the Vietnam War was gaining momentum by
1967. Groups integral to the civil rights movement (such as the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference, and the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee) and the New Left (Students
for a Democratic Society) were involved in several anti-war marches across the country and most
frequently in Washington D.C. The first large-scale marches and protests began in 1964 and ‘65
and continued until at least 1973, with the Kent State shootings in 1970 the most broadly
publicized crisis associated with these protests.5
Many civil rights and anti-war activists contributed to the renewed struggle for women’s
rights (the “second wave” of feminism), with some women focusing on gender parity in terms of
equal rights and employment while others also sought to unsettle mainstream notions of gender
stereotypes and roles. Betty Friedan published The Feminine Mystique in 1963, publicizing the
“problem that has no name”—that a great number of seemingly comfortable middle-class women
were unable to find fulfillment in only caring for their husbands, children, and homes.6 Many
women who had been involved in the civil rights movement were beginning to feel disillusioned
by the sexist treatment they experienced from the men they were working alongside towards

4

See “Expanding Civil Rights” and “The Warren Court’s Achievements” in Alexander Tsesis, We Shall
Overcome: A History of Civil Rights and the Law (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2008) for a
narrative of important legislative initiatives during the civil rights era.
5

See “Black America and Vietnam” and “From the Birth of the Antiwar Movement to 1968” in Joe
Allen, Vietnam: The (Last) War the U.S. Lost (Chicago: Haymarket Books, 2007).
6

Betty Friedan, The Feminine Mystique (New York: Norton, 1963).
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racial equality.7 Rights to reproductive control were also an issue central to many in the women’s
movement—ranging from prevention of reproductive coercion (stemming from a history of
state-funded efforts to lower black birth rates, including non-consensual sterilization) to securing
access to safe abortions and contraception, and the economic means to bear and raise healthy,
wanted children.8
Female identity has never been monolithic, but during the time the four recordings of
this study were released, a large number of women in the United States—activists, scholars,
homemakers, mothers, blue- and “pink-” collar workers—were explicitly contesting and
expanding their concepts of womanhood and femininity. Different groups of women faced
markedly different challenges as they questioned gender roles and resisted sex discrimination on
personal, economic, and political levels. The diversity of women’s experience, and some
movement activists’ failure to recognize and address this diversity, was one of the movement’s
main challenges and pitfalls. In the late ’60s, many feminists stressed the importance of
women’s shared experience, diminishing (inadvertently or explicitly) the importance of race and
class as determining factors in the conditions of women’s lives. Due to both the real flaws in its
practice, and through generalizing and disparaging reports in the popular media, women’s
liberation gained the reputation as a movement by and for young, middle-class white women.9
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Sara M. Evans, Personal Politics: the Roots of Women’s Liberation in the Civil Rights Movement and
the New Left (New York: Vintage Books, 1979).
8

Rosalyn Baxandall and Linda Gordon, Dear Sisters: Dispatches from the Women’s Liberation
Movement (New York: Basic Books, 2000); Jennifer Nelson, Women of Color and the Reproductive
Rights Movement (New York: New York University Press, 2003).
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For discussions of the exclusionist nature of second wave feminism and feminism in general, see Anne
Valk, Radical Sisters: Second-Wave Feminism and Black Liberation in Washington, D.C. (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 2008); Patricia Hill Collins, Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge,
Consciousness, and the Politics of Empowerment (New York: Routledge, 2000); and bell hooks, Feminist
Theory from Margin to Center (Boston: South End Press, 1984).
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The diversity of women’s experience, and the distinct and sometimes conflicting needs
and interests of different groups of women, meant that there existed (and continue to exist)
almost as many conceptions of womanhood and femininity as there are women.10 With The
Feminine Mystique, Friedan challenged one issue that more directly affected some women than
others: the postwar conviction that women should limit their lives to family and home. Friedan’s
work inspired many comfortably middle-class yet unfulfilled women to return to school or find
work (often spurring resistance to public and workplace sexism) or to encourage their daughters
to pursue careers in addition to or instead of roles as mother and homemaker. On the other hand,
working-class women and women of color—many of whom were already called upon to work
outside the home and assume leadership roles in their families and communities—tended to view
the “feminine mystique” as Friedan described it as not relevant to their lives. For example,
Angela Davis writes:
Like their men, Black women have worked until they could work no more. Like their
men, they have assumed the responsibilities of family providers. The unorthodox
feminine qualities of assertiveness and self-reliance—for which Black women have
been frequently praised but more often rebuked—are reflections of their labor and their
struggles outside the home.11
This is not to say that women who worked outside the home due to economic necessity rather
than a yearning for self-actualization didn’t also find their own uncompensated domestic labor
burdensome, or the uneven distribution of power among the sexes in and outside the home to be
problematic. Many working class and minority women still advocated sex equality, but often in
different terms than white, middle-class feminists.

10

To this end, philosopher Elizabeth Spelman argues that it is not possible to think of one’s “womanness”
as an abstraction at all. In Inessential Woman: Problems of Exclusion in Feminist Thought (Boston:
Beacon Press, 1988).
11

Angela Y. Davis, Women, Race, and Class (New York: Vintage Books, 1983), 231.
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Each performer in this study grew up with gender roles somewhat different from the
conception of gender encapsulated in Friedan’s feminine mystique. All four witnessed and were
influenced by various women who were self-reliant and who toiled in and outside the household,
but who were also subject to certain cultural norms regarding the division of labor among the
sexes and the subjugated place of women in the family and society. These norms and hierarchies
resonated with some of the features of bourgeois femininity—that a woman’s realm was limited
primarily to the home, and that she should be submissive to the authority of men. These four
artists were aware of this bourgeois model of femininity growing up, simply through the
knowledge of pervasive stereotypes often reinforced by popular media, even though the women
they shared their lives with presented different models of femininity to emulate. Learning about
these models as a listener, and understanding how they differ from the dominant conception of
femininity confronted by women’s liberation offers a context-specific way to interpret the
gendered identities suggested by these songs.
Loretta Lynn, the oldest of the four artists in this study, was born in Butcher Hollow,
Kentucky, in 1932.12 Her now-famous autobiography, Coal Miner’s Daughter, chronicles a
childhood spent struggling against hunger and poverty, and with spotty access to formal
education. Her mother’s responsibilities were primarily domestic but demanding—she raised
eight children, tended to meals and the home in general, and cared for crops and livestock
(primarily chickens and the occasional pig) near the house. Motherhood offered little in the way
of special treatment or respite from chores: “She had her first seven kids at home, with an old
12

For most of her career, Lynn’s birth date was reported as 1935. Recent disclosure of her birth
certificate reveals that she was actually born three years earlier, and may have begun using a younger age
when she first appeared with the Wilburn Brothers at the start of her career in Nashville. This of course
means that she was sixteen, and not thirteen, when she was married. See Bruce Schreiner, “Loretta Lynn
Age: Documents Show Country Music Star is 3 Years Older Than She Claims,” The Huffington Post,
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midwife coming in to help . . . After Mommy had me, she was out setting onions on the hill only
three days later.”13 Lynn’s description of her mother focuses on her resourceful toughness in
caring for her family—she often foraged for wild greens to supplement vegetables from the
garden, and applied first aid and folk medicines (often involving home-made salves, poultices,
and teas).
Dolly Parton’s background was similar, although she was born nearly fourteen years later
in 1946. Despite the depression and war of the intervening years, and resulting waves of
Northern and Western migrations, Parton describes her Appalachian upbringing in similar terms
to Lynn’s. Parton was one of twelve children supported by the earnings of her sharecropper
father, whom she grew up with in a one-room cabin in Locust Ridge, Tennessee. She remembers
her mother as beset by health problems (“which I’m sure were not made any easier by having a
baby every nine months”)14 and somewhat sensitive (“Sometimes Mama would get to telling a
story or singing a sad song and she’d start to cry.”)15 but also performing many of the same
duties as Lynn’s mother. In her autobiography, Parton remarks most often on her mother’s skills
as a quilter and her responsibility for making clothes for her entire family (memorialized in her
song “Coat of Many Colors”), but she was also responsible for administering folk remedies and
first aid to her family. Parton vividly recalls having her mother repair her badly cut foot using
packed cornmeal to stop the bleeding, kerosene as antiseptic, and her sewing needle and thread
for stitches. In addition to her domestic and healing roles, Parton’s mother (the daughter of a
Pentecostal preacher) was also largely responsible for her children’s religious and musical
13
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training. Parton remembers that as her mother would work on her quilting in the evening, “all us
kids would sit around and watch her and listen while she sang old-timey mountain songs or told
Bible stories.”16
The relationships between their parents as witnessed by Lynn and Parton also reflected
the roles and realms of men and women in the Appalachian mountain culture they grew up in.
Lynn describes her father’s behavior, especially towards her mother, as exemplary: “He wasn’t
one of those men that’s gone half the time either—he didn’t have no bad habits. He was always
teasing Mommy, but in a nice way. . . . the nice way he treated her gave me ideas about the way I
wanted to be treated. I still feel there’s better ways to handle a woman than whipping her into
line.”17 His good behavior highlights some “bad habits” men were discouraged from but were
nonetheless allowed, such as leaving home without notice and physically “disciplining” one’s
wife. Parton describes her father as indulging in some of these bad habits, including
disappearing for days at a time and drinking. In one anecdote, Parton remembers her father
urinating off the porch of their home after returning home drunk, and her mother scolding him
for setting a bad example for the children.18 Parton, well aware of the gender hierarchy that
prevented her mother from too strongly critiquing her father’s behavior remarks, “It was not
within the bounds of the man/woman relationship of that time and place for her to criticize the
drinking that had caused him to pee off the porch, so she had to confine her complaint to the act
itself.”19
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In describing their mother’s activities and parents’ relationships, Parton and Lynn explain
the gender roles and hierarchies they grew up with in working-class Appalachia. Men’s and
women’s spheres were only somewhat separate but the power rested primarily in the hands of
men. Women’s work was defined chiefly as domestic but also included wage-earning activities
such as farming. Women tended to the well-being and sometimes the education of children, the
manufacture of clothing and textiles, the preparation, storage, and procurement of food, and the
providing of medical care. While wives were largely expected to defer to the judgment of their
husbands, their work was integral to the survival of the family and was ideally respected as such.
These gender roles and hierarchies were reflected in other working-class American
communities in the ’30s, ’40s, and ’50s as well; sociologist Mirra Komarovsky’s 1967 study of a
midwestern, white, working-class Protestant community yielded similar findings. Even though
friends and family of the wives she interviewed would often counsel resignation on the part of
the woman in marital disputes, Komarovsky found little evidence of status frustration among
working-class wives. She found that discontent stemmed not from a low evaluation of
domesticity, but instead was mostly related to unrelieved responsibility for young children and
feeling tied down in comparison to their husbands. One norm that Komarovsky did notice being
challenged by the late ’60s was the sharp separation of masculine and feminine tasks. She noted
that many women desired companionship in their marriages, but were sometimes stymied by
these older norms of separate gender spheres.20
Some of these working-class gender norms are reflected in the voices of Lynn and
Parton, and the music of “Fist City” and “Jolene.” The frank and direct qualities of Lynn’s voice
and singing style, combined with her direct and aggressive lyrics are at home in this context, in
20
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that they express a version of the hardy, self-reliant femininity she would have witnessed in
Butcher Hollow. Although I hear the delicate and vulnerable nature of Parton’s voice against the
compositionally sophisticated backing of “Jolene” as having middle-class overtones, her voice
and music can also be heard as an echo of her mother’s worry over deferring to a husband over
whom she has little control, and the old-time songs she would sing to her children for their
mutual comfort. A theme of both songs—women confronting other women instead of their
men—reflects the gender division and hierarchy noted by Komarovsky.
Knowledge of both women’s history, and of how their parents modeled gender roles,
adds another layer to the gendered meanings of “Fist City” and “Jolene.” In the case of “Fist
City,” my initial hearing of the song from the partial perspective of a middle-class white woman
resulted in my interpretation of Lynn’s aggressive femininity as somewhat transgressive.
Couched in the context of working-class Appalachia, Lynn’s expression of femininity seems
more ordinary—it’s possible that a female radio listener from Butcher Hollow (one of Lynn’s
neighbors, perhaps) might not be struck by Lynn’s toughness, but would instead feel gratified to
hear a familiar female experience broadcast around the country. Similarly, an understanding of
Parton’s history can affect a gendered interpretation of “Jolene” in that it makes the song’s oldtime associations more salient. In addition to the aspiration to bourgeois femininity that I initially
heard so strongly in her voice, I am now more cognizant of her performance as representing a
demure, yet rustic femininity that has clear ties to domesticity and women’s (often romanticized,
but also real) role in the safekeeping of traditional mountain culture.
After Loretta Lynn, Aretha Franklin is the next oldest in this group of four women. Her
childhood was characterized by much more movement from one place to the next, and included
several different female role models who were all drawn together in one way or another around
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her father. Franklin was born in 1942 in Memphis, but her father, C. L. Franklin, moved the
family to Buffalo, New York and then finally to Detroit by the time she was six. C. L. Franklin
was achieving fame as a Baptist preacher throughout the ’40s and ’50s, his success growing as
he moved his family to Detroit for his new job preaching at the New Bethel Baptist Church. The
family lived in the parish house, a large six-bedroom home on Boston Boulevard, in a
neighborhood favored by black middle-class professionals. Shortly following the move, her
parents separated. Aretha’s mother, Barbara, moved back to Buffalo where her own mother still
resided, taking her oldest son Vaughn (born prior to her marriage to C. L.) with her.21 While
living with C. L., Barbara had worked as the choir director and pianist in his various churches;
after returning to Buffalo, she worked in a record shop and taught piano while she trained to
become a nurses’ aide. Her other four children (including Aretha) came to stay with her every
summer, and she in turn visited them throughout the school year.
The entire family remained silent about the reasons for C. L. and Barbara’s split,
although some cite C. L.’s busy touring schedule (Vaughn remembers that “Dad…wasn’t home
that much.”)22 or speculate that C. L.’s time on the road may have led to infidelity. While the
couple still lived in Memphis (before Aretha was born), it was revealed that C. L. had fathered a
child with one of his parishioners, Mildred Jennings (who at the time was only 13 years old).23
For unknown reasons—whether to save face, out of financial or emotional dependence, or
through Christian forgiveness—Barbara weathered the subsequent public-relations storm with
her husband and they moved on with building their family.
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In her autobiography, Aretha describes her mother as “extremely responsible, loving, and
caring.”24 In contrast to Franklin’s description, a 1968 article published in Time25 asserted that
her mother had deserted the family. Franklin found this portrayal of her mother (which, given the
stature of Time, was often repeated in other sources) upsetting and false: “Despite the fact that it
has been written innumerable times, it is an absolute lie that my mother abandoned us. In no
way, shape, form, or fashion did our mother desert us.”26 Given the history of Barbara’s
relationship with her husband, it is not difficult to imagine reasons for the separation; in addition,
C.L.’s four biological children stayed with him based on the mutual decision that his job and
prominent position in the community would better enable him to see to their care. Aretha’s
mother remained an influence in her life through frequent visits, but died suddenly in 1952 (at
the age of 34) of a heart attack—Aretha was only 10.27 The care of the Franklin children now fell
solely to their father and to their paternal grandmother, Rachel Franklin.
Her grandmother, whom Franklin refers to as “Big Mama,” was a devout Christian and
often demonstratively supportive of her son’s preaching and her granddaughter’s singing in
church: “Big Mama would often be overcome with the gospel. She’d start shouting and moving
and turning over three or four huge flower arrangements until she’d have to be restrained.”28
Other female role models in Aretha’s life included Clara Ward and other members of the Ward
Singers. According to Franklin, they “loved fashion and found nothing inconsistent between a
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flashy presentation and passionate love of God . . . They loved sequins, bouffant hairstyles, and
chignons.”29 C.L. Franklin’s longtime girlfriend, Lola, became a stable and positive presence in
Aretha’s life after moving into the Franklin home: “She had a great sense of humor and was
caring and real in the absence and loss of our mother.”30 Although these various women
represented for Franklin slightly differing models of femininity, a skill that was important to
many of them was the ability to cook. Lola, along with Big Mama, various women from church,
and their housekeeper Katherine all played a role in teaching Aretha how to cook traditional
Southern food, and Franklin regards her own cooking ability as a point of pride.
All of these female role models coalesced into a family and community where the women
were well versed in the domestic arts of cooking and child care, but were also able (and
sometimes needed) to work outside the home in skilled jobs—as professional musicians, nurses,
or shop-keepers. This range of roles was still bound by a gendered hierarchy, however, and in
Aretha’s words, “our world was forged by our father.”31 C. L. Franklin was a deeply influential
person in his daughter’s life. He encouraged Aretha’s talents in singing and piano-playing,
provided her with her first opportunities for public performance in his church, and instilled in all
of his children a sense of pride (“I never felt inferior or less than. I was blessed to grow up in an
environment where self-worth was underscored.”).32 C. L. Franklin was supportive, but Aretha
also remembers him as authoritative and at times, domineering—his decisions for the family
were not open to scrutiny or even discussion. Franklin references this family norm in describing
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how, when her father ended his relationship with Lola, the children (and Lola) were heartbroken:
“We all wished Lola could have stayed. But Daddy’s personal affairs were not our business, and
we knew not to question him.”33 In general, while there were many important women in
Aretha’s life, they were always subordinate to her father; he was the anchor and the sole
decision-maker in her early life.
Gladys Knight’s early gender role models and living situation were initially less varied
than Franklin’s, but she nonetheless grew up with some similar examples of women’s and men’s
roles in society and at home. Knight was born on May 28, 1944, the third of four children, in
Atlanta, Georgia. She lived with her family in the Grey Street public housing projects until the
age of four—by then, her father, Merald Knight Sr., had earned enough money from taking on
delivery and yard work in addition to his full-time job as a post-office employee to move his
family to their first “regular” home on Merritts Avenue in midtown Atlanta. Knight describes her
community, structured largely around the church, as “nurturing and supportive…in which even
the less affluent parents like mine instilled their children with high expectations for their lives.”34
Her father “was not a wealthy or prominent figure in Atlanta, but our family was typical of the
city’s emergent middle class.”35 Knight’s mother Sarah stayed at home to raise her children
when they were very young, but eventually felt the need to re-enter the workforce to help support
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her family. By the time Gladys was in grade school, her mother “began doing housework for a
few wealthy white families in the fancy part of town.”36
Sarah socialized with a group of women from family and church who all participated in
the care and guidance of each other’s children. As with Franklin, learning how to cook was a
large part of Knight’s growing up and central to her conception of womanhood. She fondly
remembers spending time with her mother, aunts, and their female friends in the kitchen, and
trying her own hand at an early age by making recipes from her Little Girl’s Cookbook. She
recalls: “In our family, you weren’t considered a real woman until you could whip the cake
batter 500 strokes. I am woman, watch me whip!”37 In her humorous characterization of cooking
skill as a form of feminist empowerment (referencing Helen Reddy’s 1972 feminist anthem, “I
Am Woman”), Knight also demonstrates how a degree of athletic stamina is incorporated into
her conception of a woman’s role and tasks.
Knight’s parents separated when she was in her early teens, and in hindsight she suggests
her mother’s personality was a contributing factor (although Knight is also fiercely proud of and
protective of her mother’s character): “My momma respected that my father worked three jobs to
support us, but she also had an independent streak, which I inherited, that was more than a match
for Daddy’s stubbornness…It was a pattern in their relationship that Momma often did as she
pleased. Daddy mostly gave in once the deed was done, but over the years Momma’s
independence took a toll on the relationship.”38 Knight admires her mother’s independence while
also seeming to capitulate to the notion that a wife’s role involves submitting to her husband.
The primary reason for her parents’ split, however, appears to be her father’s declining mental
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health. Merald Knight Sr. became depressed and began to withdraw from his family and
everyday life, which Gladys attributes to his working three jobs for so many years with no
vacation. He eventually moved out of the family home, and Gladys’s mother had to subsequently
take on extra work to support her children, working in a Scripto pen plant from 6 a.m. to 3 p.m.
and then working the late shift until 4 a.m. as a cook at a drive-in after she put her children to
bed. All four children (all nearly teenagers at the time of their parents’ separation) also took on
part-time jobs to help keep the family afloat.39
Despite their differences in location, and financial and familial stability, the life stories of
Franklin and Knight reveal some similarities in the gender roles they were exposed to growing
up. The women in their lives dealt with the twin challenges of drawing on their independence,
assertiveness, and resilience in order to provide for their families in both a domestic and financial
sense, while also managing the expectation (whether directly or indirectly expressed) that they
were subordinate to men in terms of power and range of influence. In Black Feminist Thought,
Patricia Hill Collins describes the effect of this conflict in an assessment of black heterosexual
love relationships: “Tensions characterizing Black women’s necessary self-reliance joined with
our bona fide need for protection, as well as those characterizing Black men’s desire to protect
Black women juxtaposed to their admiration and resentment of Black women’s assertiveness and
independence, result in a complicated love and trouble tradition.”40 This commingling of
attachment and antagonism represents for Collins “a rejection of binary thinking and an
acceptance of the both/and conceptual stance”41 in the thought and expression of black women
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and men. In their own lives, Franklin and Knight observed this tradition firsthand as their
mothers and other female role models tried to work while also caring for family, and as they
loved and fought with (and ultimately separated from) their men.
The text and music of “Baby, I Love You” and “If I Were Your Woman,” and Franklin
and Knight’s performances reflect this both/and conceptual stance (both assertive and
submissive, both self-reliant and dependent) tied to the love and trouble tradition.42 The text of
both songs present their performers as would-be initiators of a sexual relationship, yet their
romantic overtures include promises of how each woman will maintain her lover’s interest by
keeping herself sexually and emotionally available. Whether expressed playfully (as in “Baby, I
Love You”) or pensively (as in “If I Were Your Woman”), each song features assertive sexual
demands combined with an acquiescent, pleasing attitude. The musical elements of the two
performances, however, contribute to somewhat different expressions of the both/and ethos, with
differing degrees of emphasis on the expressions of assertive and submissive femininity. The
southern, self-consciously working-class Muscle Shoals sound supports Franklin’s performance
of outgoing sexuality, making “Baby, I Love You” more thoroughly a representation of the
assertive part of Collins’s both/and conceptual stance. The middle-class pop associations
conjured by the instrumentation and composition of the Motown-produced “If I Were Your
Woman,” on the other hand, bring with them allusions to a bourgeois model of femininity that
emphasizes passivity.
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My initial hearing of both vocal performances as suggestive of a demonstrative and
assertive femininity remains, but hearing both performers’ vocal qualities and styles in their
cultural contexts tempers my interpretation of their performances as transgressing gender norms.
The fact that both women were raised in the gospel church also supports an interpretation of their
gendered performances in these songs as normative (although exemplary). I earlier cited
Franklin’s description of her Big Mama’s enthusiastic shouting and dancing—this broadness of
expression was available to both women and men in the church. Franklin described her father’s
“whooping” and the effect it would have on the congregation: “Daddy got into a deep groove
when the message was moving him. He’d lay down his glasses and carry on fervently. Everyone
would be on their feet, testifying and praising the Lord.”43 As a listener from outside this
tradition, the powerful and energetic expressivity of gospel-inspired soul singing combined with
the direct sensuality of both song texts lead to an impression of an assertive femininity that
extends beyond the bounds of bourgeois womanhood that I learned in my own cultural setting.
After situating these performances in their social milieus, I retain this sense of assertiveness in
my gendered interpretation, but I also understand this gendered expression as well represented in
that setting.
This survey of the different backgrounds and models of gender roles each woman grew
up with clearly demonstrates that femininity can take on a multitude of forms, and that the
expression of gendered identity in music can be interpreted differently given the listener’s own
frame of reference. Each artist’s performance of these songs reflects facets of the gender roles
she grew up with, but each woman also forged her own identity (which includes an expression of
gender) as part of her development as a professional musician. The following section turns to
each performer’s expression of intersectional gendered identity beyond the songs included in this
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study. Like cultural contexts, each woman’s persona has the potential to inflect interpretations of
their musical output.

5.2 Public personas
The different role models and traditions of self-expression that each performer grew up
with are not the only contextual factors that can influence an interpretation of how each song in
this study conveys gendered identity. These artists were not always explicitly concerned with the
political overtones of how they presented themselves as women (as I will discuss shortly), but
each cultivated a persona throughout her career that still encompassed a situated and specific
representation of femininity. Their resulting public guises, shaped through song choice and
public appearances, can in turn reinforce or modify the expression of gendered identity afforded
by their performances of these songs.
These artists were all aware of, and to varying extents involved in, the social and political
struggles and changes of the era. As I alluded to earlier, their different backgrounds and models
of femininity rendered their interests as somewhat oblique to the dominant principles of
women’s liberation. These four artists all adopted feminist ideology into their own publicly
shared worldviews in a cautious, piecemeal, or belated fashion. As I demonstrated in the last
three chapters, this complicated relationship to feminism is apparent in the four song
performances in this study. I interpreted Lynn’s performance of “Fist City” as most clearly
feminist in a mainstream, second-wave sense, but not without caveat: she adopts a masculine
swagger in the text and delivery, and sonically elbows her way into the male-dominated space of
the honky-tonk, but the lyrics still suggest a gendered hierarchy of social power. In “Baby, I
Love You,” I also propose that Franklin’s vocal mastery paired with the gritty, yet relaxed sound
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of the Muscle Shoals rhythm section suggested an assertive femininity that expanded beyond the
bounds of a retrogressive concept of the feminine as quiet and retiring. Even so, the lyrics cast
Franklin’s romantic overtures in terms of her receptiveness to her lover’ advances (and not as the
aggressor in a complete sense). Knight’s vocal performance and the opening lyrics of “If I Were
Your Woman” share some of this assertiveness, but the pop accompaniment combined with later
verses of the song give her performance a tinge of reserve and self-doubt. Finally, regardless of
the compositional finesse and craftsmanship of “Jolene,” Parton’s character in this song is cast as
almost entirely submissive.
In a similar fashion, none of the performers in this study are very closely allied with
feminism, and some have explicitly rejected the label (although their actions and song choices
often suggested otherwise). This was clearly an issue of business sense and part of an aim to
appeal to as broad an audience as possible, but it was also reflective of how second-wave
feminism often failed to completely appeal to women who did not recognize themselves as
suffering from the constraints inflicted by bourgeois gender roles. Each performer’s relationship
to feminism, and her own expressions of black or white, middle- and/or working-class
femininity, is one metric by which to determine how the contexts of each song inflect their
gendered meaning. On the other hand, all four artists also constructed and expressed their own
gendered identities through music and in public appearances, forging their own paths through
and around the social and political issues of the time period. Each woman’s expression of gender
via her persona—whether through speech, action, or physical appearance—is another way that
gendered meaning can arise and affix to the songs in this study.
Much of Aretha Franklin’s music was adopted by the civil rights and women’s liberation
movements, although somewhat to her initial surprise. She remarks, “I’m not a politician or
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political theorist. I don’t make it a practice to put my politics into my music or social
commentary. But the fact that ‘Respect’ naturally became a battle cry and an anthem for a nation
shows me something.”44 The message of “Respect” seemed almost universally appealing:
So many people identified with and related to ‘Respect.’ It was the need of a
nation, the need of the average man and woman in the street, the businessman, the
mother, the fireman, the teacher—everyone wanted respect. It was also one of the
battle cries of the civil rights movement. The song took on monumental
significance. It became the ‘Respect’ women expected from men and men
expected from women, the inherent right of all human beings.45
Further, following the success of “Respect” and her first album at Atlantic, more listeners were
beginning to hear her voice, in any context, as symbolizing struggles for equality: “It was neither
my intention nor my plan, but some were saying that in my voice they heard the sound of
confidence and self-assurance; they heard the proud history of a people who had been struggling
for centuries.”46 Franklin became directly involved in the civil rights movement, and was able to
use her singing to support fundraising efforts for Dr. King on several occasions.47 The cause of
women’s liberation was something Franklin only purposely supported via her music later in her
career; she cites her 1985 duet with Annie Lennox in “Sisters Are Doin’ It for Themselves” as
her “first musical declaration of clear-cut women’s liberation” (although she’d always
considered herself a “progressive woman”).48 Generally, Franklin seemed interested in
supporting activist causes and was gratified that her music became associated with movements
for equal rights, even if by accident.
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Following the public’s interpretation of her voice and music as representative of black
pride and the struggle for equality, Franklin became more outspoken in her support of social
justice causes. In 1970, as ideological currents in black activism were shifting from civil rights to
Black Power, Franklin publicly announced her willingness to post bail for Angela Davis, who
had been charged with the kidnapping and murder of Judge Harold Haley (a charge based on her
ownership of the weapons used in the failed abduction). Although others eventually paid Davis’s
bail, Franklin had already made her position clear: “Angela Davis must go free. Black people
will be free. I have been locked up before (for peace disturbance in Detroit), and I know you
have to disturb peace when you ain’t got peace.”49 The connections with civil rights struggles
(and the struggles of black women in particular) forged by Franklin as well as her fans also
inflect the meanings of her songs without political overtones. Hearing “Baby, I Love You” in
this context imbues the song with an activist tone that extends beyond my initial hearing of it as
an assertive yet playful expression of sexual love. Returning to the love half of Collins’ love and
trouble tradition, “Baby, I Love You” can be interpreted as an exuberant expression of the
“power to ‘love anything you chose’” that was historically denied blacks by slavery and
oppression,50 and the tradition of viewing “Black women’s relationships with Black men as a
source of strength, support, and sustenance.”51
These ties to activism were reflected in other parts of Franklin’s life, but only most
overtly beginning in the years following her first hits with Atlantic. In 1967, she was married to
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Ted White (their marriage would end in 1969) and already had three sons—two born during her
teenage years, and whose fathers she has never named, and one with White. Franklin strove to
keep her private life out of the public eye, but at the height of her early popularity she did grant
an interview for Time magazine (a portrait of her also appeared on the magazine cover). The
depiction of Franklin in this article, including the portrayal of her mother I mentioned earlier, is
one that she has spent years trying to rectify, first by refusing interviews for some time, and
subsequently by addressing the article in her autobiography. The Time article focused on the
departure and death of her mother and her tumultuous and sometimes abusive relationship with
White, characterizing Franklin as shy, withdrawn, depressed, and “deeply scarred.”52 This
description of Franklin as a one-dimensional tragic figure reflects a common trope deployed in
the misrepresentation of black women singers,53 a tradition that Franklin was familiar with and
resisted: “The article…painted me as a woman trapped by the blues, like Bessie Smith or Billie
Holiday. Nothing could be further from the truth. I am Aretha, upbeat, straight-ahead, and not to
be worn out by men and left singing the blues.”54 It cannot be argued that Franklin did not
experience more than her fair share of heartache, disappointment, and hardship, but it does not
follow that these experiences are solely what define her. Her performance of “Baby, I Love You”
can be incorporated into a narrative of Franklin resisting this stereotype of the tragic blues singer,
as her persona in the song is indeed the “upbeat, straight-ahead” woman she insists she is.
Franklin further counteracts this gloomy depiction of her life through exercising control
over the distressing, difficult chapters in her life’s history, often by attempting to omit them
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completely. She keeps her grief private, although one assumes it might occasionally filter into
her expressive singing. In response to both her mother’s death and father’s shooting in 1979,55
she remarks: “I never talked about it, not with the public and not in interviews. There was no
way I could express the pain.”56 She will also claim not to remember potentially controversial or
distressing moments from her past, such as not recalling why her first marriage didn’t take place
at her father’s church (it was likely her father didn’t approve)57 and not remembering what
happened during the fight between the studio musicians and White during her now mythic 1967
recording session at the FAME Studios in Muscle Shoals.58
Franklin is much more open about the positive moments of her life. Following her
divorce from White, she began seeing her road manager Ken Cunningham (whom she called
“Wolf”) and began to appear much happier and healthier to her fans. Franklin remarks, “After so
many years of being sheltered by my dad and the couple of dominating-type men I dated, Wolf
was a godsend, a welcome change and more right for me.”59 It was at this point in her life that
the self-confidence and pride that so many had heard in her voice began to be manifested in her
own life and the way she presented herself:
...we as a people had rediscovered how beautiful black truly was and were
echoing, ‘Say it loud, I’m black and I’m proud.’ Wolf and I embodied that
pride…He appreciated me as a woman and helped me to more fully appreciate the
natural aspects of myself. I blossomed under his strong support…Wolf even
helped me change my approach to makeup. I stopped shaving my eyebrows and
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using pencils and went back to a natural look with a much lighter touch. I lost
weight and wore my hair in an Afro; I began to appreciate myself as a beautiful
black woman.60
By this time, her affirmative expression of a black feminist consciousness was consistent
throughout her public appearance, attitude, and music. By the late ’60s, she transitioned her style
of dress from mod to a combination between African-inspired clothing and Hollywood glamour.
This combination reflected a political commitment to the expression of black female pride as
well as the material enjoyment of her success.
In light of this understanding of Franklin’s self-presentation as a woman—one who
mixed political substance with glamorous style, who suffered and endured adversity, and strove
to celebrate her loves and successes with verve—”Baby, I Love You” takes its place as one point
in a kaleidoscope of black women’s experience. The assertive, playful tone of her performance
and the song itself can represent an affirmation of a self-defined black feminist “deep love” (a la
Collins), and the expression of joyful, sexual love by a black woman equally familiar with both
sides of the love and trouble tradition. The cultural and historical context attached to this song
performance by way of Franklin’s own life story and public persona ties it to a rich history of
black music, civil rights struggle, and traditions of black love relationships. This interpretation is
different from initial hearing from my perspective as a white middle-class listener, in which I
heard this song and Franklin’s performance as claiming more space for women’s expression than
what was afforded by a model of bourgeois femininity. Both hearings of “Baby, I Love You”—
either in relation to white bourgeois femininity or black feminist consciousness—are available to
Franklin’s listeners, enabling the song and her performance of it to convey multiple messages
about gendered identity.
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The relationship between soul music and civil rights, and between black women’s soul
vocality and black feminist expression carries over into my hearing of Gladys Knight’s vocal
performance in “If I Were Your Woman,” but is recast amongst the middle-class associations of
the backing track. Respectability was a tactic for success at Motown, and despite the group’s
eventual dissatisfaction with the record label, their polished look and professionalism aligned
with the company’s role in affirming black dignity and promoting the “civil right to black
glamour”61 during the 1960s. The connection to civil rights, however, was not taken up to the
same degree by Knight or her fans as by Franklin and hers.
Knight experienced racism growing up in the segregated south, but her discussion of
racist treatment over the course of her life tends to be characterized by reserved opposition
instead of revolutionary resistance. In her autobiography, Knight relates several memories of
racially motivated harassment aimed at the group of performers she and the Pips toured the
Chitlin’ Circuit with early in their careers. While on the Supersonic Attractions tour (headlined
by Sam Cooke and Jackie Wilson), Knight remembers that “some cops in Louisiana once
became so upset about the way white women were swooning over Jackie [Wilson] that they
arrested the whole band, took them to jail, made them strip naked, and refused to release them
until they performed their entire act that way.”62 Restaurants would only serve the touring
musicians out the back door, gas stations would allow them to buy gas but refuse them use of the
restrooms, and hotels would constantly claim no vacancy upon their arrival. They were even
ordered to leave a hotel in Little Rock, Arkansas by a mob of police officers, and were illegally
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detained, extorted, and robbed by police while on tour.63 Knight relates all these stories less as
instances that inspired in her a desire for activism, but more as part of the upsetting trials and
indignities of trying to make a living as a touring black musician. Gladys Knight and the Pips,
however, did sometimes incorporate themes of racial equality into their repertoire, especially
with their 1969 single “Friendship Train”64 (with the lines “we’ve got to learn to live with each
other…no matter what the race, creed, or color”). Knight was clearly supportive of equal rights
causes, but tended to voice her support in polite, non-confrontational ways.
Later in her autobiography, Knight does assume a stance of advocacy in her discussion of
the legacy of racism in the music business: “I take it as an insult to my intelligence when anyone
tries to tell me that race is not a factor in the music business…In general, white pop artists
receive much better record deals than black artists.”65 She recognizes the success of black artists
who managed to cross over onto white-oriented pop charts, but adds, “I just wish those barriers
were not so high so that far more black artists could reap the same rewards as all those white
performers who do not face the same restrictions.”66 Although the soulfulness of Knight’s
singing style carries with it associations of the struggle for civil rights and expressions of black
pride, the fact that she was not directly involved in activism to the same extent as Franklin
slightly tempers this element in relationship to my interpretation of “If I Were Your Woman.”
Her vocal performance, however, is still tied to expressions of race and place, in that it is
deeply evocative of her upbringing in a southern black community and in the gospel church. As I
have already discussed, these ties can bolster hearings of Knight’s performance as representative
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of assertive, self-reliant black femininity. They also place the subject matter of “If I Were Your
Woman” in the context of relationship patterns that confront black women, namely loneliness
and competition with other women. According to Collins, “Many Black women want loving
sexual relationships with Black men, but instead end up alone,”67 due to a combination of the
scarcity of black men (who face disproportionately high rates of imprisonment), the complexities
of dating and marrying non-black men, and perceptions of black women as both highly
sexualized and less desirable than women of other races and ethnicities. Collins continues that,
as a reaction to this sense of being unwanted and undesirable, black women enact a variety of
strategies: they either continue to hope for marriage to a good black man, turn their energies
toward motherhood or career, or sometimes, “heterosexual Black women become competitors,
most searching for the elusive Black male, with many resenting the White women who naively
claim them.”68 In this context, the complex expression of assertive, sensual desire tinged with
doubt in “If I Were Your Woman” occurs in a high stakes setting—the song and Knight’s
performance acquire a deeper sense of anxiety in the face of the real possibility that the song
protagonist could end up, and remain, alone.
In regards to women’s liberation, Knight was careful to avoid association with the
movement. This appears to be on the basis that the mainstream representation of the movement
didn’t speak to her needs, but also because she desired a traditional woman’s role as homemaker
and mother as respite from her grueling schedule as a professional musician. By the late ’60s, she
admits, “I’d come a long way from the little church mouse of Mount Moriah [Baptist Church],
but I wasn’t exactly joining the bra burners and the women’s lib movement that was sweeping
the country around that time. I always felt liberated. I didn’t mind being a housewife, I didn’t
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need to burn my bra.”69 Knight cites one of the biggest dilemmas of her life as “the inner
conflict between my desire to be a traditional woman and mother working in the home, and my
equally powerful need to fulfill the promise of my musical gift.”70 This lifelong conflict between
her twin urges toward singing career and motherhood/domesticity is an example of the
uneasiness that can accompany the both/and conceptual stance articulated by Collins. Finally,
following her success in the ’70s at Buddah Records with “Midnight Train to Georgia” and
“Imagination,” and after her second marriage, Knight was able to enjoy the fruits of her career
and a fulfilling home life:
I was cooking. I was baking. I was doing laundry. I was carpooling, PTA-ing,
Little-Leaguing, Girl-Scouting. I had become the lady in the household cleanser
commercials, singing my way through the grit in the bathroom tiles. Life as an
adult was never better for me.71
Knight did not view this image of bourgeois femininity and motherhood—complete with
childcare, cooking, and cleaning—as a source of oppression. Instead, it represented a degree of
ease and comfort that had eluded her for much of her young life. In this context, I hear “If I Were
Your Woman” as reflective of the uneasiness of the both/and conceptual stance. The song
protagonist’s assertive come-ons are followed by expressions of shy reticence, a conflict that
runs parallel to how Knight struggled to balance her desire for success as a soul singer with her
desire for a simple, stable life as mother and housewife.
This aspiration to middle-class domesticity aligned with Knight’s “good girl” persona. As
a teenager touring the Chitlin’ Circuit with the Pips, Knight witnessed much of the partying and
sexual exploits of other musicians and patrons, but rarely participated. She cites her upbringing,
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the protection and watchful eyes of the Pips, and her own belated interest in drinking and sex and
disapproval of drug use as keeping her reputation intact:
Even though I was becoming a well-known entertainer, I was known as a ‘good
girl’ and I still had visions of going to college and majoring in home economics
one day. Parties, pills, drinking, and drugs held no allure for me. I was more
inclined to go into the kitchen and talk recipes with the cooks or the wives of the
other performers. I’d been brought up to be a lady and my momma had always
said if you acted that way, you would be treated that way and it was true.72
This image is the reason why the subject matter of “If I Were Your Woman” proved difficult for
her—a conflict that she often references before her live performances of the song and in her
autobiography. She had difficulty getting into character for the song, and initially resisted Barry
Gordy’s suggestion that she and the Pips record it:
The lyrics are the words of a woman who is in love with a married man. She is a
bold thing . . . But I had never been that aggressive in going after a man. It just
wasn’t my style. I was taught that the man pursued the woman. I thought the
lyrics were too suggestive for my image, and for me personally. Cher maybe, but
not Gladys. I wasn’t even sure I wanted to be alone in a dark studio with this
woman and her song. Sometimes when I get a song that doesn’t exactly match up
to where I am or where I’ve been in life, I can make it fit by imagining the story
in the song happening to me on down the road, but I didn’t want to ever see
myself as the sort of woman who would be chasing another woman’s man.73
By her own account, Knight has grown into the song: “As I’ve gotten older, and a little more
self-assertive, I’ve grown to like it and understand it more. . .”74 Even as she has matured and
become more confident, however, her image has never been overtly sexy.
This persona was carried out in many of Gladys Knight and the Pips’ top-charting songs.
Their popular ballads “Make Me the Woman You Come Home To,” “Neither One of Us (Wants
to Be the First to Say Goodbye),” and “Best Thing That Ever Happened to Me” touch on topics
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of romantic fidelity, the sadness of a slowly deteriorating relationship, and affirmation of true
love; “I Heard It Through the Grapevine” and “I’ve Got to Use My Imagination” reference a
lover’s cheating and leaving; “Midnight Train to Georgia” is about a woman standing by her
man. In all of these songs, Knight’s persona as lead singer is sometimes strong and
commanding, sometimes sweet and yielding, but rarely directly seductive. Hearing “If I Were
Your Woman” in the context of Knight’s good girl persona and her aspirations to and
achievement of the stability, comfort, and protection of bourgeois womanhood, the middle-class
valences of the instrumentation and arrangement of the song are even stronger. At the same
time, Knight’s vocal style retains the expressive range of her gospel background and associations
of assertive black femininity. “If I Were Your Woman” can therefore be interpreted as presenting
a model of middle-class black womanhood, one that combines domesticity and propriety with
sensuality and confidence, while also reflecting the anxiety that can accompany sexual love
relationships for black women. From my perspective as a white middle-class listener, the
expression of gendered identity in “If I Were Your Woman” seems familiar yet expanded in its
assertiveness and sensuality, primarily due to Knight’s expressive vocal performance and
flexible vocal quality. In context, the expression of gendered identity in this song is understood
as a self-defined representation of middle class black femininity.
Loretta Lynn shared some of Knight’s suspicion of the women’s liberation movement.
She was never articulated which features of the movement she objected to, but she may have
viewed it as divisive and hostile to women’s roles as mother and homemaker, which she valued
and enjoyed. Through her song writing and opinions, however, she was clearly an advocate for
working-class women’s rights. She expressed her ambivalence about the movement alongside
her support of and solidarity with women in her autobiography, Coal Miner’s Daughter: “I’m
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not a big fan of Women’s Liberation, but maybe it will help women stand up for the respect
they’re due. And maybe they won’t be cutting each other up so much.”75 Many of her thoughts
(expressed in writing, interviews, and songs) on romantic relationships between men and women
and women’s reproductive rights echo the stance of many self-identified feminists. In her
autobiography she writes,
Sure, I’ve heard people say men are bound to run around a little bit. It’s their
nature. Well, shoot, I don’t believe in double standards, where men can get away
with things that women can’t. In God’s eyes, there’s no double standard. That’s
one of the things I’ve been trying to say in my songs. Lots of country songs are
about people trying to get along—falling in love, quarreling, having affairs,
messing up their lives. That’s life, and we’ve got to face it. But life works both
ways. There’s plenty of songs about how women should stand by their men and
give them plenty of loving when they walk through the door, and that’s fine. But
what about the man’s responsibility? A man is supposed to give his wife a good
time, too. Let him be tender with her once in a while, too.76
Lynn addresses this double standard in her top charting songs “Don’t Come Home A Drinkin
(With Lovin’ on Your Mind)”77 and “You’ve Just Stepped In.”78 In “Don’t Come Home a
Drinkin,” she admonishes her man for ignoring her only to expect sex when he returns home
drunk. In “You’ve Just Stepped In,” Lynn threatens her cheating partner with her own infidelity.
In her song “One’s on the Way,”79 she lists the woes of working-class, rural women—chief
among them being the demands of an inconsiderate husband, too many children, and “one on the
way”—in contrast to the successes of middle class women in urban centers and the glamorous
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jet-setting lifestyles of women in the public eye. In her song “The Pill,”80 Lynn touts the benefits
of the birth control pill, reflecting her general outlook on women’s rights to reproductive control:
“I’m glad I had six kids because I couldn’t imagine my life without ‘em. But I think a woman
needs control over her own life, and the pill is what helps her do it. That’s also why I won’t ever
say anything against the abortion laws they made easier a few years ago [referring to Roe v.
Wade].”81
Lynn’s opinions on women’s rights also extended to a general attitude of solidarity with
other women:
Most of my fan club is women, which is how I want it. The men have enough
things going for ‘em in this life. We women have got to stick together. My shows
are really geared to women fans, if you think about it—to the hardworking
housewife who’s afraid some girl down at the factory is going to steal her
husband, or wishing she could bust out of her shell a little bit. Those are the things
most women feel, and that’s who I’m thinking about and singing to during my
shows. And the girls know it.82
She also proffers her support to women in the music industry in Nashville. Following her own
experience of being shunned by other female performers at the Grand Ole Opry early in her
career (stemming from fears that limited space would be allotted to women in the Opry’s lineup), Lynn has consistently been eager to welcome new women to the business, claiming “There’s
room for all of us, honey.”83 In her autobiography, she also relates her initial desire to hire an
“all-girl” band to tour with her. She cites the predominance of men in bands and working as
studio musicians as the inspiration for wanting to hold women-only tryouts for a backing band
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she envisioned as “The Lynnettes.” Ultimately, however, her fears about incurring gossip in
case of any instances of impropriety (lamenting “that old double standard again”)84 led her to
hire a male band.
In her outspoken expressions of women’s solidarity (with working-class women in
particular) to a typically conservative and potentially hostile listening public and industry, Lynn
exhibited the toughness required of Appalachian women of her era. Mary Robertson, a union
organizer from western North Carolina, explains this tradition in Appalachian gender roles, and
the contradiction that also accompanies it:
The mountain women, like the pioneer women, were forced to assume
responsibilities, because it was the only way to survive. In that respect, the
mountain woman has a different position than other women of the South, or even
other women of other parts of the country. She is more likely to be a decisionmaker in the family, and you’re more apt to see some signs of a matriarchal
society in the mountains on the one hand. And on the other hand, because of their
isolation and their meager economic clout and the whole social structure, they’re
also more apt to bow to some religious social theory that they should be naturally
subservient to men. So you get a contradiction there that’s very strange.85
Like the assertive black femininity expressed by Franklin and Knight that was shaped through a
cultural history of hardship and self-reliance, the demands of life for mountain women resulted
in a model of femininity that included a similar toughness and self-sufficiency. This coexistence
of seemingly disparate desires and characteristics is described by Robertson as a strange
contradiction, but taken outside of a binary conceptual framework it is another example of the
both/and stance articulated by Collins.
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The rugged persona present in many of Lynn’s songs was accompanied by guilelessness
and a simple, functional approach to fashion (although she tended more towards gowns, sequins,
fringe, and lace later in her career). When she first started appearing on the Wilburn Brothers’
television show in the 1960s, Lynn dressed in a generic Western style with minimal frills (for
show business, at least), performing in “blue jeans, a fringed cowboy hat, and a pair of boots.”86
When the Wilburns finally coerced her into wearing high heels by hiding her boots, Lynn wore
them on stage but eventually kicked them off out of fear of falling over. Taking off her shoes
became a regular part of her stage show after that, and she often followed their removal with a
shuffling, jig-like dance, which she refers to as a “hillbilly hoedown.”87
Certain parts of Lynn’s public persona, however, also reflected the complex nature of
Appalachian gender roles for women. As much as she was outspoken against double standards
and for women’s rights, her relationship with her husband, Oliver “Doolittle” (or “Doo”) Lynn,
and her beliefs about appropriate behavior for men and women still echoed the assumption that
women should be “naturally subservient to men.” Lynn often rejected this assumption in her
songs and public opinions, but in her own life she exhibited a degree of ambivalence towards the
idea. She chafes at the fact that “I went directly from Daddy to Doolittle without ever being on
my own. Even today, men are telling me what to do . . . In a sense, I still don’t have complete
control over myself.”88 At the same time, she credits Doolittle with the idea of her becoming a
country singer in the first place, and for making her career. Throughout her time in the public
eye, Lynn has been forthcoming about the difficulties in her marriage: Doo’s infidelity, drinking,
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and their often physical fights (which Lynn characterizes as “whipping her into line a little”). But
she also depended on him and appreciated those moments when he protected and guided her,
admitting “. . . I’ve always respected my husband’s common sense. When he’s traveling with
me, I know things are going to work more smoothly because Doo is there, supervising things. I
feel safe when he’s around.”89
Lynn’s acceptance of her husband’s behavior reflects the fact that although she was
outspokenly critical of the different standards of behavior for women and men, she also
acquiesced to them. She viewed it as the woman’s responsibility in a relationship to stay out of
trouble, and to tolerate it when her man didn’t do the same. She could relate to how Doo
succumbed to temptation: “As for what Doo has done, it’s not anything I haven’t thought about
doing myself.”90 The key difference is that what her husband does, Lynn only thinks about
doing; yet, she seems resigned to believing this is fair. This reflects the sometimes uneasy
coexistence of tough individualism and the desire for guidance and protection that characterized
some Appalachian women’s expression of gender.
Hearing “Fist City” in light of Lynn’s outspoken criticism of the double standards of
behavior between men and women, her support of women’s reproductive rights, and her drawing
attention to the troubles of working-class women in general makes the feminist interpretation of
the song more salient, regardless of Lynn’s specific comments about women’s liberation. In
fact, Lynn need not share any allegiance to women’s liberation in order to be considered a
leading figure of working-class feminism. Alternately, when understood in reference to
Appalachian culture and gender norms, it is also possible to interpret “Fist City” as clearly
expressing both sides of that milieu’s definition of femininity. Lynn is tough, resourceful, and
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outspoken, but is also resigned to the notion that women are subservient to their husbands and
fated to have less flexibility in terms of acceptable behavior. She also seems to enjoy, at times,
the feeling of protection and supervision afforded her as a woman in this gendered hierarchy.
The fact that the protagonist of “Fist City” does not address her wayward man is a reflection of
these boundaries in gendered roles that Lynn had yet to find a way to overcome in her own life.
In this way, “Fist City” is not a completely radical expression of working-class feminism, but it
is a realistic representation of Appalachian womanhood.
Dolly Parton is perhaps more amenable to the mainstream ideology of the women’s
liberation movement than Lynn, but she seems wary of appearing at all radical, and typically
keeps her comments on the subject of gender equally lighthearted. When asked about her
thoughts on women’s liberation in interviews, Parton frequently deploys a joke as a form of
generally positive yet non-committal response, saying “I was the first woman to burn her bra,
and it took the fire department four days to put it out!” (referring, with her typical selfdeprecating humor, to her famously large breasts).91 In a 1974 piece in Country Music magazine
on women in country, Parton affirms her agreement with some of the ideals of feminism without
claiming membership in the movement: “I had my own opinion long before women’s liberation.
I figure, what’s fair for the goose is fair for the gander. Really, it’s just as big a sin for a man to
drink and run around as it is for a woman to do it.”92 Parton reflects a similar stance on gender
equality in her early song “Just Because I’m a Woman”;93 the song protagonist reveals her pre-
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marital sexual affair to her husband, and challenges his rebukes with the reminder that he had
loved before as well. Later in her career, after gaining a reputation as a mentor to young women
in the music business (most notably Miley Cyrus, who is her goddaughter) she seems to claim
the term “feminist,” but with some familiar caveats:
Well, I do think women still need role models, and hopefully I have been one. But
I was never one of those feminists who hated men. I just tried to be a good
example, to say, ‘Hey, you can look like a woman and you can think and work
like a man and don’t you let nobody tell you that you can’t, because I am living
proof that you can.’94
Parton characterizes herself as an advocate for women’s rights and equal treatment but is careful
to avoid being understood as directly supporting women’s liberation or calling herself feminist.
Unlike Knight and Lynn, who found fault with the middle-class, careerist portrait of the
women’s liberation movement, Parton seems to avoid wholehearted identification as feminist as
part of a savvy public relations tactic rather than stemming from true dissatisfaction with the
movement (especially since her pointedly careerist aspirations align with mainstream feminist
principles and are well served by the movement’s successes). It seems more likely that she
simply hoped to avoid forging a connection between her “brand” as a performer and
businesswoman and the caricature of feminists as strident, ugly, and man-hating. This seems all
the more likely when one considers her reputation as a sharp businesswoman, as I will address in
the next section.
The submissive and worried song protagonist of “Jolene” seems at odds with Parton’s
careful identification as feminist, and so does, at first, her unreserved enjoyment in her over-thetop performance of femininity, as she draws attention to her famous figure with flashy clothing,
constantly wears the highest heels, dons enormous wigs, and applies layers of makeup. Parton’s
personification of excessive womanliness is typically not interpreted as a symptom of her
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submission to a traditional notion of femininity. Instead, it has been viewed as a sign of how she
is “keeping the upper hand and stage-managing her own ‘exploitation’” and “making patriarchal
discourse work to her own advantage” by “managing and manipulating her sexual image in such
a way as to attain the maximum response from the male gaze while maintaining her own dignity
and self-esteem.”95 Parton’s clever control of her image is at odds with the persona of “Jolene,”
but I have difficulty hearing “Jolene” as an ironic performance of vulnerability in order to keep
the song and Parton’s rendition of it in line with this understanding of her persona.
Instead, I hear Parton’s performance of “Jolene” as sincere in its projection of the song
protagonist as worried and submissive. Parton is indeed an expert of public relations, but I view
this expertise as just one explanation behind her public persona and exaggerated appearance.
She has also explained her style as a response to her experience of poverty and a reflection of her
Appalachian cultural background. Through her image, as Pamela Fox writes, “she at once pays
tribute to her own poor taste [with jokes like “It costs a lot to make a person look this cheap”]—
the continuing legacy of her low-class roots—and celebrates her escape from the material
deprivation that frequently accompanies it.”96 Although she views her childhood with a degree of
nostalgia, Parton also remembers the emotional toll of growing up working-class and just
scraping by: “The worst thing about poverty is not the actual living of it, but the shame of it.”97
She recalls the hardships of growing up poor, and how the glamorous femininity suggested by
models in magazines represented escape and even a degree of power:
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We wanted to look like them. They didn’t look at all like they had to work in the
fields. They didn’t look like they had to take a spit bath in a dishpan. They didn’t
look as if men and boys could just put their hands on them any time they felt like
it, and with any degree of roughness they chose. The way they looked, if a man
wanted to touch them, he’d better be damned nice to them. Most of all, they
looked like a man would want to—very much.98
The trappings of this idealized womanhood were alluring not only for their perceived comforts
and benefits, but also due to their scarcity: “Womanhood was a difficult thing to get a grip on in
those hills, unless you were a man. My sisters and I used to cling desperately to anything
halfway feminine. For a long time I was a tomboy, but once I got a better idea of what it meant
to be a woman, I wanted it with everything in me.”99 Understanding Parton’s image as
originating in this desire to escape the shame and indignities of poverty (in addition to her
manipulations of her image as part of achieving that success) connects it more clearly with an
expression of gendered identity in working-class Appalachia. The aspirations to traditional
femininity (in both its cosmopolitan middle-class as well as rural working-class iterations) that I
heard in “Jolene” and especially in Parton’s vocal performance align with and are supported by
this motivation behind her style and self-presentation.
Parton appears a degree less nostalgic about her childhood than Lynn, and seems more
able to enjoy the life as a touring musician and the success it brings her while Lynn often voices
distress at the rigors of being on tour and away from her husband and children. Over the course
of her 46-year (and counting) marriage, Parton never had children and appeared not to want to,
regardless of her various excuses to the press: “Carl and I had never really wanted to have
kids…People had often asked me about having children, and I always felt guilty and selfish if I
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said I didn’t want them. So sometimes I would just say I couldn’t have them . . .”100 Parton’s
husband is notably publicity-shy, and travel-averse, so she goes on tour and handles her various
business ventures without his presence or input.101 She is an openly, enthusiastically sexual
person (“I’ve always loved sex. I’ve never had a bad experience with it.”)102 and cannily sidesteps speculation on alleged extra-marital affairs. Her alleged or actual infidelity doesn’t seem to
have had an effect on the stability of her marriage: “He [Carl] seems to know that I’ll be back,
and that love affairs and relationships are just part of my dealings with people. He knows that I
will always come home.”103 Parton clearly leaves a great deal unsaid about her marriage, but
regardless of what her relationship with her husband is actually like, the image of her marriage
she promotes is one in which she enjoys almost complete freedom. Parton’s persona as a
childfree businesswoman in a seemingly open marriage defies traditional Appalachian and
bourgeois gender roles. In her public life, Parton emphasizes her historical, regional, and
familial ties to working-class Appalachia, but expresses a uniquely individual femininity that is
somewhat removed from the image of the tough yet subservient mountain woman.
This aspect of her public persona also opposes my interpretation of “Jolene” in earlier
chapters as sonically conjuring the romantic prototype of the middle-class Appalachian lady
(charming, domestic, maternal, and traditional artisan and preserver of song). Parton’s exuberant
and independent persona seems to represent a refocused and refined self-reliance instead of the
toughness that characterized those mountain women who remained in the region. In her
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eagerness to leave the indignities of poverty behind, Parton fixed her sights on a model of
bourgeois femininity and used elements of this femininity to her advantage, seemingly without
suffering the brunt of its limitations. In this context, “Jolene” represents this early aspiration to
the advantages of middle-class womanhood, but through an expression that paradoxically
highlights the potentially problematic features of this feminine model.

5.3 Career Concerns
How each performer approached the art and business of making music relates to their
public personas, and also represents a major component of how gender roles were being
reimagined at the time these songs were released. Women’s liberation emphasized examining
the political valences of women’s personal lives and redefining gender roles, but also brought
renewed public interest to women’s forays into and rights in the workplace. As I have already
mentioned, Friedan’s call to middle-class women to enter the workforce as a means to personal
fulfillment did not resonate with working-class and black women who were already working and
wishing their work could be inspired by more than necessity. In their respective cultural
contexts, the basic fact of each performer’s working outside the domestic sphere was not
remarkable. What was remarkable, however, and indicative of greater changes afoot, was the
degree of recognition and success each woman would eventually achieve in their maledominated work environments. The studio and road musicians, recording engineers, managers,
and record label employees that each artist worked with were almost all men, save for female
backup singers. While balancing the demands of marriage and sometimes motherhood with a
musical career, each woman devised her own strategy for navigating these all-male spaces,
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which reinforces and expands on the interpretations of gendered identity expression I have
already introduced in this chapter.
Since Franklin avoids discussing aspects of her personal life in favor of focusing on her
music and career, she appears more invested in her role as a musician than motherhood (although
the extent to which Franklin actually feels this way is unclear). For much of her early career
(while signed with Columbia), Franklin needed to leave her two sons at home with her Big
Mama. After her divorce from White, their son stayed with White and his grandmother while
Aretha’s career blossomed, as she was constantly touring and recording. By the early to mid1970s, Franklin could establish a home in New York, where she lived with Wolf and their new
son, and was able to bring her other three sons to live with her. She doesn’t express the same
angst about the conflicts between her work life and motherhood as Knight and Lynn, making her
appear better adjusted to these split demands. If that is the case, it is possible that Franklin was
familiar with and unperturbed by these dual roles from the experience of seeing them modeled
by other women in her life, or from the real satisfaction she derived from being able to lead a
successfully career-oriented life. Either way, her representation of the work/motherhood balance
supports my earlier impression of her voice and music as expressing a model of assertive, selfreliant black femininity.
Like all of the women in this study, Franklin needed the support of men in order to have a
successful career in the music business—this fact was inevitable, since it was impossible to make
it on one’s own in the industry, and since the entire industry was predominantly male. The way
she negotiated and used this support, however, reinforces the assertive qualities of her music
while also serving as a reminder of the gender inequalities still in place in women’s lives. As I
mentioned earlier, Franklin’s father was a tremendous influence on her musical development and
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career. He could also be authoritarian in his decisions, which Aretha eventually began to resist.
Before her first record deal with Columbia, her father urged her to work with a group of agents
in Detroit that Aretha wasn’t comfortable with: “I told my father that I preferred to keep looking.
He took me outside in the hallway to talk to me, and I wound up getting slapped. However, I still
refused to sign—thank God.”104 Ultimately Franklin and her father agreed that her talent
warranted setting their sights higher, and they continued to look only at national and
international record labels.
It took Franklin’s tenacity and evolving sense of self, combined with a man in the
business powerful enough to create room for her self-expression, to finally reach this high level
of achievement. Franklin remarks that at Atlantic, this became possible. With Jerry Wexler’s
guidance (combined with Arif Mardin’s arranging and Tom Dowd’s engineering, whom Aretha
also credits in shaping her signature Atlantic sound), Franklin was able to bring more gospelinfluenced singing and piano playing to the sound of her records. Franklin recalls, “He [Wexler]
wanted to base the music around me, not only my feeling for the song but my piano playing and
basic rhythm arrangement, my overall concept.”105 Wexler affirms this in his own
autobiography, saying “she remained the central orchestrator of her own sound, the essential
contributor and final arbiter of what fit or did not fit her musical persona.”106 In a handwritten
note to Wexler following a March 10, 1970 session (at Criteria Studios in Miami), Franklin
assumes this role as final arbiter as she provides feedback on the recording and gives instructions
for overdubbing. Among her notes on eleven different tracks she writes, “I would like to recut
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vocal” on “My Way,” “up piano as long as it’s good in solo” for “Honest I Do,” and “Just a
touch more of the girls [The Sweet Inspirations] in the fade! & Arif’s strings – a groove would
be to start them on a low F to a high F, like ‘Ah Ah!,’ like Sissie’s approach to ‘Ain’t no way,’
the first notes” for “On No Not My Baby.”107
Franklin took full advantage of this freedom for artistic input, but she also experienced
the distinct disadvantages of not holding the power or the purse strings. Following her input on
her records, which ranged from song selection, composition, and arrangement, she was not given
co-producer credits on her first Atlantic albums as were Dowd and Mardin. She also
experienced a grueling touring schedule that she felt took its toll on both her voice and physical
and mental well-being. Franklin was insistent that both these problems be rectified, but initially
had to enlist the help of other men in her life (namely her brother Cecil and partner Wolf) to
“raise hell” on her behalf. Franklin eventually did start controlling her own touring schedule
more tightly, and was finally given a co-producer credit for the first time on her 1972 album
Amazing Grace.
Aretha Franklin the businesswoman was sure of her talents and their worth, and was
persistent in achieving recognition for them. She was, however, still working in a man’s world,
and sometimes needed to rely heavily on (and compromise to ensure) the support and goodwill
of her male coworkers. The extent to which she was able to express her own artistic vision and
control her own career in these environs supports my hearings of “Baby, I Love You” as a clear
expression of assertive black femininity and also a musical expression of gender aligned with the
women’s liberation fight for gender equality in the workplace.
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As I argued earlier, Gladys Knight’s vocal performance conveys a similar assertive
femininity. Her performance of “If I Were Your Woman” reflects the both/and conceptual
stance of black womanhood with an emphasis on an aspiration to bourgeois femininity, resulting
in a nuanced expression of black middle-class femininity. Knight’s thoughts on the dual
demands of motherhood and career are in keeping with this interpretation—she represents herself
as both a dedicated mother and professional, but often expresses her greater enjoyment of
motherhood and frustration at having to be both mother and breadwinner. After her first
marriage dissolved due to her husband’s drug use and the stresses of constant touring, Knight
often needed to leave her three children with her mother so she could tour with the Pips. For the
men she worked with, “leaving their families was expected of them as men and head of their
households. They often looked forward to it as an adventure and a way of fulfilling their
obligations.”108 Knight received little sympathy from her male coworkers when she grieved
having to leave her children behind: “They expected me to accept the man’s role and the
woman’s role in the lives of my children. Deep down, I resented having to play those dual
roles.”109
Knight’s desire to enjoy domesticity and motherhood reinforces the middle-class
aspirations I hear in “If I Were Your Woman,” but the resilient strength she displayed while
touring during her pregnancies as a young woman firmly supports my interpretation of her vocal
performance as reflective of self-reliance. Knight lost her first pregnancy while on tour as a
newly married 16-year-old, and still managed to perform four shows the day following her
miscarriage. In need of money for her young family, she went back on tour during her second
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pregnancy: “We did as many as sixty-five one-nighters in a row, hitting the roadside joints and
honky-tonks across the South.”110 This strength and persistence as both a mother and performer
clearly inflects her later enactment and enjoyment of bourgeois femininity, supporting my
hearing of “If I Were Your Woman” as expressing a confident black middle-class feminine
identity. Knight affirms this interpretation as she discusses how her professional experience has
affected her personal relationships: “I learned to have a breadwinner’s mentality and, to some
degree, that has made it difficult for some men to deal with me. If a man needed a woman who
relied on him for everything, I was not a good fit. If a man set out to break my spirit, he
generally wore himself out trying.”111 In Knight’s expression of black middle-class womanhood
in “If I Were Your Woman,” this independence is still compatible with desiring a man and
fearing rejection, producing a complex portrayal of gendered identity.
Although Knight became the lead vocalist of the Pips as she approached her twenties, her
working relationship with her brother and two cousins remained an important source of support
for her—musically, emotionally, and in a business sense as well. By the time they signed with
Motown, they had worked together to form their own corporation (Gladys Knight and the Pips,
Inc.) with a pension and profit-sharing plan, and had ample experience doing their own booking
and managing their money. They hired vocal coach Maurice King and choreographer Cholly
Atkins (both would also go on to work at Motown) to refine their sound and stage show. The
group also had a long-standing and professional approach to song adaptation and arrangement,
often working together to improvise on a demo, or consulting with the songwriter and arranger to
make sure the lyrics reflected Knight’s personal history as well as persona (as was the case with
“Midnight Train to Georgia” which was originally about a woman taking a midnight flight to
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Houston) and that the song’s sound meshed with the group’s aesthetic vision. Knight took part
equally in all the group’s professional activities, but eventually decided that she wanted to try
singing on her own. She finally began her solo career in 1989, at the age of 44: “I wanted to
continue to grow as a performer, and I’d decided that I had to leave them to be me…I wanted to
do a show that did not have to be approved or voted upon or divvied up.”112 She cites her
involvement in planning their Love Overboard tour as giving her the confidence that she could
manage on her own. It had been difficult for Knight to take on both mother and breadwinner
roles in order to keep up with the Pips early in her career, but the family singing group had also
been a source of support and a safety net. Knight’s ability to thrive in a male-dominated
business, combined with her enjoyment of protection afforded by working with male family
members, aligns with the both/and conceptual stance articulated by Collins that I interpret as
sonically manifested in “If I Were Your Woman.”
Loretta Lynn’s feelings about the balance between motherhood and career are similar to
those expressed by Knight, with different consequences for the interpretation of her song. By
taking on the dual roles of mother and the family’s main source of income, Lynn often worried
she was missing out on motherhood and that her absence was detrimental to her children: “It’s a
pretty emotional subject with me—how I wasn’t around when my kids needed me…It’s a funny
deal. In country music, we’re always singing about home and family. But because I was in
country music, I had to neglect my home and family.”113 Lynn’s desire for a life at home is
different from the sonic forays into masculine territory I heard in “Fist City,” and therefore
counteracts the interpretation of this song as aligning with mainstream second wave feminist
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ideals. Lynn’s domestic urges, combined with her expression of toughness in “Fist City,”
however, represent the combination of ruggedness and domesticity present in working-class
Appalachian womanhood.
As I have discussed already, Lynn credits her husband with the idea of her becoming a
country singer and much of her subsequent success:
If it wasn’t for Doolittle, there would be no career. I wouldn’t have started singing
in the first place, and I wouldn’t have had the inspiration for some of my best
songs, in the second place. And I never could have run my business. So in a real
sense, Doolittle is responsible for everything we’ve got.114
Lynn appears not to have been very interested in the business side of her music-making, and
often relied on her husband and other men to promote her and to manage her tour dates,
recording contracts, and general money matters. In an excerpt from her touring diary that she
included in her autobiography Lynn writes, “Somebody tells me we’re playing a four o’clock
show in Toledo, Ohio. That’s fine with me. Nothing I can do about it anyway. Just go up there
and sing.”115 (This resignation also reflects Lynn’s occasional ambivalence about her career that
I mentioned above.) When she worked with the Wilburn Brothers, they were the ones who
enabled her to get her recording contract with Decca. Owen Bradley initially only wanted one of
Lynn’s songs for another Decca artist, Brenda Lee, and Doyle Wilburn had to handle the
negotiations, eventually convincing Bradley to sign Lynn to a six-month recording contract. In
relating these stories, Lynn portrays herself as rather passive in her career—she purports to
simply have learned to sing and play guitar, and write some songs, and allowed the men in her
life to take care of the rest. It is possible that this deferential posturing might be calculated to
support her simple country image, and the credit she gives Doolittle could be partly out of an
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effort to save his pride as the head of the family. Regardless of motivation, however, Lynn’s
portrayal of herself as uninterested in the business aspects of her career also has the effect of
modifying the feminist valences of “Fist City,” and supporting the interpretation of this song as
representing an Appalachian model of femininity in which women are deferential to the
decisions of men.
As much as Lynn appeared willing to share credit and responsibility in and for her career,
she is adamant in demanding credit for her songwriting. In discussing her songs, she appears
much more engaged in the business of being a musician: “I’d say material is 80 percent of a
singer’s career. You can have a great voice, but you’d also better have a new song that fits your
style. And the best way is to write the songs yourself.”116 Unfortunately, Lynn’s contract with
the Wilburn Brothers gave them the publishing rights to her songs, which was the reason behind
her hiatus from songwriting in the ’70s. Still, she fought for thirty years to retain those rights
(although she eventually lost), and insists that at least her writing credits remain hers. After
splitting from the Wilburn Brothers, Teddy Wilburn allegedly claimed he deserved credit for
helping Lynn with her songwriting, which she flatly denies:
I’ll say this: Teddy Wilburn did work with me on lines for some of my songs. But
they were my songs. And if he wants credit for a line here and there, why, I’ve
worked with lots of other singers, giving ‘em advice, changing tunes, writing a
line, and I never took credit. That’s just the way it goes.117
Lynn’s insistence that she retain credit for her intellectual property resonates with the aggressive
tone of “Fist City,” and suggests the tenacity of working-class Appalachian femininity.
As I mentioned previously, Dolly Parton’s persona represents a twist on both workingclass Appalachian and bourgeois models of femininity. Her desires for the material comfort
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represented by the trappings of middle-class womanhood spurred her career ambitions, and her
exaggerated performance of traditional femininity eventually became a means by which she
navigated the male-dominated country music industry in search of success. These combined
elements of her public and business persona—tough and crafty yet polite and agreeable—align
with my analysis of “Jolene”: a sweet and deferential model of bourgeois femininity with more
depth than meets the eye (or ear).
Without children and a very flexible understanding of marriage forged with her husband,
Parton was free to dedicate herself entirely to her work, which she did, and enjoyed, from a very
young age. Parton found her first supporters among her uncles: her Uncle Louis gave her an old
Martin guitar, she got her first chance to sing on the radio with the help of her Uncle Bill, and
was able to make her first recording at the age of twelve through the connections of her Uncle
Henry, who happened to be friends with the owner of a studio in Lake Charles, Louisiana. In
order to get her record made, Parton took it upon herself to ride the bus all the way to Louisiana,
and managed to enlist her Grandma Rena as chaperone.118
Her ambition to find success as a performer and songwriter precipitated her move to
Nashville immediately after graduating from high school. She and her Uncle Bill (who was also
pursuing a song-writing career) began driving around to the various record and publishing
companies to try to get an audition:
We had the same kind of energy when it came to our careers. Neither of us ever
gave out as long as something was happening or at least had the look of
something that might happen. Nothing mattered to Billy except his work. I knew
exactly where he was coming from.119
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Parton was eventually able to secure a spot as the “girl singer” on the Porter Wagoner show. She
appeared on his show from 1967 to 1974, by which time she had already charted several number
one country hits and felt prepared to branch out on her own. Their professional split became
acrimonious, and Wagoner eventually filed a three million dollar breach of contract suit against
Parton in 1979. Parton later settled out of court, but was determined not to let Wagoner impede
her career: “I’m not sure Porter realized what a serious (and I’d like to think, talented) person I
would turn out to be…I know he had no idea how stubborn and strong-willed I was. Nothing
and nobody has ever been able to stand in the way of me and my dreams.”120 This proved to be
the case—after a series of country music hits, she set her sights on crossover pop success and a
career in acting.
Parton’s focus on her career casts her expression of femininity in “Jolene” in a different
light, as a potentially regressive (yet perhaps calculated) expression of bourgeois femininity by a
woman whose career goals indicate a good degree of ideological compatibility with some of the
goals of women’s liberation. She seems to derive great satisfaction from her career even though
she was also driven by material necessity; her stance therefore aligns with both middle-class and
working-class feminist goals.
Her exaggerated performance of femininity in her public appearances was complemented
by a slightly more subtle, yet no less potent, day-to-day expression of femininity that she credits
as aiding her in her business dealings. Her physical appearance was of course overtly womanly,
enhanced with make-up, big hair, and high heels, but she also demonstrated traditionally
feminine personality traits. The various men she worked with early in her career allude to these
traits. For example, Bob Ferguson (her producer at RCA) remarked, “Dolly understands
everybody’s job and everybody’s attitudes—the engineers’ and the producers.’ Her input is
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good, and she isn’t domineering.”121 Her solicitousness and understanding of her coworkers
were complemented by her expressions of vulnerability—Porter Wagoner described her as
“sensitive and loyal”122 (prior to the lawsuit, at least). This vulnerability was something she was
also able to express in much of her music, to heartbreaking effect—”Jolene” being a prime
example.
Parton’s sweetness was a boon to her professional life, and her sensitivity was a major
element of her success in songwriting and performance. While she wholeheartedly embraced the
opportunities to express these parts of her personality, she also knew that her femininity could be
a business asset and wielded it more brazenly as such as her career progressed:
There are basically two kinds of men you have to deal with in business: the ones
who want to screw you out of money, and the ones who want to screw you,
period. The second guy is the easiest to deal with. If I catch a man who is not
looking into my eyes as he talks to me, I have scored two really big points with
him already. A smart woman can take a man who thinks with his small head and
quickly turn the would-be screwer into the screwee.
I should point out that I am not interested in screwing anybody
(professionally). I never want anything more than what’s fair. The problem is, I
never want anything less either. In the old-boy school of business, if a woman
walks away from the table with what’s rightfully hers, the man feels screwed
anyway. I have to admit that adds to the satisfaction of making a fair deal. “How
was it for you, old boy?”123
The way Parton tactically (and gleefully) used her feminine appeal to advance her career affords
a complex interpretation of her public expression of gender. She appeared to authentically
embrace many facets of bourgeois femininity, while also enjoying the power that expression of
gender afforded her in a male-dominated system. This bears a resemblance to the subservient yet
tough model of working-class femininity in mountain culture described by fellow Appalachian
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Mary Robertson.124 Parton at times sincerely expressed a model of bourgeois femininity
(although often highly sexualized), representing the submissive side of Appalachian femininity,
and sometimes irreverently, embodying a variation on working-class Appalachian
resourcefulness. In this context, I interpret “Jolene” as an expression of the earnest side of this
gender equation, but still hinting by association at Parton’s more calculating use of bourgeois
femininity.
*

*

*

The gender roles that each performer saw modeled in her cultural milieu, along with their
complex expressions of femininity in their public personas and careers, inform interpretations of
gendered identity in their music. In the context of Franklin’s background and history, “Baby, I
Love You” takes on new meaning as a black feminist expression of sexual love. Lynn’s “Fist
City” can be heard as indicative of tough working-class feminism, while also reflecting a more
nuanced model of Appalachian femininity that combines toughness with traditional views about
the subservience of women. My earlier interpretation of “If I Were Your Woman,” as an
expression of a bourgeois black femininity that combines assertive sensuality and self-reliance
with middle-class propriety, is deepened as well. Alternatively, the details Parton shares about
her professional and personal life further accentuate the working-class associations of “Jolene,”
resulting in model of femininity that combines hardy resourcefulness with middle-class feminine
ideals. In their respective contexts, the model of womanhood suggested by each song is a unique
expression of gendered identity.
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Epilogue

In the previous four analyses, I demonstrated how gender identity is made material in the
musical sounds of popular recordings, attending to both embodied and associative responses as I
progressed through each song element by element, beginning with the most consistently undertheorized sonic parameters. The combination of music analysis and critical theory I have
presented here demonstrates a means by which music theorists can make a much needed
contribution to ongoing scholarly and public discussions of how popular music participates in the
cultural expression and formation of identity. I envisioned this project as a response, from a
music-analytic perspective, to work by scholars such as Hazel Carby, Angela Davis, and Daphne
Brooks, who have all approached popular songs as narratives about identity that contribute to
cultural discourses on gender, race, and sexuality.1 The songs I chose for analysis speak to the
gender identities and politics expressed in women’s country and soul in the late 1960s and early
’70s, each constituting one widely circulated representation of femininity at a moment of
significant upheaval and self-definition for American women. These moments in women’s love
affairs—new beginnings or threatened ends (but all subject to similar gendered imbalances of
power)—are recounted from the perspectives of a confident initiator (Franklin), a passionate
daydreamer (Knight), a territorial fighter (Lynn), and a trembling supplicant (Parton). Through
each singer’s performance, and the contributions of the studio musicians, engineers, songwriters,
and producers, “Baby, I Love You” becomes an iconic portrayal of southern black working-class
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femininity (as performed by a middle-class black woman), “If I Were Your Woman” expresses a
middle-class black femininity that retains funkiness and expressive breadth, “Fist City” voices a
rugged white working-class femininity, and “Jolene” presents a romantic vision of a rural
Appalachian lady.
Heard in relationship to the gendered identities these artists presented in their
professional and public lives, the rich, multi-layered performances of femininity in each
recording become situated in a complex and ever-changing story of American women’s identity
expression and formation, a story that encompasses expressions of black and working-class
feminism (emphasizing the simultaneous resilience and vulnerability of women in these groups)
and the perpetual struggle to achieve personal agency and professional success. These recordings
deserve our attention not only as compelling artistic works and cultural artifacts, but also as
threads in an historical narrative of American women that is richer than the one produced by our
national tendency to focus first on the experiences, needs, and rights of middle- and upper-class
white women. Attending to the performances presented in these recordings helps expand and
refine our collective memory of American women’s identities, and gives those of us who
continue to listen to them a greater sense of history as well as possibility as we craft our own
contemporary performances of gender, race, and class.
The way musical sounds are organized and presented and the way we interact with them
as listeners are essential to our understanding of what popular songs communicate and how they
participate in identity construction and discourse. The immediacy and pleasure of listening to
popular songs belies the difficulty inherent in articulating how the experience of sound relates to
our intuitions about and conceptions of gender, race, and class identity. By combining close
listening and analysis with critical methodologies drawn from cultural studies, I have sought to
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trace this connection between sound and identity as it occurs in a real listening experience. In the
process of pursuing this interdisciplinary project, and in an effort to understand the affect and
meaning of popular songs in real world contexts, I have also needed to carefully examine and
develop my analytic methodology.
The phenomenological approach I take to music analysis accounts for the focus of my
analyses (vocal quality and style) and the manner in which I carry them out (emphasizing the
embodied and situated nature of my hearings). My attention to vocal quality analysis has yielded
the foundations of a generalizable analytical approach to quality, which helps address the real
need for in-depth studies of timbre (or what I have been referring to as quality) in music
scholarship generally and popular music analysis in particular. My focus on this undertheorized
sonic parameter has been aided by (and I argue even necessitated by) my serious commitment to
representing my embodied response to these song recordings in my analyses. This aligns with
growing interest in the impact of Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenological philosophy on music
theory and new research on embodied music cognition (which I drew on repeatedly in my use of
Arnie Cox’s work), but my original motivation was to respond to Suzanne Cusick’s call for a
feminist theory of music that “must include theorizing about (and analyzing with great care) the
practices of bodies (real ones) as well as the practices of minds.”2 The combination of
embodiment and association I utilize in my analyses seeks to resolve the Mind/Body problem in
music theory (as Cusick describes it), and I imagine it could be useful to any music scholar
investigating how meaning is born in the interaction between listeners and music.
The concept of situated knowledge—drawn from Donna Haraway’s 1988 essay “Situated

2

Suzanne G. Cusick, “Feminist Theory, Music Theory, and the Mind/Body Problem,” Perspectives of
New Music 32/1 (Winter, 1994): 17.
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Knowledges”3—is another influence from feminist theory that has shaped my analytic approach
and that also connects this project to methodologies of ethnomusicology and cultural studies. I
have taken a deliberately autoethnographic approach in investigating how my own identity,
social and historical context, and choice of listening activity shape my interactions with and
therefore interpretations of these recordings. This methodological approach has afforded my
study of musical meaning greater clarity and precision—I have tried to provide detailed accounts
of real, situated listening experiences that continues the work of music theorists researching
musical affect and interpretation (and responding especially to Marion Guck’s challenge that “if
we are to understand music, we must investigate how music and listeners interact.”4), and also
provides a means for music-analytic accounts of popular songs to enter easily into dialogue with
ethnographic and critical studies of popular music.
My in-depth investigation of my situated listening experience in this dissertation has
impacted its overall design, primarily in the order in which I have considered different sonic
elements, and in my placement of the chapter on context and history at the end of the study. This
approach does more accurately reflect my own process of listening and interpretation in that I am
drawn first to vocal performance, instrumental timbres, and rhythms, and that I usually learn
more about an artist’s persona, catalogue, and the context and production of a recording after
hearing a song. Proceeding through the analyses by sonic parameters, however, is a structural
device I have borrowed from other music-theoretical scholarship to organize my otherwise
phenomenological account of listening experience. On one hand, this format has had the added

3

Donna Haraway, “Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial
Perspective,” Feminist Studies 14/3 (Fall, 1988): 575-599.
4

Marion A. Guck, “Analysis as Interpretation: Interaction, Intentionality, Invention,” Music Theory
Spectrum 28/2 (2006): 194.
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benefit of bringing these tracks into closer dialogue with one another (which actually does
resemble the reality of my multi-genre music library and listening habits), where each has the
opportunity to challenge and contextualize what might have seemed commonplace about the
other.
Beyond its interventions in music theory and critical studies of music and identity, the
range and impact of this project can be expanded upon in a variety of ways: 1) by incorporating
analyses of more works by these four artists, to better determine the broad stylistic features of
their vocal performances and approaches to song arranging/composition; 2) by continuing to
refine the analytical approach I have developed with findings from music cognition research and
ethnographic studies on how listeners interpret popular music; and 3) by collaborating with
music historians and ethnomusicologists in order to enrich the depth of my understanding of
these artists’ musical and cultural contexts.
I assert that the combination of embodied and associative response I use in these analyses
is similar to how other listeners react to music, and it would be fruitful to determine the extent to
which my intuition is correct by talking to people about how music “works” for them. This is a
project Tia DeNora undertakes in Music In Everyday Life, in which she interviews people about
how they use music to work out, relax, or relive memories. Her interlocutors’ responses
demonstrate that many listeners take advantage of and are clearly focused on the deeply affecting
power of music, but sometimes struggle to find the terms to express their relationship with
music.5 Among the people I’ve spoken to during my research on this project, many have alluded
to the ability of these artists’ voices and music to physically and emotionally move them. Most
evocatively, during a Facebook discussion, a fellow Aretha fan shared, “I was a young gay,
5

Tia DeNora, Music in Everyday Life (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2000).
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church boy and her voice sounded like what I felt like.”6 This characterization of Franklin’s
voice clearly speaks to the type of mimetic, empathetic listening I do in my vocal analyses. One
challenge I anticipate in using listener feedback to corroborate and inform my analytical method
is determining how to let listeners describe their experience in their own words, while also
showing how that experience does or does not resemble the way I have chosen to conceptualize
my musical interactions and resulting interpretations.
This particular listener’s feedback also points to other sites of meaning and interpretive
lenses afforded by personal experience—the church and homosexuality, for example—that could
constitute the focus of new musical interpretations. My study has focused on one type of
listening (private listening to recordings) and one type of meaning (identity) and as such
represents a situated knowledge claim that should be brought into dialogue with the
interpretations of other situated listeners. Given the wide circulation of music by these artists,
and the fact that they all continue to tour, a large number of listening contexts could be
considered. Each artist in this study enjoys international fandom—what Gladys Knight’s voice
means to me, for example, and what it means to another listener in the southern United States,
Germany, South Africa, or Australia, is bound to be similar in some respects, but varied in
others.
Additionally, these particular recordings accrue new associations through time as they are
covered by other artists and referenced in popular media, or as each artist’s public persona
continues to evolve. What meaning does “Baby, I Love You” take on to someone who only
knows the song from the 1990 film Goodfellas? What might Gladys Knight’s music mean to
younger listeners who first knew her from her appearances on the television shows Dancing With
the Stars or 30 Rock? How has Loretta Lynn’s collaboration with Jack White to release the 2004
6

Facebook conversation, January 2013.
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album Van Lear Rose informed the meaning of her past catalogue? How does Dolly Parton’s role
on the Disney show Hannah Montana or her charitable foundation Imagination Library impact
the meaning of her early recordings? The meanings of the four songs I explored in this
dissertation, and meaning of the collected works of these four artists will always be subtly
changing.
My principal hope for my research is that in pursuing the phenomenological analytic
approach I outlined, I can help promote disciplinary diversity and vitality within the field of
music theory and bring my detailed musical analyses into fruitful partnerships with historical and
social studies of popular music. One of the most interesting applications of my research and
methodology for popular music analysis and cultural studies is that it supports the study of how
musical meaning shifts, how certain associations get lost in the act of circulation, and specifically
how a white, middle-class listener’s love of music can inadvertently feed cultural appropriation
and misunderstanding. Through our embodied experiences of musical listening, we forge deep
personal connections to music that is circulated as widely as commercial and technological
infrastructures will allow. We often think of this music as ours, as we put it in our collections, on
our iPods, and use it to construct our interiority and identity. The personal experience of music
listening without social perspective, however, and without the knowledge of the associations
these sounds have in other contexts (especially the contexts in which they were created),
diminishes our ability to understand one another. The method I have developed in these pages
recognizes the deeply affecting experience of music listening, while also exploring the means by
which one can strive to be a thoughtful listener and conscientious consumer of popular music.
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Appendix I: Lyrics
Aretha Franklin, “Baby, I Love You” (Atlantic, 1967)
Music and lyrics by Ronnie Shannon
Intro
Verse 1

(Instrumental)

Pre-Chorus 1

Oh and I do declare (I do), I wanna see you with it
Stretch out your arms little boy you’re gonna get it

Chorus 1

’Cause I love you (baby baby baby I love you)
There ain’t no doubt about it baby I love you
(Baby baby baby I love you) I love you, I love you, I love you, I love
you, baby I love you
(Instrumental)
If you feel you wanna kiss me
Go right ahead, I don’t mind
All you got to do is snap your fingers
And I’ll come a runnin’ I ain’t lyin’ (I ain’t lyin’)
And oh! What you want, little boy you know you got it
I’d deny my own self before I see you without it

Verse 2

Pre-Chorus 2
Chorus 2

Bridge

Chorus vamp

If you want my lovin’
If you really do
Don’t be afraid baby, just ask me
You know I’m gonna give it to you

’Cause I love you (baby baby baby I love you)
There ain’t no doubt about it baby I love you
(Baby baby baby I love you) I love you, I love you, I love you, I love
you, baby I love you
(Instrumental)
Someday you might wanna run away
And leave me sittin’ here a-cryin’
But if it’s all the same to you baby
I’m gonna stop you from sayin’ goodbye
Baby I love you (baby baby I love you)
Baby I need you (baby baby I love you)
Baby I want you (baby baby I love you)
Got you have you baby (baby baby I love you)
Don’t let your neighbors tell you I don’t want you
(baby baby I love you (2xs))
Don’t let your low-down friends tell you I don’t need you
(baby baby I love you (2xs))
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Loretta Lynn, “Fist City” (1968)
Music and lyrics by Loretta Lynn

Intro

(Instrumental)

Verse 1

A-you’ve been makin’ your brags around town that you’ve been a-lovin’ my man
But the man I love, when he picks up trash he puts it in a garbage can
And that’s what a-you look like to me and what I see’s a pity
You better close your face and stay outta my way if ya don’t wanna go to fist city

A
A
B
B

Chorus 1

If you don’t wanna go to fist city ya better detour around my town
‘Cause I’ll grab you by the hair a the head and I’ll lift you off a the ground
I’m not a-sayin’ my baby’s a saint ‘cause he ain’t ’n’ that he won’t cat around with a kitty
I’m here to tell ya gal to lay off a my man if ya don’t wanna go to fist city

C
C
B
B

(Instrumental)
Come on and tell me what you told my friends if you think you’re brave enough
And I’ll show you what a real woman is since you think you’re hot stuff
You’ll bite off more than you can chew if you get too cute or witty
You better move your feet if you don’t wanna eat a meal that’s called fist city

D
D
B
B

Verse 2

Chorus 2

If you don’t wanna go to fist city you better detour around my town
‘Cause I’ll grab you by the hair a the head and I’ll lift you off a the ground
I’m not a-sayin’ my baby’s a saint ‘cause he ain’t ’n’ that he won’t cat around with a kitty
I’m here to tell ya gal to lay off a my man if ya don’t wanna go to fist city
I’m here to tell ya gal to lay off a my man if ya don’t wanna go to fist city
(Instrumental)
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C
C
B
B

Gladys Knight and the Pips, “If I Were Your Woman” (Motown Soul Records, 1970)
Music and lyrics by Pamela Sawyer, Gloria Jones, and Clay McMurray
Intro.
Verse 1

(Instrumental)
If I were your woman and you were my man
You’d have no other woman, you’d be weak as a lamb
If you had the strength to walk out that door
My love would overrule my sense and I’d call you back for more
Chorus 1 If I were your woman (If you were my woman)
If I were your woman (If you were my woman)
And you were my man
(Instrumental)
Verse 2
(Yeah) She tears you down darlin’, says you’re nothing at all (nothing at all)
But I’ll pick you up darlin’ (pick you up when you fall) when she lets you fall
(fall, fall, fall)
You’re like a diamond (shiny) but she treats you like glass
Yet you beg her to love you, but me you don’t ask (Ooo)
Chorus 2 If I were your woman (If you were my woman)
If I were your woman (If you were my woman)
If I were your woman (If you were my woman)
Here’s what I’d do (what would you do, 3xs)
I’d never, no no, stop loving you
(Instrumental)
(Ooo) Yeah (yeah), Yeah (yeah), Mmm
Verse 3
Life is so crazy and love is unkind
Because she came first darlin’ will she hang on your mind?
You’re a part of me (You’re part of me) and you don’t even know it
I’m what you need (I’m what you need) but I’m too afraid to show it
Chorus 3 If I were your woman (If you were my woman)
If I were your woman (If you were my woman)
If I were your woman (If you were my woman)
Here’s what I’d do (What would you do, 3xs)
I’d never, no no no, stop loving you
Chorus 3 Oh yeaah
(repeated) If I were your woman (If you were my woman)
Here’s what I’d do (What would you do, 3xs)
I’d never never never stop loving you
Chorus
If I were your woman
vamp
Your sweet lovin’ woman (If you were my woman)
If I were your woman (If you were my woman, what would you do)
I’d be your only woman (If you were my woman)
If I were your woman (If you were my woman, what would you do)
You’d need no other woman (If you were my woman)
If I were your woman (If you were my woman, what would you do)
You’d want no other woman (If you were my woman)
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Dolly Parton, “Jolene” (1973)
Music and lyrics by Dolly Parton

Intro
Chorus

Verse 1*
(1.2)
Verse 2
(2.2)**
Chorus 2

Verse 3
(3.2)
Chorus 3

(Instrumental)
Jolene, Jolene, Jolene, Jolene
I’m begging of you please don’t take my man
Jolene, Jolene, Jolene, Jolene
Please don’t take him just because you can
Your beauty is beyond compare
With flaming locks of auburn hair
With ivory skin and eyes of emerald green
Your smile is like a breath of spring
Your voice is soft like summer rain
And I cannot compete with you, Jolene
He talks about you in his sleep
And there’s nothing I can do to keep
From crying when he calls your name, Jolene
And I can easily understand
How you could easily take my man
But you don’t know what he means to me, Jolene
Jolene, Jolene, Jolene, Jolene
I’m begging of you please don’t take my man
Jolene, Jolene, Jolene, Jolene
Please don’t take him just because you can
You could have your choice of men
But I could never love again
He’s the only one for me, Jolene
I had to have this talk with you
My happiness depends on you
And whatever you decide to do, Jolene
Jolene, Jolene, Jolene, Jolene
I’m begging of you please don’t take my man
Jolene, Jolene, Jolene, Jolene
Please don’t take him even though you can
Jolene, Jolene (fade)

A
B
A
B
C
C
A
D
D’
A
E
E
A
B
B
A
A
B
A
B
F
F
A
G
G
A
A
B
A
B

* The verse structure I have adopted here reflects Parton’s own organization of the song, and is drawn from the
original song manuscript on display at the Country Music Hall of Fame in Nashville, TN. Parton organized the text
of the song into three large verses, even though the second half of each large verse is a repetition of the rhyme
scheme and music of the first (which I have indicated with the parenthetical 1.2, 2.2, and 3.2).
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** Also according to the manuscript, there was originally a different set of lyrics for this half of the verse that were
then crossed out and replaced with the lyrics that are heard on the track. The “rejected” lyrics are as follows (these
lyrics have never been included in any live or recorded version of the song I have heard so far):
It’s not that I don’t understand
He is a very special man
But I’m the one that wears his ring, Jolene
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Appendix II: Transcriptions
*A note on transcriptions: For later verses and choruses, any instrumental parts that are repeated
from earlier sections are omitted to save space. Sections that are repetitions of previous material
(such as chorus vamps, or verses and choruses that follow previous versions very closely) are
omitted.
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If I Were Your Woman (Verse and Chorus 1)

“If I Were Your Woman,” Verse and Chorus 1
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